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Playing around 
John Duus  Daily staff  photographer 
Steve
 Le Doux, 
local  resident and 
14 aiter
 flute
 with 
radio  accompaniment be.
 
enjoys coming to campus 
to practice and 
at Hobees in 
Mountain  View
 pia% s his tw 
een  the science buildings. He said
 
he 
to 
get out of his apartment. 
Grading system 
to get
 report
 card 
Plus
-minus 
policy 
questioned
 
By Frank Michael 
Russell  
Daily staff writer 
Student 
members
 of the 
Academic
 Senate 
are calling for
 a re-evaluation of 
SJSUs plus -
minus grading policy. 
The policy
 can hurt SJSU students, 
partic-
ularly some 
in graduate programs, 
honors
 stu-
dents and those on academic
 probation,  said 
student Sen. Daniel 
Downey.  
Downey
 has called for the
 senate's Stu-
dent Opinion Poll 
Committee
 to measure how 
faculty and students
 feel about the plus -minus 
grading system 
by March. 
The grading
 policy was approved
 by the 
Academic
 Senate and SJSU 
President  Gail Ful-
lerton in 
1983.  It first took effect
 in fall 1984. 
'I'm  not 
interested  in necessarily 
getting 
rid of it.' Downey
 said. 
The move 
would  he a first 
step, measuring 
campus
 sentiment about the 
policy
 . he said. 
The 
senate approved the move 
at
 its Oct. 
20 
meeting.
 
Student Sen. Jim Rowell. a 
graduate stu-
dent in 
political  science,  said the grading 
sys-
tem has hurt students 
working on master's de-
grees.
 
"You can he 
helped
 by plus -minus." 
Rowen said. 
"You
 can also be hurt by it.' 
Graduate students. 
under California State 
University system 
policy. must maintain a 3.0
 
grade point average. 
A student who receives
 13 grades through-
out his
 whole program, 
then one B-, 
would  
have to take another
 class, earning at 
least a 
B . 
he said. 
"One grade can determine your 
entire
 fu-
ture at the 
university."
 Rowen said 
Sen. Louie Baiuzzi of Counseling 
Serv-
ices agreed. 
"One minus in 30 units of credit seems 
not enough to disqualify the student." Bamzzi 
said. 
Plus
-minus
 grading has 
affected  some 
graduate students in 
this way, but not in 
large  
numbers, said Serena Stanford,
 associate aca-
demic vice 
president  for graduate studies. 
Determining an 
exact number of 
students
 
affected would require
 a lengthy records 
search,  hut the number 
is less than 10. she said.
 
Undergraduate students,  who must 
keep
 a 
2.0 average in order to stay off academic 
pro-
bation. face a similar problem with C'- grades. 
Rowen said. 
The grading 
policy  also harms 
students  in 
qualifying 
for recognition
 as honors 
students.  
Downey
 said. 
The senate's Student Honors Committee 
sponsors an 
annual honors convocation
 in the 
spring.
 
To 
qualify
 for President's 
Scholar honors. 
students 
must  have received 
a 4.0 average in 
at
 
least
 12 units in the 
two regular 
semesters  be-
fore the 
convocation.  
A student can earn 
straight  A's. hut with 
one A- would 
be ineligible for President's 
Scholar status, Downey 
said. 
Pluses  can add an extra three -tenths of a 
point per unit to a 
student's
 GPA, but minuses 
take the same amount away. 
Under plus -minus grading, 
students re-
ceive no points 
toward
 their GPA for an F to 
4.0 
points per unit 
for an A or A + 
Students
 can repeat courses 
for which they 
earned a C- or 
below.
 If the student is 
eligible  
for academic 
renewal, the nds grade will
 re-
place the old 
in calculating the GPA. 
Fullerton  said at a 
news ccinference 
last 
week that there have been probkstons with plus -
minus grading. 
While the effect 
of
 pluses may help some 
See GRADING, page 8 
S.J. officials say money
 
available  for Spartan 
City 
By Brian Fedrow 
Daily staff 
writer
 
The 19118 closure 
of
 Spartan City apartment complex 
will leave a vacant 
lot on the corner of Seventh and 
Hum-
boldt streets  and no redevelopment plans. 
President 
Gail Fullerton said the university
 has no 
funding in sight to replace the 100 -unit 
apartment  building. 
Any 
construction
 would be for single students,  not 
married  
or single -parent families,  she said. 
Fullerton ordered the complex to be closed in August 
1988 because of excessive fire and safety hazards that 
would be too costly to 
upgrade. 
But San Jose Mayor 
Tom  McEnery. who spoke on 
campus Oct. 23, said
 the city is willing and able to 
help 
SJSU fund rebuilding 
Spartan  City. 
-The cii) has significant money for low- and moder-
ate -income housing." he said. "If people
 have projects. 
they
 should come to us. The city shouldn't have 
to go to the 
university and say we have
 all this money to 
bomiss"
 
Mercury News columnist
 Pat Dillon quoted City Coun-
cilman Jim Beall several weeks ago 
as
 saying that the city 
and university could work 
together  to rebuild Spartan City.  
with alms -interest or  no -interest loan. 
Fullerton dismissed the offers and the rumors. 
"That was 
essentially a figment
 of Mr. Dillon's 
very 
creative 
journalistic  imagination," 
she
 said. Fullerton said 
she talked to 
Beall  about Spartan City 
casually  at a lun-
cheon.  "He certainly 
never
 said the city would 
be able to 
put moneys into 
(rebuilding),  and it would 
not
 he appropri-
ate for him to do so." 
The construction of student
 housing is funded through 
state tax bonds, according to Housing Director Willie 
Brown. A 1947 state law gives priority to single student 
dwellings. He said he doubts whether SJSU can ;accept 
money from the city to build low- or moderate -income 
housing at South Campus. 
"We have significant need for student housing." 
Brown said. "The 
Spartan City location is in the university 
master plan for housing." 
Tom Cook, a housing supervisor in the city redevel-
opment agency, said there 
are  no legal problems with SJSU 
borrowing money from the city as far as he knows. He also 
said the agency would like to work cooperatively with the 
Newspapers 
violate
 CSU 
restrictions
 
By Paula Ray Christiansen 
Daily staff writer 
CSU schools are waiting for a decision from the 
chancellor's office before deciding whether to take 
action
 against newspaper editors who illegally en-
dorsed political candidates. 
Title V 
of the California State 
University ad-
ministrative code prohibits 
editorial endorsement by 
school newspapers 
without the 
writer's
 signatures, 
said Mayer Chapman, CSU general counsel. 
A lawsuit against CSU challenging this section 
of the code is in progress, he said. 
A telephone survey last week 
by
 the California 
State Student Association, an organization rep-
resenting CSU students, indicated that 12 out of the 
19 CSU campus newspapers were considering en-
dorsing candidates or propositions, said Sherry 
Skelly, CSSA legislative director.
 
Student papers have not 
endorsed  candidates in 
at least
 two years, she said. 
The
 overriding factor in 
decisions  to endorse 
the  Nov. 4 election by 
Humboldt  State University 
and California State 
universities  at Fresno and Long 
Beach, was 
echoed  by editors throughout the sy,:-
CSU  
is the 
only 
system
 
that
 
bans
 
editorial
 
expression
 
on
 
political  
issues.
 
 
Sherry
 
Skelly  
CSSA 
legislative
 
director  
tern. Skelly said.
 
Students view Title V 
as
 a violation of the First 
Amendment, she said. Student newspapers want to 
be taken seriously and fed they deserve the same 
protection as professional newspapers. Skelly said. 
CSU is the only system that bans editorial ex-
pression on political issues, she said. 
Assembly Bill 1720, an attempt to amend the 
25 -year -old section of the code 
was vetoed by Gov. 
George Deukmejian last month. 
Chapman  refused 
to comment on the
 1984 law-
suit filed against
 CSU by the editorial staff 
at Hum-
boldt
 State. 
The 
staff filed the lawsuit
 after the editor was 
fired for 
publishing
 
ed 
,101
 
!al%  
endorsing  
candidates,
 
even though 
a disclaimer was used.
 Skelly said. 
Enforcement of the 
law  is being left to 
individ-
ual 
universities
 until the Humboldt
 case is decided, 
which  could be a 
matter  of weeks. 
Chapman  said. 
Once a decision 
is made, individual 
universities 
will be 
advised as to what 
action to take toward
 fu-
ture newspaper 
editorial staffs, 
hesaid.  
Chapman refused 
to
 comment on 
whether
 edi-
torial staffs
 involved this 
election  year will be 
repri-
manded. 
Individual
 CSU schools are 
taking
 a "do-noth-
ing" 
stance so far, 
Skelly  said. 
The 
Humboldt  State Lumberjack chose 
to en-
dorse candidates
 this year despite the firing of 
editor 
Adam 
Truitt who filed the 
1984
 lawsuit. 
Lumberjack  editor -in -chief Mark Anderson 
said it was a 
matter of continuity and a statement
 
about the 
responsibility  of student 
newspapers.  
''We are standing by the conviction 
that student 
newspapers  have the 
same
 rights as professional 
newspapers  under the First 
Amendment,"  Anderson 
said. 
See ENDORSEMENTS. page 8 
Rec
 
Center pay back to 
alumni
 discussed 
By 
Jane!!  
Hall  
Daily
 staff writer
 
Rec  Center 
free
-use policies 
Mr 
alumni in return for
 fees paid prior to 
completion 
of the center 
will  be rede-
fined  if 
committee
 recommendations
 
are approved
 by the 
Student 
Union  
board of directors.
 
In its first meeting
 of the year. the 
SUREC committee 
addressed
 previ-
ously established
 policies 
concerning  
Student 
Union Recreation
 and 
Events
 
Center  priorities
 and fees for
 alumni. 
SUREC, a 
subcommittee
 of 
SUBOD, 
was formed 
to
 focus on 
Rec  
Center concerns. 
SUREC 
met 
Tuesday  
to discuss
 
how 
students
 who 
have
 already 
con-
tributed 
to the 
construction  of 
the fa -
PI) 
cility through registration fees should
 
be reimbursed through free Rec Center 
use. 
The 
established
 
policy 
states: 
"Students who contributed to the cost 
of 
the 
Rec Center. 
beginning
 fall 
1982,
 
will
 pay reduced
 use fees after 
the 
center
 is 
opened.
 
This  is to he re-
sponsive
 
to their 
financial
 input prior 
to the 
facilities  
being  
available.'' 
Marcus 
Aiu, SUREC
 chairman,
 
said 
the  policy 
needed
 to be amended
 
because its 
meaning was 
not clear. 
"In my 
opinion,  it does 
not ap-
pear 
very concise," he 
said. "It im-
plies that there is a fee." 
Aiu and Ron Barrett, Union di-
rector, introduced similar policies de-
signed to allow students who had al-
ready contributed to the facility to 
have free general use. However, stu-
dents would be charged for 
events
 re-
quiring 
admission  fees. 
Aiu  said 
students
 should have 
free 
use of the facility
 for an amount 
of 
time equal to 
the number of 
semesters 
they 
paid
 for the facility
 through regis-
tration
 fees. 
For example, a student who paid 
registration fees to SJSU from fall 
1982 to fall 1986 would have nine free 
semesters of general center use after it 
opens
 in 1988. 
Barrett said he 
received  approval 
from Admissions and Records to "tie 
into" its computers to find out 
the  
number
 of semesters each student had 
contributed toward the center. Upon 
completion of the
 center, students 
might be 
issued a card good for free 
use equal to that number of 
semesters.  
Several 
committee  members, in-
cluding 
Verda  Alexander. Associated
 
Students 
Program Board 
director,
 said 
they thought 
the policy would 
make 
things too
 
complicated.
 
See 
POLICIES.
 page 8 
imiersity.
 
"It's  something 
worth  pursuing," he 
said, adding that 
he has 
had no contact 
with  any university
 officials. Cook 
said
 whether the 
housing  is for 
married  or single 
students 
wouldn't 
matter  because 
under  state 
redevelopment
 law, 
who occupies
 the house is 
not  an issue. 
An 
SJSU
 
policy  
decision
 
may  
be
 
blocking
 
future
 
con-
struction
 at 
the 
South  
Campus
 
site,
 he 
said.  
Fullerton
 
said 
the 
university  
may
 
re-examine
 
the 
pur-
pose
 of 
the 
Spartan
 City
 site 
when
 it is 
tom 
down.
 
"We 
need  to do a 
careful 
physical  master
 plan for 
the  
South  Campus 
area,she  said. 
Fullerton 
said Spartan 
City has 
never  been 
part  of the 
See 
SPARTAN
 CITE. 
page  8 
Decisions  '86 
Election
 
results
 
U.S.
 
Senate
 
Democratic  
Sen  Alan 
Cranston
 fought 
off 
a 
determined
 challenge
 from 
Republican
 Ed Zschau
 to win 
his  fourth 
term in the 
Senate  Cranston 
edged 
Zschau  by 
lust
 119.000 
votes out 
of
 the 
7 
2 million votes 
cast  Zschau. a 
two
-
term 
congressman
 from Los Altos who 
gave 
up
 his seat to 
run  for the 
Senate,  
wasn't 
able
 to hold 
his  own in 
his  own 
back 
yard, Santa 
Clara 
County.
 
Governor
 
Republican
 Gov. 
George 
Deukmejian
 
easily
 defeated
 Los 
Angeles 
Mayor 
Tom
 
Bradley
 to win 
a 
second
 
gubernatorial
 
term.  
Deukmejian.
 who 
defeated
 
Bradley  
four 
years  
ago  by 
fewer
 
than
 
100,000
 votes, 
received
 60 
percent 
of the 
votes  to Bradley's 37 
percent. 
Other
 races 
Sheriff  
Robert 
Winter  
cooled
 off challenger Stan 
Horton to win 
the Santa Clara County Sheriff's 
race. 52 
percent
 to 48 percent-
. . . Supreme Court Chief Justice Rose Bird was grounded by 
California voters 
. . . 
Propositions  63 and 
65
 passed
 handily, 
while Proposition
 64 went down to defeat. 
See expanded 
election
 results 
Page
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Reagan's
 
policies
 
needed
 
rejection
 
President  Reagan has spent the 
last
 few weeks stump-
ing around the 
country
 in what his staff called his "last
 hur-
rah," urging the
 electorate to vote for a Congress that was 
 
supposed  to help him complete his
 program for the Ameri-
can people 
But a review of 
what  the president's program
 
h,,,  
brought to the 
populace in his first six 
years  
in office 
show
 
why the country 
rejected his plea. 
 Out 
of a population of 238 million, 33 million 
peo-
ple in the world's richest, strongest nation live in poverty. 
This 
is an increase from 29.3 million in 1981 when Reagan 
took office. One American in seven lives below the 
official
 
' poverty line. The rate is higher for children. Sixteen percent 
of 
white children, nearly 40 percent of Hispanic children 
and 50 percent of black children are growing up in poverty. 
 
In 
sin 
short  
years.  
Reagan  
has
 doubled 
the national 
debt from approximately SI trillion when he took office in 
19111
 to $2 trillion this 
year.  
Reagan's tax cuts have resulted in the federal 
govern-
ment's income being approximately 80 
percent
 of its expen-
ditures. The government has prior-
Opinion 
ity access to the
 private credit 
 
market  for the other 20 
percent  of 
p.  its operating funds. This 
leaves
 less money for 
business  
and 
;. personal investment. It also has contributed to the country's 
? weakened position in international trade. 
The new tax reform bill does 
nothing
 to correct the im-
balance
 between revenues and expenditures. Most 
recently,  
Reagan opposed a 
10 -cent -per -gallon tax on gasoline which 
, , would have reduced the deficit. 
 On the other
 hand, the president's proposals
 for de-
fense spending have
 increased from $157.5 billion in 19111  
to $320.2 billion in 1986. Reagan has invested 
an enormous 
 amount of the national
 budget in the military and 
the de-
fense industry. After nearly six 
years.  what  we have re-
ceived for our money are
 armed services which are 
poorly 
equipped and ill -trained and the 
president's  controversial 
dream, the Strategic 
Defense  Initiative. 
Last week, a majority of the National
 Academy of Sci-
ences indicated in a survey
 that they do not believe the sys-
tem 
would  Ix. an effective defense against a 
Soviet nuclear 
? attack. To-expend so much 
money and energy on a program 
ot such
 questainahle usefulness is sheer folly. 
 Reapp's choice for 
Chief  Justice of the U.S. Su-
preme Cour...William H. Rehnquist. was approved this fall 
in a close Senate vote. Rehnquist is a strict constructionist 
, conservative idealogue, who has consistently ruled in favor 
E. C. 
Walters
 
of government
 over individual or press rights, prosecutor 
over defendant and business over 
consumer.  
Associate Justices Sandra Day O'Connor and 
Antonin
 
Scalia were also appointed by 
Reagan.
 Newsweek mag-
azine had 
projected
 that by the end of his presidency. Rea-
gan 
will  have appointed more than half of all federal judges. 
Furthermore, 
five
 of the 
Supreme Court's remaining jus-
tices have significant
 health problems, so there is a strong 
possibility that 
Reagan will leave a long-lasting
 influence 
on our courts. 
Reagan's choices 
have been made only after dose 
ideological inspection. The 
administration  seeks judges 
who oppose abortion and affirmative action and who favor 
prayer in schools and aid to parochial 
schools.
 The effect of 
these positions 
will  be to weaken the rights and possibili-
ties  for minorities and the
 less fortunate. 
The greatest 
of
 Reagan's wrongs as president has been 
his failure to 
provide moral 
leadership.
 He 
has ignored or 
denied the very real and
 critical problems facing the nation. 
He has, in 
effect,  lied to the American people by 
assuring  
us, in his practiced presidential
 manner, that the national 
debt and 
unemployment  are no matter for concern and 
that
 
there  is no hunger in 
America. 
Finally,
 he has appealed to the worst in the American 
people. By forcing the tax 
cuts  of his first term through a 
reluctant 
Congress.
 he not only gave a signal that the na-
tional debt is irrevelant
 but also encouraged the people to 
think only of their own short-term pleasures. By denying 
the existence of the poor and
 homeless  many of whom 
are minorities he sanctioned 
the racial and class distinc-
tions
 which are already too much  a 
part  of the mind -set of 
our not -so -democratic America. 
By ignoring those to whom fate and Reaganomics have 
been unkind, he has denied the 
people  the opportunity to 
practice the compassion 
which  makes a nation great. 
Issue:
 
Star
 Wars, the 
Strategic
 
Defense
 
Initiative 
SDI
 will deter 
nuclear
 war 
The 
Strategic  Defense 
Initiative will 
enhance 
deterrence by 
detecting  a missile as 
it leaves its 
launching  site and 
shooting  it 
down 
before  it arrives at the 
target. It will 
be 
essential
 in countering
 future Libyan
-like  
nuclear  temirism.
 Through 
research,
 the 
United 
States
 would be 
assured  almost 
per-
fect 
protection  
against
 any outside
 missile. 
With 
more
 research, it 
could  he possi-
ble to even 
develop space
-based 
weapons
 
capable of 
swift and 
accurate  
destruction
 on 
targets
 in space. The 
Strategic 
Defense
 Ini-
tiative 
can protect 
the American
 people 
a even 
after a 
nuclear
 war has 
begun. 
If the 
United  States 
has  a strong 
shield
 
a 
of
 defense 
indicated  by 
SDI
 it would be 
pos-
a 
sible to cut 
down on the 
building  of 
nuclear  
! missies 
or
 even eliminate
 them totally.
 
Should all 
nuclear  arms be 
eliminated. 
I
 the 
technical 
knowledge  
required  to 
make
 
; 
such weapons
 would 
remain  in the 
nuclear 
1 
physicists
 of the 
world.  America
 and her al -
Ilies
 would 
need  to deal 
with the 
danger  of 
cheating:  
non-nuclear
 defensive
 systems 
would 
serve  that 
purpose. 
 The 
basic 
criticism  
SDI 
faces 
is
 
 
whether  
or not it 
will 
work.  
An 
antiballistic
 missile. 
the High 
Overlay 
Experiment
 (HOE)
 picked 
off a 
I 
Minuteman  
missile  fired
 from 
more  than 
k 
3.000  miles
 away in 
June 1986.
 
p 
The 
kill  was 
by 
kinetic
 
energy  
from
 the 
; 
collision,
 not any
 
mininuclear
 warhead.
 The
 
? 
HOE  
deployed  
a 15
-foot
-diameter  
metal 
pa-
rabola,
 much
 like 
the 
ribs
 of 
an 
umbrella.
 
; 
 but 
with  
small  
steel  
weights  
attached
 to the
 
ribs.
 
Hitting
 any
 one 
of those
 
weights
 at 
the 
a 
closing 
speeds
 
involved
 
would  
ensure  
de-
struction
 of 
the 
incoming  
missile.
 The 
clos-
ing 
speed,  
the 
combined  
speed 
of 
both
 mis-
siles,
 
was more than
 
20,000
 feet per 
second.  
The 
HOE 
test  
was  
evidence
 
that it 
. 
can 
be
 done.
 
That
 was
 not 
a Steven
 
Spiel
-
berg 
Movie.
 
. 
? The 
future
 will
 be in 
defensive
 
weep-
onry 
not 
in 
nuclear
 arms.
 
 
Americans  
anti  the 
world  have 
lived 
. with 
the  threat 
of nuclear
 bomb 
profilers-
, lion. 
Bombs 
can  
accidentally
 
go
 off 
even
 
; with 
the 
most  
sophisticated  
technology.
 
; 
"Star 
Wars" 
takes 
the  scare 
out 
of
 the 
;  
threat  of 
nuclear 
bombs  and 
enhances
 the 
I hope 
of nuclear 
Safety by 
knocking 
the very 
a 
thing  that 
scares
 us all 
out  of the 
sky
 before 
S
 
it can do 
any harm. 
Defense  against nuclear 
terror  is not 
1, yet 
at hand and HOE was just an 
experi-
ment. It took four launches
 to get the first 
! kill. There were no 
decoys.  The timing of 
! the test was known. But for all its artificial-
: ity the success stated that, if necessary, the 
: United States could deploy a working anti-
ballistic
 
missile by the late 1990s. 
I. 
Gene
 
Johnson
 
Jr. 
The 
Soviets  have been working on an 
anti -missile defense, said General James 
Abrahamson,
 director of the Pentagon's 
Strategic Defense Initiative 
Organization.  
"We
 know that the Russians 
have  in-
vested in and built a radar which could have 
the characteristics that could control an 
ABM system," Abrahamson 
said. 
"We (the Pentagon) know they have 
invested heavily in 
advanced technology. It 
is prudent for us to get busy." 
I believe Abrahamson's comment is 
twofold. We must have 
more research be-
cause through the HOE experiment, SDI 
can be a reality. If the Russians are willing 
to investigate the possibility of  SDI,
 we as 
Americans should help unite the two world 
superpowers
 to perhaps combine the two 
technologies and take the scare of nuclear 
war out of the minds of the world by 
build-
ing shields, not bombs. 
Testing suggests such a system will be 
practical hut expensive.
 It is also a decade 
away at the earliest,
 which means it must 
not be rushed. More research is still needed. 
Con 
PRESIDENT
 CALVIN
 
COOLIE,
 
WHOSE 
ECONOMIC
 
POLICIES 
SET
 
OP THE 
GREAT DEPRESSION 
PRESIDENT RONALD REAGAN,  WNOEE 
ECONOMIC  
PC)LICIES  ARE 
SETTING UP 
THE  
NEXT  
GREAT  
PERZESSICts!
 
Letter
 
Policy
 
The Spartan Daily encourages readers 
to write 
letters to the editor
 for publication on this page. This 
is a page that gives you an 
opportunity  to air your 
views on 
important issues. 
Deliver the letters 
to
 the Spartan Daily office, 
Dwight  Bente! Hall, Room 208, or to the
 Student 
Union Information Desk. 
All letters must bear the writer's name, major, 
telephone number and class standing. 
Telephone 
numbers and 
anonymous 
letters
 will 
not be 
printed.
 
The Daily reserves
 the right to edit 
letters for 
libel and length. 
The 
opinions
 
appearing
 on 
the 
forum  page
 are 
the 
opinions  of 
the 
individual  
writer.  
The editorials
 appearing 
on this page 
are the 
opinions
 of the 
editorial
 board of 
the  Daily. 
Star
 Wars 
too dangerous 
Of all
 the causes championed by Presi-
dent 
Reagan
 in his six years in office, the 
Strategic Defense Initiative is the most 
pre-
posterous  and 
unquestionably  the most 
dangerous. 
Ever since he introduced the idea 
to
 the 
American public 
in 1983. Reagan has 
thrown his support solidly behind the notion 
that a space -based missile 
defense  system 
would 
provide  100 percent protection 
from
 
Soviet attack. Neither the adverse 
testimony  
of experts nor the depressing 
failure of a 
promising 
summit  with Soviet leader Mik-
hail 
Gorbechav
 has swayed him. 
Reagan is basing 
his trust on the dan-
gerously 
erroneous assumption that Ameri-
can 
technology  is infallible. The tragic ex-
plosion of the space shuttle in 1986 made it 
monumentally clear that such is not the case 
and the shuttle is a toy 
compared  to the so-
phisticated 
equipment
 necessary for the SDI 
apparatus.
 
One can't be sure 
if Reagan realizes 
the 
foolhardiness  of Star Wars and 
simply 
wants to show the Soviets he 
means  busi-
ness, or 
if he truly believes everlasting 
peace 
can be achieved by 
zapping  Soviet 
missiles before they reach
 the United States. 
The 
president's  bullheaded insistence  
in having his own way didn't 
seem  frighten-
ing when the
 subject was income tax revi-
sion. He steadfastly refused to 
compromise 
the goal of a simplified
 tax code, and in the 
end he got what he wanted. 
This may have 
gone 
to his head. 
Building  a spaced -based 
missile
 de 
No 
government  can 
rontinue
 
goon
 
hut 
unner
 the 
control
 
of tne 
people.  
-Zhomaii
 3Iefferoon
 
VOTING
 
BOOTH
 
David  
Rickard 
fense system to shield the United State 
from nuclear attack is no substitute for 
working out a comprehensive, binding arms 
agreement. The process may be slow and la-
borious, hut progress would 
signify a mea-
sure of trust between our nations 
that  is es-
sential if world peace is ever lobe reached.
 
Reagan's inflexibility 
on SDI has al-
ready forced a premature finish to the sum-
mit in Iceland,
 a meeting described by both 
sides as initially very positive. There is 
no
 
telling how much good was undone when 
the president said no dice to a compromise. 
Reagan's slavish 
devotion  to Star Wars 
would be a colossal mistake even if its 
suc-
cess was
 assured. Quite the contrary is true,
 
though, judging by 
the testimony of re-
search scientists and 
defense
 experts famil-
iar with the
 proposed system. 
Perhaps the single
 biggest variable as 
yet unaddressed by the 
administration is the 
manufacturing
 of computer 
software
 capa-
ble of controlling 
SDI.
 The complexity of 
the 
system makes it absurd 
to believe that 
the instructions
  commonly estimated 
to 
total 10 million lines of 
code
 when com-
pleted  
would  work without a single 
glitch. Unlike an office computer network, 
having the system go down
 is unacceptable 
when the result is nuclear annihilation. 
Secretary 
of Defense Casper Wein-
berger has announced the 
intention
 of de-
ploying a system that is 99 percent effec-
tive, but no existing
 U.S. military system 
has achieved that level of 
performance.  
Still, the administration claims 
that an ar-
mada of complex, 
unmanned satellites 
floating 
in outer space with 
little or no 
maintenance 
will operate to 
near
-perfection. 
Even  if, beyond 
all  reasonable 
expec-
tations, such a 
percentage was 
reached,  the 
remaining 
one percent of 
nuclear warheads
 
piercing 
the shield 
would  devastate 
the 
country,
 killing tens 
of millions 
of
 people. 
Everybody
 has 
seen  the gag 
in the 
movies 
where  a 
bumbling  
hypnotist  at-
tempts
 to put 
someone
 under, 
but  ends up 
going into
 a trance 
himself.  
The
 sad truth 
is 
that
 the 
president,  
in trying 
to sell 
this 
lemon
 to the 
American
 
public,
 has 
hypno-
tized 
himself 
into 
believing  
that Star
 Wars 
can
 actually
 lead 
to
 nuclear
 
disarmament.
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Chesty
 troubles
 
Cocktail
 waitresses
 get better tips if their skirts 
are short 
and  their tops are low. The Red Lion 
Inn near campus has cocktail waitresses who 
look as if they are 
wearing
 tutus and lingerie. 
 
The 
waitresses  cater to fly-by-night businessmen 
who 
visit San Jose. The most 
important
 thing is first 
impression.  
There are other 
professions  where a woman is 
simply expected to look good. 
A pretty airline stewardess can help sell the com-
pany she works for. Who wants
 to fly on an airplane 
with
 broads
 with
 buck 
teeth? 
Football 
and basketball crowds would have no 
halftime pleasure if 
cheerleaders  cheered in a baggy 
sweatshirt 
and  bell-bottom jeans instead
 of a tight 
sweater and mini -skirt. 
The
 average woman looks
 at these models of 
femininity and thinks, 
"Why
 don't I look like that?" 
So she 
falls victim to beauty
 devices and gadgets
 
 chin straps, 
figure -toner 
underwear
 and magical
 
creams to correct 
the mistakes Mother
 Nature slapped 
on them. 
A 
flab
 of skin under the
 chin, which sways
 in the 
breeze and 
wiggles  while nodding,
 is a not acceptable
 
and  nobody wants to 
catch an eyeful of 
floppy
 
buns. 
Women 
strive for the 
youthful,  l -was
-born -just -
yesterday
-appeal.  Large breasts
 and firm buttocks 
are  
devices
 a cocktail 
waitress,
 an airline 
stewardess  and a 
cheerleader 
can  use to their 
advantage.  
However.
 
Vicki  Ann 
Guest  wasn't 
accepted on 
her 
Southern  Californian
 school's 
cheerleading  
squad  team 
because  of her 
large  breasts. 
This  
is an interesting
 turn of 
events
 in the world
 of sexism. 
Just when 
we
 begin to 
believe
 big breasts 
are a 
requirement
 for 
cheerleading,  this 
teenager comes
 
along and 
sues  her school 
district for SI 
million. 
The recent 
news  article 
which  reported 
her law-
suit 
didn't  give her bra 
size, but Guest 
is certainly not 
carrying her 
breasts
 around in a 
wheelbarrow.  
When 
her teacher 
explained  why 
she wasn't as 
cepted on the 
squad, Guest 
became 
embarrassed.
 Be-
cause of this, she is suing. 
Her embarrassment
 was devastating
 and
 
caused  
her a lot of pain, said her 
lawyer.  
Everyone
 in her 
school
 found out
 her big 
boobs  
prevented her from being on the 
squad.  
So, 
ironically, 
to
 curb this 
embarrassment,
 she 
has appeared in almost every 
newspaper
 
in
 the
 
coun-
try. She has also appeared on talk 
shows  
and 
she 
may 
be writing a book 
about  her experience. 
Not 
allowing
 a teen 
on a 
cheerleading
 squad 
be-
cause of the size 
of her breasts 
is 
surely
 
discrimina-
tion. 
Guest's constitutional 
rights  
have
 been 
violated.
 
Her rights to equal protection
 
and  equal 
opportu-
nity hffive been 
violated if the 
only 
reason  
she 
didn't 
makiit
 on the squad 
was because of 
her  figure. 
Guest's  
instructor
 advised
 her
 to 
have 
a 
breast
 re-
duction 
surgery  "as soon as possible." 
This 
advice
 is 
way out
 of line. 
Morally and legally, 
Guest  should
 
probably
 
win 
the SI million suit. Other 
women
 
should  
not 
be
 sub-
jected to such treatment. 
However.
 a jury and the public
 will
 not
 
believe
 a 
buxom teenager's plea 
of
 mental 
hardship.
 
Guest  
was 
embarrassed about her school
 knowing,
 
but  
now 
the 
whole country knows. 
Who's  gonna 
sympathize?
 
A jury 
will find
 it hard
 to 
believe
 that
 ti girl 
didn't  
make 
the squad 
because  she 
was  too 
womanly.  A 
woman's
 figure is what this 
profession  
and 
others
 de-
pend on. 
Though Guest's plea for
 
monetary
 
compensation
 
may be justified, she and  others
 must 
realize
 
that if 
one intends 
to participate in 
groups
 
with  a 
history
 of 
sexism, there should he 
no surprise 
when 
they
 
are 
turned  down because of cosmetic 
reasons  
Shelly O'Day is the
 Entertainer
 
editor.  Edi-
tors' 
Extra  is an open forum for
 
editors
 
who
 ap-
pear on a rotating basis
 eery 
Tuesda
 
and Thurs-
day. 
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Letters to the Editor 
Country
 must
 guard
 
free
 
speech  for 
all 
Editor.
 
There
 is 
an alarming 
trend  
on
 this 
campus
 I 
think 
should be 
stopped now 
before
 it 
goes
 too far. Ever since 
Stew 
Hintz's
 
column
 "Amerika" appeared 
in 
print,
 
we've  
been subjected 
to the 
left 
on 
campus
 calling for its expulsion 
from
 
the 
Daily. This call 
comes from 
those
 
who  
believe  that 
their  opinion is 
the 
only  
one that should be printed. 
William
 
F. Buckley 
once wrote: 
"Though liberals
 do a great deal of 
talking
 
about hearing other points of 
view,  it sometimes
 shocks them 
to 
learn  
that there are other points of 
view."
 
The latest
 incursion against free 
speech 
was  committed by John Minnis 
in the letters -to-the
-editor section on 
Oct. 
31 ("Sanctions will help end
 
apartheid"). He's
 concerned with a 
sounding  board for right-wing, racist 
Opinion
 on 
campus!  Just because Hintz 
is against sanctions there is no reason 
to say he's 
right-wing  or racist. 
Helen Suzman, a member of the 
Liberal
 Party in South Africa, has been 
fighting apartheid for 40 years in 
South Africa. Not from an office in 
San Jose. She is against sanctions. Is 
she a racist?  
She is concerned that the 
economy
 would be destroyed by sanc-
tions, causing a violent civil war to 
erupt. It's much easier to sit here in 
California and call 
for sanctions not 
knowing
 what the result will be. 
I'm concerned with the attempt 
by Minnis and his ilk to stifle any dis-
sent from their liberal ideology. It is 
essential in this republic that all sides 
be heard on all issues. Conservative 
opinion has as much 
of
 a right to be 
heard as liberal opinion. What sort of 
values do 
we teach when we call for 
censorship of opinion? 
Ron Neach 
Junior 
Sptech-1 ommunication 
Nicaragua
 has reason 
to fear
 United States 
Editor, 
I'm writing
 in regard to Stew 
Hintz's "Amerika" 
column in which 
he gives 
his whole -hearted 
support  for 
the 
Contras  trying to 
overthrow  the Ni-
caraguan  government. 
Mr. Hintz 
seems irked that those
 
pesky U.S. 
liberals find "various
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human  nght violations
 and acts of 
bru-
tality against unarmed 
citizens  and vil-
lages imposed
 by the Contras
 so 
"unpopular."
 I'm 
sure the 
unarmed  
citizens and 
villages find it 
even more 
unpopular, Stew. 
As far as 
Nicaraguan  President
 
Daniel 
Ortega's  decision 
to accept aid 
from the 
Soviet  Union, he wasn't
 
given  much 
choice
 once 
Reagan
 im-
posed 
sanctions 
(immediately   
un-
like South 
Africa) against his nation
 
and was trying to 
convince Congress 
to 
give military aid to the 
Contras.  
If 
our 
country
 wants
 Nicaragua
 as 
an
 ally 
rather  than 
a threat, 
it should 
end 
its 
relationship  
with 
the  mur-
derous,
 fascist
 and 
alleged  drug
 smug-
gling  
Contras
 and
 make 
deals 
with  Or-
tega  (ala 
the Marcos
-Aquino 
situation 
in the 
Philippines).
 The
 
Nicaraguans  
have
 reason
 to 
be
 wary 
of the 
United 
States,
 (we 
supported
 
Somoza,
 
mur-
derous
 ex
-leader
 of 
Nicaragua,
 for 
years)  just 
as the 
people  of 
Cuba  (Bay
 
of 
Pigs, 
Bautista.)  
Gene 
Mahones  
ju Graphic Art and 1)er:ir igic, 
Pastor  misused
 Bible 
in speech
 on gays 
Editor, 
Upon
 reading 
your  article 
last
 
Wednesday 
titled
 "Pastor says 
gay is 
good," 
(Oct. 29) that 
covered  the Gay 
and 
Lesbian Awareness 
Week, I was 
somewhat  confused
 and 
dismayed.
 
Confused
 in the 
sense that 
Rev. 
Denis 
Moore quoted
 from the 
book of 
Galatians 
(in  the Bible) 
to support ho-
mosexuality.  In 
chapter  three. 
verses 
26-28,
 Paul, 
the  writer, 
does state, 
"there 
is neither Jew 
nor Greek, slave
 
nor
 free, male 
nor female,
 for you are 
all one 
in Christ 
Jesus."  If one 
reads 
on, in the 
context
 of the 
passage,  you 
will find
 it has nothing
 to do with ho-
mosexuality, 
rather it has 
to do with 
Christianity.
 that 
accepting  
Christ
 into 
one's heart 
by faith 
makes  Christians
 
equal 
in God's 
sight.  
What 
Moore  needs to do is sup-
port homosexuality
 with other parts of 
the Bible 
instead of just expecting
 one 
passage to 
stand  on its own  the 
Bible 
interprets  itself. 
In 
Genesis 2:24, God's plan
 (or 
will) is that "A man
 will leave his fa-
ther and mother and 
be united to his 
wife."
 God is referring to 
"woman"  
when speaking 
of wife in the 
context  
of the whole passage.
 He made no pro-
visions
 for gays in 
society  or a gay so-
ciety, why 
else was Sodom 
destroyed?  
The reverend's idea that 
"since  
God is the 
creator  and he created the 
body, then the body can't be 
bad," is 
again  not supported by the Bible. The 
account  of the fall (Genesis 
3) shows 
that sin perverts 
what God makes. 
Anything 
outside  of God's will is 
sin.  Why? Because it falls
 short of His 
perfect standards (His will) as stated in 
Romans 3:23,
 "For all have sinned 
and fall short
 of the glory of God." 
This  covers from lying to 
sleeping to-
gether
 to homosexuality  
they are 
equal in 
regards to sins in God's sight. 
Now, 
what  I did not 
say is that 
God hates gays.
 In Genesis 1:27,
 man 
was 
created in 
God's  image and
 later 
in Romans
 5:8, He 
demonstrated  
His  
love for us 
in sending 
Christ
 to die for 
our sin. God 
loves  the sinner 
but not 
the sin. The result 
of sin is separation,
 
since
 a holy and 
perfect
 God cannot 
"mix" 
with  an imperfect,
 sinful man. 
Therefore  the only 
way out of this 
mess is to 
rid ourselves 
(whether gay 
sir 
not)
 
of
 sin by accepting Christ's 
death,
 in faith, as 
payment  for sin. 
This is the only 
thing that ends 
the se-
paration. 
To 
say that gay is good "because 
It
 shows the wonderful variety of our 
creator" is unfounded and is nothing 
short of blasphemy.
 
William Uranga 
Freshman  
Political Science 
Letter 
Policy  
The 
Spartan
 Daily 
encour-
ages 
readers
 to 
write  
letters
 to 
the editor. 
Bring  them to 
Dwight  
Bente! 
Hall, Room 
208, or the
 
Student  Union 
Information  
Desk.
 
Letters 
must bear
 the writ-
er's name,
 major, 
class  standing
 
and phone 
number.
 The Daily
 re-
serves the
 right to edit
 letters for 
libel and 
length.  
Opinions  
appearing  
on
 the 
forum  page 
are  those of 
the 
writer.  Editorials
 
reflect 
the 
opinion of the 
Daily  
editorial  
board.  
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to the 
Editor 
Reader corrects inaccuracies
 
Editor, 
After reading Scott Hamilton's article, "Pastor 
says gay is good," from the Oct. 29 newspaper, I 
felt angry and saddened that the Bible and Chris-
tianity were so falsely portrayed. So that your read-
ers will know 
what
 the Bible actually says about 
God's view of homosexuality. sexuality and people, 
I am 
supplying  the following scriptures from the Old 
and New testaments. 
In Leviticus
 18:22 (Old Testament), God gave 
this commandment to Moses
 to tell the sons of Is-
rael: "You shall not lie with a male as one lies with a 
female; it is an abomination."
 And in the book of 
Romans (New Testament), Chapter I. verses 25-27.  
Paul says that God's
 wrath is against those who sup-
press the truth in unrighteousness. "For they ex-
changed the truth of God for in a lie and 
worshipped  
and 
served
 the creature instead of the Creator. 
. . . . For this reason God gave them over to de-
grading passions; for their women exchanged the 
natural function for that which is unnatural, and in 
the same way also the men abandoned the natural 
function of the woman and burned in their desire to-
ward one another . . . " On the other hand, hetero-
sexual expression within marriage is not condemned; 
the New Testament states that "the marriage bed is 
undefiled" and the 
Song
 of Solomon (Old Testa-
ment) praises heterosexual 
physical  love throughout 
it. The Bible also makes it evident that everyone 
sins; whether the sin be fornication, adultery, lying, 
cheating and so on. Romans 3:23 says. " . . for all 
have sinned and fall short of the glory of God." 
Therefore 
cod
 views all
 people as sinners, and yet, 
S He offer'`U  S' all love 
and hope. "But God demon-
strates His 
own love toward us, in that while we 
were yet sinners,
 Christ died for us." That is Chris-
tianity!
 
Susie
 Harold 
Graduate Student 
I .ingu 
ist ics 
Bible condemns 
homosexuality  
Editor, 
We
 would like to respond to the 
article  titled 
"Pastor says gay is good," (Oct. 29). We feel the 
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points
 of view expressed 
by
 Pastor Denis Moore 
and 
Chew 
Haas completely 
misrepresented
 biblical 
Christianity. Contrary 
to
 their views, both the 
Old  
and
 New testaments of the Bible
 clearly condemn 
the practice of homosexuality. 
God
 clearly speaks out against 
homosexuality  
by
 stating, "You shall not 
lie with a male as one lies 
with a female; 
it is an abomination."
 God's 
judgment of immorality, 
including  homosexuality, 
is clearly illustrated
 in His destruction 
of
 Sodom and 
Gomorrah.
 (Genesis 19, Jude 7.) 
The New Testament 
also clearly defines homo-
sexuality 
as an unacceptable practice. 
Throughout  
the centuries, Bible scholars 
have  understood the 
context of passages
 such as 1 Corinthians 6:9, Ro-
mans 
1:26-27
 and 1 Timothy 1:10 
as clear condem-
nations of 
homosexuality.  Denis Moore and Chew 
Haas have chosen to represent not 
what the Bible 
clearly states, but 
what  the homosexual community 
wants to 
hear. 
We agree 
with Moore's statement that God 
does not categorize people 
by outward appearance 
but, rather, looks at their hearts. 
To inform 
the students of SJSU of a true bibli-
cal perspective on 
homosexuality,
 we would like to 
invite Moore and Haas 
or
 
anyone  else) to an open 
forum debate
 on campus regarding this issue. 
We agree with 
Moore  when he said there are no 
legitimate reasons why homosexuals should not seek 
religion. However, seeking Christianity to justify 
homosexual behavior is both unacceptable to God 
and contrary to the Bible. God welcomes those
 who 
come to Him with the realization
 that they need to 
change and that God alone has the power to change 
'them. We are not striving here to condemn homo-
sexuals, we are striving 
to
 put an end to this patron-
izing nonsense
 that homosexuality is acceptable to 
God. What we wish to proclaim is that through Jesus 
Christ, God offers complete forgiveness
 for sins and 
the power to live a 
life pleasing to Him. 
Bruce Evans 
Senior 
Aeronautics 
Dan Ketches 
Senior 
Industrial Technology 
Autos not 
undermining
 society 
Editor, 
I recently read
 an opinion piece in 
the  Daily ti-
tled, "Automobiles
 undermining society." 
(Oct. 
27). I found this article 
incredibly stupid and 
almost
 
entirely incorrect.
 
Bird states "countless marine fauna and 
flora" 
have died to satisfy our automobile fix. He appar-
ently hasn't considered
 all of the other uses of a bar-
rel of crude oil, of which a small percentage
 is gaso-
line. He's probably drinking out of plastic cups 
without knowing the 
plastic is a petroleum product. 
Continuing with his article. Bird mentions how 
he can't see the Diablo 
Hills five miles from San 
Jose due to the smog from cars. First of all, not all 
smog is 
caused  by cars. Secondly, all that is visible 
is not smog. It is quite common in the South Bay to 
have an inversion layer in the atmosphere where nat-
ural haze remains for most of the day. 
Onward  and 
downward  in the 
article,  Bird 
maintains that
 the western 
world  brings 
malaise
 and 
war to the 
Middle
 East just to 
maintain our 
luxuries.  
Come
 on Bird, the 
nations of the 
Middle  East have 
been 
fighting  long before
 you or Henry 
Ford ever 
drove
 a car. 
Bird tries to 
startle  us by 
saying  tens of 
thou-
sands of 
people  die each 
year  just to 
maintain  our au-
tomoblies. 
That's  not correct.
 People use 
auto-
mobiles  largely to 
maintain their 
way of life, 
whether 
they  use them for 
driving to the store
 or to 
go to work. A 
lot of our 
middle-class  society
 de-
pends on 
cars to get from 
one place aaanother.
 
Bird has us imagine
 what it would be like if 
we
 
didn't have 
to face the morning 
cdnunute.  He forgets 
that somehow we 
still  would have to get to 
work  or 
school. Can you 
imagine  a rapid -transit 
system 
aimed  at trying to get millions of people to 
work be-
tween Sand 9 a.m.? 1 can't. 
Next  time, Bird 
should
 step away from
 his 
emotions  and take a 
look
 at the real facts. 
Marc Utheim 
Senior 
Entomology 
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Demos oust GOP 
in battle 
for
 
Senate  
WASHINGTON  (AP) - The 
nor, in 
Alabama,
 Florida and South 
battle for the Senate this year was a 
Carolina.  
mirror image of 
the 1980 election 
in which Republicans seized con-
trol on the strength of Ronald Rea-
gan's 
coattails Only this time, 
there were no coattails and voters 
turned the tables on the 
GOP  and 
restored 
the  Democrats to 
power.
 
In state after state where a 
Democrat
 was challenging a shaky 
News
 
analysis
 
Republican  incumbent, 
voters 
opted for a change. 
Reagan gave
 generously of 
his 
time 
and  prestige in an 
effort
 to 
save the freshman senators he 
brought to 
Washington  with him 
six years ago. 
But in many of the
 
states where
 he campaigned the 
hardest, 
voters turned 
away  from 
the Republicans. 
Politicians, 
pollsters
 and aca-
demicians
 will sift through
 the 
mountain of returns 
in a search for 
an explanation of 
what  happened in 
this election.  But at this 
point
 there 
are  more questions than 
clear  an-
swers. 
It clearly 
was  a year of ticket -
splitting, 
particularly in the South,
 
a region Republicans
 have touted as 
the cradle of 
realignment.
 
In
 Senate and House
 races, 
Southern voters  
came  home to the 
Democratic  Party 
they supported 
so 
faithfully for 
generations.  But be-
fore the 
Democrats  could 
celebrate  
their
 southern resurgence,
 the same 
voters 
elected 
Republican 
goner -
In Alabama, Guy Hunt bene-
fited from a vicious split among 
Democrats to become the first Re-
publican governor of that state in 
II 2 years. 
Perhaps the lack of a national 
pattern was the pattern 
for this elec-
tion, further evidence of House 
Speaker Thomas
 P. O'Neill .11.'S 
favorite saying, "All politics is 
local." 
The best examples of that 
were in Alabama and Georgia 
where 
Democratic congressmen 
waged carefully crafted campaigns 
to upset Republican 
senators
 who 
made 
themselves  more vulnerable 
than they had to 
be. 
Outgunned 
financially,  ham-
mered by 
an
 immensely popular 
president
 who campaigned hard for 
the GOP
 incumbents, Reps. 
Rich-
ard Shelby of Alabama 
and Wyche 
Fowler of Georgia
 won by exploit-
ing local issues.
 
Neither Sen. Jeremiah 
Denton
 
of Alabama 
nor Sen. Mack Mat-
tingly of 
Georgia  seemed to 
under-
stand 
some
 of the basic 
rules of po-
litical survival. 
Both might have benefited 
from some advice from Sen. Al-
fonse D'Amato, R-N.Y., another 
Reagan freshman 
who swept to a 
landslide
 re-election victory.
 
D'Amato made a fetish of 
constituent service. No request was 
too small for the senator to give it a 
hearing
 
Envoy
 
denies
 government 
control
 
LONDON
 (AP)
 -- 
Anglican  
Church  envoy
 Terry 
Waite 
said
 yester-
day 
British  press
 
speculation
 
that
 he 
was 
acting 
on
 behalf 
of 
governments  
in 
his 
mission
 to 
free  
hostages
 in 
Leb-
anon 
has 
made
 his 
Middle 
East 
con-
tacts 
nervous
 and 
could 
cost
 his life.
 
"There
 are 
certain 
speculative
 
comments
 now 
moving
 around
 that 
perhaps
 Mr. 
Waite  is used
 by or 
clo-
sely 
associated
 with 
governments,"
 
Waite. 
in a rare 
burst of 
anger, 
told  re-
porters
 at 
London's  
Heathrow 
Airport.
 
"Give 
me
 a 
break.
 It is 
your fel-
low 
journalist
 I 
am
 
working
 
for,"  he 
said. 
Associated
 Press
 
reporter
 
Terry  
Anderson
 is one
 of six 
Americans
 still
 
missing  in 
Lebanon.
 
Waite spoke after returning from 
Wiesbaden, 
West Germany, where 
American David Jacobsen, released by 
his Lebanese captors Sunday. was re-
united with his family. Doctors at the 
U.S. Air Force base in Wiesbaden said 
the 
55
-year -old Jacobsen 
had  
"no 
major problems" due to his 17 months 
in captivity, but they advised 
routine
 
follow-up tests. 
While  in 
West  
Germany,
 Waite
 
told
 reporters
 he needs
 more 
time to 
work 
for the 
release 
of
 the 
remaining  
hostages
 but 
vowed,
 "I'm 
going to  see
 
this 
through."
 
He
 said he was
 "cautiously 
opti-
mistic"
 that 
two  of the 
missing 
Ameri-
cans, 
Anderson 
and 
educator  
Thomas
 
Sutherland,
 will 
be
 released
 soon. 
In 
London.
 
however,  
Waite  said 
the 
speculation
 
prompted
 by 
Jacob-
sen's
 release 
had 
made
 his 
contacts  
nervous 
and it 
might  be 
"quite 
some
 
time" 
before he 
could 
pursue
 his ef-
forts to 
win  the 
release
 of 
Anderson  
and 
Sutherland.
 He said 
he did not 
know 
when he 
would  return
 to the 
Prisoner 
escapes
 in 
copter 
PLEASANTON
 
(Al')
 -- 
A 
woman inmate made a daring 
escape 
yesterday from
 a federal prison
 in a 
chartered 
helicopter  commandeered
 by 
a man believed
 to have 
escaped
 the 
same prison a few 
days ago. 
The helicopter, 
a five -seat 
Hughes 500 
model  believed capable of 
150
 mph. swooped down 
on the Fed-
eral 
Correctional  Institution 
between  
I I : 15 a.m. and 
11:30  a.m., landed in a 
recreation
 yard, picked up the
 woman 
and 
took off, said Warden Rob Rob-
erts. 
FBI agent 
Elkn Knowlton said 
the escaped-
 inmate was 37 -year
-old 
Samantha Dorida
 Lopez, who 
was  
serving a 50
-year sentence for aiding
 
and 
abetting a bank 
robbery  in Florida. 
Knowlton 
said the man in the hijacked 
helicopter is believed 
to be  escaped 
federal prisoner Ronald J. McIntosh. 
Roberts  said McIntosh and Lopez 
had 
been friendly in the
 prison, about 
35 miles northeast of San 
Jose,  and 
had 
worked  together in the 
prison's  
business  office. 
"They were known to be individ-
uals who walked
 together,- he said, 
adding in response to a 
question,  
"Yes. I observed 
them holding hands 
(from 
time
 to time)." 
McIntosh, 42. is a 
twice -con-
victed con artist who is 
regarded  as a 
key figure in a San 
Francisco -based fu-
tures scam
 that bilked investors out of 
an estimated SIX million. 
He
 was con-
victed  in the late 1970s 
on federal 
charges of 
wire  fraud. 
Last year, he was 
charged with 
the San Francisco scam.
 McIntosh 
pleaded guilty 
to
 the state charges ear-
lier 
this  year and was to serve four 
years after his federal term 
at the 80 -
acre Pleasanton prison, about 50 miles 
east of San Francisco. 
McIntosh, who is considered to 
have possible access 
to
 
$8 million in 
gold coins and
 cash, had been per-
mitted to travel alone on a bus from the 
Pleasanton prison 
to
 the federal prison 
at Lompoc when he vanished. He was 
last seen Oct. 28 when 
Pleasanton staff 
members escorted him to  a bus station. 
Knowlton said 
the airborne es-
cape began when the man 
believed  to 
be McIntosh arrived
 at Aris Helicopt-
ers in San 
lose estenlay 
and  chartered 
the helicopter, 
which was flown by 
pilot Peter 
Szabo. 
She said McIntosh asked the pilot 
to land in the Las 
Trampas  Wilderness 
Area, then produced a handgun and 
forced the pilot out of 
the aircraft. He 
then flew 
about  10 air miles to Pleas-
anton,  where he picked up Lopez in 
the split-second escape.
 
The warden said the helicopter 
was on the ground for only five or 10 
seconds. He said 
several  other inmates 
and one armed guard were in the exer-
cise yard at the time, but no shots were 
fired.  
"We do not 
fire on helicopters 
simply because we don't know if the 
pilot was under 
duress   He 
could  
have been there with a gun to his 
head." Roberts
 said. 
Yesterday afternoon, officials 
kept the 
minimum -security prison 
under lockdown,  with inmates re-
stricted to their 
living quarters in the 
brown wooden dormitories. The dorm 
Hours after the escape. Knowlton 
said, 
law enforcement 
officers re-
ported
 no 
leads.
 
Spartaguide 
The Central 
American Solidarity 
Association will present Vernon Belle -
court 
of the American Indian 
Movement  who will 
speak  on the
 war 
in Nicaragua
 from noon to I 
p.m. 
today 
in the Spartan Memorial
 Chapel. 
Call 
294-7966  for 
information.
 
 
Career
 Planning and Placement 
Center will present "Resume II" from 
noon to 2 p.m. today in the Student 
Union Almaden Room. An expert will 
critique 
student
 resumes and letters. 
Call Cheryl at 277-2272 for 
informa-
tion. 
 
Psi Chi will present Prof. Frank 
Payne who will speak about psychol-
ogy graduate 
school at 12:30 p.m. 
today in Dudley Moorhead Hall, 
Room 337. Call Andreas at 971-9359 
for information. 
 
The Theatre Arts Department will 
present Dick Asher, president of Poly-
gram Records,
 who will speak on 
music  videos and the music industry 
from 3 to 5 p.m. today at the Studio 
Theatre in Hugh Gillis 
Hall.  on Fifth 
and San Fernando streets.
 Call Roger 
at 277 2763 for information. 
 
Ihe 
Philosophy Department 
will 
present 
Michael  F. Schmidt 
who  will 
speak on "A 
New  View of Rea-
soning" at 
3:30 p.m. today 
in
 the 
Spartan 
Memorial  
Chapel.
 Call S. H. 
at 
277-2871 for 
information. 
The 
Campus  
Ministries
 will 
have
 
Vietnamese
 Bible study 
from 4 to 
5:15
 
p.m. today 
in the 
Campus
 Christian
 
Center at 
10th and 
San  Carlos 
streets. 
Call 
Tien  at 
270-1226
 for 
information.  
 
MSBR A 
will host a 
wine  and 
cheese
 party for 
students  
interested
 in 
biomedical 
research  from 4:30 
to 6:30 
p.m
 today in 
the  Alumni 
Room  of the 
Old 
Cafeteria.
 Call 
Forest
 at 
559-8970  
for 
information.
 
 
The 
SJSU Ski 
Club  will 
meet
 al 
7:30 
today in Duncan 
Hall. 
Room
 
I.15 
Call
 Chuck at 268-5633
 for informs', 
non.
 
 
The SJSU Cycling 
Club  will meet 
to order jerseys at 7:30 p.m. tod,i!in
 
the Student Union Montalvo Room. 
Call Ken at 268-3945 for information. 
 
The Physics Club and the Bulwer 
Lytton Undergraduate Society will 
have a casting party for "The Last 
Days of Pompeii" from noon to 1:30 
p.m. tomorrow in the faculty lounge. 
Room 104 of the Faculty
 Offices 
building.
 Call Brian at 277-3624 
or
 
Allison at 277-2856 for information. 
 
The San Jose 
State University 
Symphony Orchestra will audition stu-
dents. faculty and staff for all
 instru-
ments every 
Thursday
 by appointment 
in the Music Department. The orches-
tra is a one -unit class and requires two 
rehearsals
 it week. 
Call  Prof. Robert 
Sayre at 277-2917 on Thursdas or 
leave 
messages
 at 277-2905. 
 
Alpha Phi Omega
 will collect 
hooks and
 magazines for 
donation  to 
the Peace
 Corps from 10 a.m. 
to 
4 
p.m. today in 
front of the 
Student  
Union. 
 
The Student 
Health  Service will 
present seminars on breast
 self-exami-
nation from noon
 to 1:15 p.m. 
today in 
the Health 
Building,  Room 208 
and 
from 
8 p.m. to 9 p.m. 
in the Allen Hall
 
lounge.
 
 
Sign-ups for the 
Nov. 14 College 
Bowl, the 
varsity  sport of 
the mind, 
will be taken 
through  Monday at 
the  
Student
 Union 
Information  Center. 
Call Judy at 277-9588 
for information. 
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Middle East. 
"All I can 
say to those 
people 
who write 
such speculative 
comments  
is 
realize  that that sort
 of comment will 
cost me my life," Waite said. 
He 
said  that on 
past
 negotiating 
trips to Beirut 
the  kidnappers 
consid-
ered taking 
him hostage and
 once 
threatened
 to kill him 
because they 
were not certain 
he
 was a non-political
 
church 
envoy  without 
government 
contacts.  
An editorial in yesterday's
 edition 
of  
The  
Times of London said, "Waite 
himself
 
would  
seem
 to have been 
used 
as decoy 
in 
this  affair." A news report 
in the same 
edition said that the United 
States had used Waite "to capture 
public  attention in the hostage deal.
 
At
 a news 
conference
 at the 
U.S.  
Air
 Force 
base  in 
Wiesbaden,  
West 
Germany,  
Waite  specifically
 denied
 
reports 
that
 he was 
being 
used
 by the 
United  States
 to divert 
attention  from 
real negotiations.
 
"I have
 
my
 own
 
contacts.
 
I am 
independent
 of 
any 
government,"
 
he
 
said.  
Waite 
denied
 
any 
knowledge 
of 
reported
 
U.S.-Iranian
 
talks 
to
 free 
the 
remaining
 
American
 
hostages.
 He 
said 
many  
people  
are  
"muscling  
in" on 
ef-
forts 
to
 win 
the 
captives'  
release.
 
He 
said
 
"rumors
 
and 
misinforma-
tion  
spread  
in the
 last 
day 
hasn't 
helped"
 
win the
 
release
 of 
hostages.
 
"It  is 
putting  
risk 
on the
 lives 
of 
the 
hostages."
 
Waite  
said.  
Reagan 
adviser
 
not  
optimistic
 
about 
release
 of 
U.S.  
hostages
 
WASHINGTON (API  One of President Rea-
gan's closest advisers expressed pessimism yesterday 
that more U.S. hostages would he freed soon from Leb-
anon, and 
another  official said efforts to release the 
Americans may have fallen 
victim  to a power struggle in 
Iran.
 
Asked
 how hopeful he  was that other hostages 
would follow David Jacobsen 
to freedom. White House 
chief of staff Donald Regan said, "As time passes I get 
less optimistic 
about the immediacy of the process." 
"That doesn't mean we are not going to continue in 
many different channels our attempts to get these men 
out." Regan said in a television 
interview
 with the Cable 
News 
Network.  
The shadowy 
negotiations.  reminiscent 
of
 efforts to 
win  the release of an earlier 
set of hostages under Presi-
dent 
Carter, apparently culminated in a 
trip to Tehran in 
September by former 
White House aide Robert
 McFar-
lane, according to official 
and unofficial  Iranian ac-
counts.  
An 
administration  
source, who 
spoke  on 
condition
 
of anonymity,
 said 
McFarlane's 
mission
 
apparently
 led a 
Lebanese
 Shiite 
group with ties
 to Iran to 
release hostage 
Jacobsen
 
Sunday.
 
It was 
hoped  the
 trip 
might  
have  
also  
won freedom 
for two 
other  
Americans
 held by 
the same 
group,
 Asso-
ciated Press
 correspondent Terry 
Anderson  and 
educator  
Thomas  
Southerl and.
 
But McFarlane's
 apparent 
contact
 
in Iran,
 parlia-
mentary speaker Ali 
Akhar 
Hashemi 
Rafsanjani,
 may 
have been forced to disclose the secret 
liaison
 after a 
rival political faction leaked word of the
 
meetings  to a 
Syrian 
magazine,  the U.S. official said. 
"Any effort to improve relations 
has  been set back 
for a time, I am afraid,"
 the official said. 
Regan repeated
 previous statements that the admin-
istration is willing to talk 
with those holding the hos-
tages, but not to yield to 
demands. 
"We don't buy the release of any of these hos-
tages," he 
said.  
Experimental
 
animal  testing is legitimate,
 
but needs 
tighter  controls,
 says zoo 
scientist 
SAN DIEGO 
(AP)
 
-I
 lie 
use
 ol 
dogs as experimental
 animals for the 
implantation of hormone
 pumps is 
helping  to improve the reproduction of 
endangered species 
at the San Diego 
Zoo but is bringing criticism 
from ani-
mal rights 
activists. 
The research chief 
at the zoo says 
work with the hormone
 pumps, bor 
rowed from 
a technique to help 
ink': 
tile women, is a 
major justification toi 
laboratory animal research. 
"The research wcydo
 is for the 
welfare of animals,  to 
alleviate pain. 
suffering and disease in them,"
 said 
Werner P. 
Heuschele,  director of the 
zoo's Center for 
Reproduction  of En-
dangered
 Species, which 
tries to appl 
precepts of 
modern medicine to 
endan-
gered animals. 
The 
development  of 
vaccines.  
better nutrition 
and safer and 
more
 
prolific reproduction among 
endan-
gered species 
requires  some 
testing
 on 
living  
creatures. 
"Ti)
 save the 
lives of zoo ani-
mals,  you 
have to learn from (experi-
mentation) on laboratory 
animals."
 
Hcuschele 
said.  "All (of this) 
leads  to 
our ultimate goal of 
establishing  self-
sustaining populations of endangered 
animals in captivity 
so we don't take 
Mori: tit 
chit Cil nature. And 
also
 
we hope to reintroduce some of the 
(zoo -born animals) back into nature. ' ' 
Heuschelc has 
been  in the fore 
front of 
scientists who have defended 
the need for laboratory animal research 
and, at the same time, called for 
stricter controls on testing. 
The San Diego Zoological So-
ciety, under which Hcuschele's center 
operates, 
adopted
 a policy this year on 
the use of animals for research which 
is more stringent than federal and state
 
regulations. 
"Something else you may have mythed " 
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"The 
United  States Launch 
on Early Warning System" 
Presented  By 
Dr. 
Clifford  Johnson 
Manager of Planning 
and 
Performance for 
Stanford  
University information 
Technology  Services. 
Dr. Johnson is currently
 
suing Secretary
 of Defense 
Caspar 
Weinberger,  
claiming the 
launch on 
warning 
system  sidesteps 
Congress'
 power to declare 
war. 
Noon, Thursday, November
 6 
Student
 Union Upper Pad 
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Decisions  '86 
Veteran
 
politicians
 
sweep
 
local
 elections 
Daily  staff 
report
 
With 
the 
prospect
 of 
San 
Jose
 
Assistant
 Police
 
Chief  
Stan
 
Horton  
becoming
 
the  new
 
sheriff
 in 
town,
 
Robert  
E.
 
Winter
 
knew
 he 
was
 a 
marked
 
man.  Voters,
 however, 
made  
sure 
Winter  
wouldn't
 
have
 to 
turn
 in his 
badge 
by 
re-elect-
ing him 
52
 percent
 to 
48
 
percent.
 
"Our  
department  
came 
through  
well." 
Winter 
said.  
"The 
image  
of 
the  Sheriffs
 
Department
 helped 
me
 more 
than 
anything."
 
Winter
 
joined
 Dan 
McCorquodale,  Delaine F.astin
 and 
Ernest 
Konnyu
 
as local
 winners
 in this year's election.
 Mea-
sure 
M,
 which 
would  
have 
allowed  card rooms in Santa
 
Clara.
 was
 defeated
 by 
that city's
 
residents.
 
The 
Santa 
Clara  
County
 sheriff's
 race was expected to 
be close.
 But 
Winter,  
whose  
campaign
 was 
clouded 
by a 
controversial
 
newspaper
 ad and 
by his 
issuance  of honora-
ble 
badges
 and 
gun  permits,
 defeated
 Horton 
by nearly 
1.5.0(X)  
votes.  
The  campaign 
"was slowing
 down a bit,
 but then we 
built  up 
steam,"
 
Winter
 said. 
Horton said
 two 
factors
 
were the key to his defeat. 
"Winter 
is known 
much  more 
widely
 than I. 
and  he 
has the 
financial  
advantage
 of being
 in office 
for 
two 
terms." he said. 
"We  
had 
the  best issues in the world, hut 
if we 
can't deliver 
them to the 
people,  then the
 incumbent 
enjoys
 a 
huge
 
advantage."  
18th 
Assembly  District 
There was no 
incumbent  to enjoy 
an advantage in the
 
18th 
Assembly  District, 
however.  Mister 
McAlister,  the 
eight -terns holder
 of the office, 
vacated
 the office in an 
un-
successful  bid for state 
controller.  Eastin, with 
McAlister's  
support, 
easily  turned back 
Republican  Leo Mehan.
 
The Union 
City  councilwoman 
collected  58 percent of 
the 
vote
 to Mehan's 42 percent.
 refuting Mehan's 
charges
 
that her support
 was centered in 
Sacramento.  
"The support I 
received
 ranged from Hispanic groups 
to law
 enforcement agencies. from 
religious
 groups to femi-
nists," Eastin said. 
Mehan, who led briefly after 
absentee  ballots were 
counted, couldn't
 be reached for comment. His campaign 
manager, Dave Titus. said 
Mehan lost the election because 
of a lack 
of funds and an inability to get a last-minute mes-
sage to voters. Titus said Eastin's
 victory wasn't a surprise. 
"We basically knew by midnight that it would
 take a 
miracle to win this one,"
 he said. 
12th Senate
 District 
Like Eastin. Democratic state Sen. Dan McCorquodale 
will also be heading to Sacramento. Incumbent 
McCorquo-
dale defeated Republican Tom
 
Logan 56 percent to 44 per-
cent in a race dirtied by mudslinging. 
'86 Vote Totals
 
Governor (Votes)
 
% 
Ton,
 Bradley 
0 12.713,599)37 
George 
Deukmelan
 R 14.38120900  
Lieutenant
 
Governor  
Leo T McCarthy D 
0.868.896154
 
Mike 
,:urb.
 R 13 032107142 
Secretary of State 
March 
Fong  Eu D 
(4.857.549)69
 
Bruce Nestanoe
 
R 
0152267126
 
Controller 
Gray
 Davis D 
(3.592,349)52  
Bill Campbeli R 
(3.052,771)44
 
Treasurer
 
Jesse
 M Unruh 0 
15.456.809183
 
Attorney
 
General
 
John
 Van 
de
 Kamp D 
,582.294166
 
Bruce Gleason
 R 
12.057,997130 
Board el
 Equalization
 
Willem M Bennett. D 
i 1.047,655)56 
Gene 
Prat, R 
1732,857139
 
U.S. Senate 
Alan Cranston 0 
(3.5435,389)49
 
Ed
 Zscnau
 R 
(3.446,410)48 
12th Congressional
 District 
Lance T 
Weil  D (115,186)38
 
Ernest L 
Konnyu
 R 
(178,360)60  
13th 
Congressional
 District 
Norman  Mineta 0 (108,084)70
 
Bob
 Nash 
R 
(45,755)30 
12th Senate 
District
 
Dan McCorquodne D 
(88.780)58 
Torn 
Legan.
 R 
(69.395)44 
18th 
Assembly District 
DetaineEastin
 D 
(31.423)58
 
Leo 
Menan R 
(22,606)42
 
21st 
Assembly  District 
Byron 
Sher. D (16439)69
 
Robert
 
Philips
 R (17,451(26
 
22nd 
Assembly
 District 
Brent Ventura. D 
(43,071)42 
Charles 
Quackenbush.
 R 
(58,434)55 
23rd Assembly
 District 
John Vasconcellos.
 D (42,458)68
 
Lynn
 Knapp. R 
07,890)29
 
24th 
Assembly  District 
Domoc  Cortese. D 
(48,750)84 
Jack
 Sandoval.
 R 
... (25,052)33 
25th Assembly
 District 
Rusty Areias,  D 
116.015161
 
Ben 
Gilmore.
 R ......,  (9,582)36 
Santa
 Clara 
County
 Sheriff 
Robert E. Winter
 
...  ... 
(162,438)52
 
Stan Horton 
-- .. (187192)45
 
Supreme
 Court 
Yes
 
No 
Bird (2,362,424)34
 (4,808,48 
88
 
Groben (2,733,657) 
43 (3,580238
 57 
Monk 
(4,459,490)74
 
(1,1300,075  26 
Lucas 
14,878,743)79 (1,207,392
 
21 
Reynosa
 
(2,528.407)40 
(3,863,453)60
 
Parteli 
(4,635.324)79
 
(1,258,725)21
 
Propositions
 
53 
(3,987,855)81
 
(2,578,328)39 
54 
(4,344,148)85  
(2,308,790)35  
55 (5,255,830)79
 
(1,423,541)
 21 
56 
(3,955,781)60
 
(2,671.165)4^
 
57 (4.714,442)73
 
(1,771,11.,..,
 
58 
(4,965.824)76
 
(1,594.053)24
 
59 
(5.269,248162
 
(1,133,999)16
 
60 
(4,976.339)77
 (1,486603/23 
61 (2,273,827)34 
14,399545)66 
62 
(3,743,893)58 
(2.724,594)42 
63 (4,988,029)73
 
M828,87027
 
64 
(1.977,006)29
 
(4,855.296171
 
65
 
(4.277,191)83
 
(2,555.873)37
 
County
 Measures
 
A 
(119938)58
 (130405)42  
13 
(208,068)  69 
(95.091)31  
139405(48
 
1152.942152
 
Transit Measure 
247 167) 76 
Water 
District  measure 
F 37892(72 
San Jose 
Measure  
182 
968162
 
Santa Clara
 Measure 
(7,097i 33 
(76,396)24
 
04,456128
 
(50 
908138
 
(14,640)67 
McCorquodale's
 easy 
victory
 can be 
attributed 
to the 
time he spent
 working 
on his 
campaign,
 according
 to Terry 
Christensen,  
an
 SJSU political
 science 
professor.  
"No 
legislator  in the
 state ever
 matches 
the  time Mc-
Corquodale
 puts 
into
 his precinct
 campaign,"
 Christensen
 
said. 
"He works 
harder than 
anybody 
in
 office in 
keeping  in 
touch  with 
his 
constituents.'
 
Both 
candidates  
worked  hard to 
attack each 
other dur-
ing their 
campaigns, 
but Logan ware
 especially
 critical of 
his 
opponent,
 said 
Roy  Christman.
 an 
SJSU
 political
 science 
professor.
 
That 
criticism,  
Christman
 said, 
backfired  on 
Logan.  
'It  seems that
 the candidates
 who suffered
 the worst
 of 
the 
negative  attacks
 came 
through,'
  he 
said.  
12th 
Congressional
 District 
Lack of money 
may  have contributed 
to newcomer 
Lance
 Weil's loss to 
political  veteran 
Ernest
 Konnyu, who 
has served 
three terms in the 
state Assembly. 
Konnyu  to-
taled  60 percent of the
 votes in the 12th 
Congressional Dis-
trict, while 
Weil
 got just 36 
percent
 of the votes. 
"It's 
exciting
 when somebody born 
in another country 
can rise 
to
 such a high elected 
office," said the 
Hungarian -
born 
Konnyu.
 "It feels
 good." 
It didn't feel good for Weil, 
but the 32 -year -old Demo-
crat said 
his  campaign was
 a success. 
"We did very 
well  on limited resources,"
 Weil said. 
"We were 
outspent  four to one 
in
 this race. Konnyu 
reached every voter 
(through the mail) 
three  times. We 
reached half the 
voters  only once." 
Although Konnyu, 49, did 
outspend his opponent 
5270,0(X) to $60,000. 
he said there was 
another
 reason for 
his victory.
 
"Voters 
found  real credibility in 
me based on my six 
years in the state Legislature," 
he said. 
Weil said his 
campaign provided him 
with valuable ex-
perience if  he ever runs for public 
office  again. 
"You'll probably
 see me run again." 
he said, "al-
though 
probably
 not in the 12th District:*
 
Santa  Clara 
Measure  M 
Measure M, 
which  would 
have  allowed 
card
 rooms in 
Santa Clara,
 was voted 
down  67 percent
 to 33 percent.
 Shan 
Mendoza.  the owner
 of a card club 
which was 
recently
 shut 
down in Santa
 Clara because
 of the city's 
ban on them, 
called  the decision 
"unfortunate."  
Mendoza's  attorney.
 Richard 
DiNapoli.  said 
Mendoza  
will try to take 
legal action 
against
 Santa Clara. 
Daily  staff writers
 Leonard Hoops.
 Steve Pipe, 
Lisa  
Stapleton, Amy 
Yannello and 
Robert  Walsh
 
contributed 
this report. 
Paiii 
Ken P 
Ruinard  
- Daily
 stab photographer
 
A jubilant Sheriff Robert F. V% inter reacts to
 
early returns indicating his victory over challenger Stan Horton 
AIDS 
initiative succumbs
 
to
 a resounding defeat 
Daily  staff report 
Proposition 64, the AIDS initiative, was de-
feated 
overwhelmingly  Tuesday, 71 
percent to 
29 percent. The final tally 
was 4,855,296 against 
and 
1,977,086  in favor. 
"The results were better
 than I hoped," 
said Steve Stein, co
-president  of the SJSU Gay 
and 
Lesbian
 Alliance. "What concerned me. 
however, were 
those people who voted yes de-
spite the 
information available." 
Virtually every
 public health 
organization  
and medical 
group in California
 opposed the 
proposition, which
 would have classified ac-
quired immune 
deficiency
 syndrome as a 
cas-
ually transmitted
 disease and subjected 
AIDS pa-
tients to a range of 
quarantine laws. 
"This was a measure based on fear and ig-
norance." said 
Dr. Robert Latta, associate direc-
tor of Student Health Services at SJSU. "I'm not 
surprised at the results at all. I think that the de-
feat of 
Proposition
 64 reaffirms the 
common
 
sense and wisdom of California voters." 
Members of the 
Lyndon
 LaRouche party, 
which backed the initiative,  were unavailable for 
comment. 
Based on the latest 
evidence,  health offi-
cials
 
believe AIDS 
can he transmitted 
only  
through 
blood or semen. At highest 
risk
 are male 
homosexuals, 
intravenous  drug users and 
recipi-
ents  of contaminated blood 
products.
 
Proposition 63 
English is now the official 
language of Cali-
fornia, following the passage of Proposition 63. 
The initiative passed 
73
 percent to 27 percent. 
The proposition directs the
 state Legislature 
to enact appropriate laws to preserve the role of 
English as the 
state's
 common language. It also 
prohibits the Legislature from 
passing laws that 
diminish or ignore the role of English in Califor-
nia. 
SJSU political science Prof. Roy 
Christman  
said the proposition passed "because language is 
one of the most fundamental things 
that
 people 
have in their identity." 
Christman said it's wrong to 
classify  sup-
porters of Proposition 63as racists. 
"The people who supported it have a point 
- that a bilingual system probably will have 
great problems in the future." he said. "Califor-
nia will be a majority -minority state." 
Rex Burbank, chair of the SJSU Humanities 
California
 state workers, 
higher
 education 
win big 
Daily staff 
report 
The California State University 
system, its employees and state offi-
cials scored victories in Tuesday's 
elections, 
as
 voters approved funding 
for university construction while de-
feating a salary -cut initiative. 
Proposition 56. a $.400 million 
bond issue to fund 
college and univer-
sity construction projects, passed 60 
percent to 40 percent. 
Proposition
 61, authored by tax 
crusader Paul Gann, limited the gover-
nor's salary
 to 
$80,000 per 
year,  and 
all other state salaries to no more than 
80 percent of that total, or $64,000. 
It was defeated
 66 percent to 34 
percent.  
The funds generated from Propo-
sition 56 will also
 finance construction 
or improvements of the 
University of 
California
 and the California
 Commu-
nity College systems.
 
"The
 CSU system 
will
 receive 
approximately $78
 million out  of the
 
$400
 million," said 
Jeff
 Stetson, CSU 
acting 
director  for public affairs. 
Seventeen of the 
19 CSU cam-
puses 
will be directly affected
 and 31 
projects can 
begin,
 Stetson said. 
Two of the projects at SJSU are 
the renovations of the old 
Science  
Building and 
Dwight  Flentel Hall. The 
Central
 Plant (the cooling system) also 
needs to be expanded. 
The 
Capital Outlay Fund for 
Higher
 Education has previously 
fi-
nanced
 all construction projects of 
the  
state's 135 campus 
facilities
 with off-
shore oil revenues. 
State 
Sen.
 Gary Hart, D -Santa 
Barbara, introduced Proposition
 56 be-
cause of declining oil revenues. 
With
 the passage
 of 
Proposition  
56, SJSU 
will receive 
55,982.000
 for 
the old 
Science 
Building;  
53.406,0(8)
 
for 
Dwight  
Bente!
 Hall, 
and 
$1,761,000
 for the 
expansion
 of Cen-
tral 
Plant,  said 
Peggy
 Asuncion, 
SJSU 
facilities manager. 
She
 said that
 if the 
bond
 hadn't 
passed,  
there
 would 
be
 no capital
 out-
lay budget
 for this 
year and 
"there 
would be no 
funds,"
 
Proposition 56's passage 
will 
benefit California public
 higher educa-
tion. Proposition 61's failure
 is also a 
win for 
employees
 of higher education 
and 
state officials. 
Gann assistant Ted 
Costes  quoted 
Gann as 
saying, "They may have
 won 
the battle, but they
 haven't won  the 
war. You only lose when
 you give up. 
We intend to keep 
on
 going." 
Costas said 
Proposition 61 was 
defeated 
because  voters were 
wary of 
the estimated $7 billion cost 
to buy out 
accumulated 
vacation and sick leave 
pay of state employees. 
Under  the proposition, employees 
would be prevented 
from compiling 
sick leave and vacation pay from 
one 
year to the 
next.  
If 
Proposition  61 had passed,  the 
salaries of many top officials, includ-
ing those in the CSU 
system, would 
have 
been cut. 
SJSU 
President  Gail Fullerton, 
whose annual salary is about 
$100,000, opposed the measure,
 as 
did the Academic 
Senate  and campus 
California State 
Employee Association 
members. 
Beverly Waller,
 a campus rep-
resentative of the 
CSEA, said the 
vot-
ers saw through
 the measure.
 
Daily  
staff 
writers
 Scott Van 
Camp, Antoinette
 Fleshman and Urla 
Hill contributed
 to this 
report.
 
Department,
 said Proposition 63 
wasn't
 needed. 
Proposition 65 
Californians 
also  
suited
 tit "get tough 
on 
toxics,"  as they passed 
Proposition
 65 by a 
63 to 
37 
percent  margin. 
Proposition
 65: 
 
requires
 Gov. George 
Deukmejian 
to 
pro-
duce a list of chemicals "known to cause cancer 
or 
reproductive
 toxicity (birth defectsh 
 
prohibits
 
businesses
 with 
10 or 
more  em-
ployees from discharging chemicals that are on 
the list 
into
 drinking water. 
 
requires  businesses to warn employees 
before intentionally exposing them to any of the 
suspect 
chemicals  and 
 imposes civil penalties of 52,5(8) per day 
for each violation and doubles
 criminal penalties 
for dumping of 
hazardous
 
wastes.
 to 5100.000
 
per day. It also allows anyone to sue violators. 
"This sends
 a strong message to industry 
and local politicians that people arc 
profoundly  
impatient with the status quo." said Ted Smith, 
director of the Silicon Valley Toxic,, 
Coalition.  
"It tells 
industry to ignore their message at their 
own 
risk." 
Other  state 
propositions  
 
Proposition
 54 passed. 
authorising
 
$SW  
million
 for prison
 
construction.
 
 
Proposition  55 passed. 
providihg 
$100
 
million
 to bring drinking 
water quality up to 
state 
health  
standards
 
 
Proposition
 57 passed. amending the state 
constitution  
so that
 
people
 
serving
 in II state of-
fices
 will receive only 
a cost -of -living 
increase  in 
their 
salary and 
retirement  
benefits
 
 Proposition
 58 passed, exempting from 
reassessment 
property transfers 
between
 parents 
and 
children  and between
 spouses 
 
Proposition
 $9 passed. requiring that 
all 
district attorneys he 
elected.  
 
Proposition 
60 passed. allow
 
irig  
people 
older than 55 
to move from one 
house  to another 
without 
paying higher 
property
 taxes 
 Proposition 62 passed,  requiring that all 
proposals for a new or higher general tax be ap-
proved
 by two-thirds of the local agency's gov-
erning body and by a majority of 
local voters. 
Daily staff writers Rob Gibbany. Nancy Ku-
tvanami,  Denver
 Lewellen and Mike Di Marco 
contributed to this 
report. 
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The 
Spartans'
 Julie 
Brayman,
 #7, 
and
 Barbara 
Higgins.
 #13, shown
 
Julie Bennett  
Daily  start photographer 
here against the Cardinal. helped 
SJSU
 sweep 
the 
Bears in Berkeley, 
McCallum
 is shipshape
 
to 
do battle for Raiders 
LOS ANGELES 
(API
  Na-
poleon McCallum believes in the 
work
 
ethic.
 It's a 
good  thing, 
be-
cause
 he is very 
busy
 these days. 
"You've got us work hard if 
you 
really want
 
something,"  Mc-
Callum said by 
telephone Tuesday 
from the U.S.S. Peleliu in the 
Long 
Beach Naval Shipyard, where he is 
the assistant food services officer. 
"That's been my philosophy." 
Ensign McCallum is a 
rookie
 
running back for the Los Angeles 
Rairrs, who picked him in the 
fourth round of last spring's NFL 
draft believing he would not be 
available  until 1991. 
McCallum
 attended the U.S. 
Naval Academy, and like all other 
service academy athletes,
 was com-
mitted 
to
 five years of active serv-
ice. 
But last summer, in an unprec-
edented 
move,  the Navy decided 
that 
McCallum  could play for the 
Raiders as long as it didn't interfere 
with  
his service obligation.
 
"I 
really
 love it in the NFL, 
its
 been fun," McCallum said. 
There was a lot of 
confusion
 at 
the beginning. I didn't know which 
way to go. As I have gotten a 
chance to play, I've 
gotten  a little 
feel 
for the game. I still haven't 
gotten  all of it." 
McCallum 
thought
 he would 
return 
kicks  and occasionally see 
action as a backup to All -Pro run-
ning back Marcus 
Allen. 
But that's not the ways things
 
turned out. 
"I never 
planned  on Marcus 
getting 
hurt,"  McCallum 
said. 
"Playing  in Marcus' 
place takes a 
toll on your 
body.  It was real tough 
the past three weeks. I'm getting 
'You have to 
be a 
unique person to 
handle
 the schedule 
he (McCallum) has.' 
 Tom 
Flores,
 
Raider
 head coach 
beat 
up, hit, sore, bruises all over. 
"Marcus is back now. I 
only  
got a couple of plays last Sunday. 
I'm well -rested now.
 I'd 
gotten 
into
 
a routine of really 
working
 hard. 
getting
 punished." 
Allen suffered a severely 
sprained right ankle in the Raiders' 
third game. 
McCallum handled most
 ot 
the club's rushing chores in 
its  next 
five games. He has gained 359 
yards on 91 carries and caught six 
passes 
for 54 
yards.  
"Considering his schedule. 
he's been remarkable,'' Coach 
TOM Flores said. "You 
have  to be 
a unique 
person  to handle the 
schedule
 he has. He certainly has 
handled it well at a time when
 we
 
needed a running back 
with Mar-
cus' injury. He really stepped in 
and performed quite well." 
McCallum, 
who  lives in an 
apartment with his wife,
 said on an 
average 
day  he wakes up around 
4:20 a.m, and is on the ship about 
an hour later. As the assistant food 
services  officer, he is involved in 
the feeding of about 60() men. 
At about 1:15 in the afternoon, 
McCallum leaves for El 
Segundo.  
site of the Raiders' practice facilit,. 
Spartans
 
roar past 
Bears,
 
3-0  
By Karin L. 
Small
 
Daily
 staff 
writer 
SJSU's 
volleyball
 team traveled 
to the Bears  
lair
 in Berkeley on 
Tues-
day night 
and  gathered a 
honey  of a 
victory, sweeping
 Cal 15-4, 15-8, 15-
10.
 
The win 
raised the Spartans'
 re-
cord to 
21-4, 10-4 in the 
PCAA.  
Barbara 
Higgins
 was the standout
 
Bear
 slayer, as she 
posted  14 
kills, 
five  
blocks,
 14 digs, one service ace and a 
4143 hitting percentage. 
A mere 
200  fans showed up 
at
 
Berkeley's Harmon Gym to watch the 
mismatch, as SJSU  ranked third in 
the coaches' poll and 
fourth  in  the 
NCAA poll  
successfully  inaugu-
rated another
 road trip that will take 
the team to Long Beach on Friday and 
to Irvine on Saturday. 
Lisa Ice, a 
season -long example 
of consistency for the Spartans, re-
corded nine kills, II digs and a 
service  
ace against the Bears. 
SJSU had
 10 perfect serves in 
the 
match, an improvement in an area 
that 
both Coach Dick 
Montgomery  and the 
players have 
said is a weak 
point  in 
their game. 
Freshman 
setter  Susie 
Laymon,  
who  is Danielle Spier's 
backup,  was 
the only Spartan 
who did not play in 
the match, 
Laymon suffered a 
knee  in-
jury 
leaving the court 
after  Saturday's 
match against 
Fullerton State. 
and 
Montgomery
 said he's 
concerned.
 
"Susie  sublexed
 (dislocated) 
her  
kneecap going
 from the 
court  to the 
training 
room," 
Montgomery  said.
 
"Her injury 
is
 of concern mainly
 be-
cause we 
don't have a 
backup  setter 
for her, but also 
because it could hap-
pen
 again. 
"If she 
can't  walk 50 
feet
 without 
the 
danger of the 
knee popping 
out,
 
how do we know that it won't 
happen 
in the 
middle
 of a match? Susie is 
being evaluated by a 
physician, and 
he'll let 
us know when she can
 play 
again."  
If 
Spier happens to 
suffer an in-
jury while Laymon
 is out. Montgom-
ery said there would 
be
 an alternative. 
"If both
 Danielle and Susie
 were 
to 
be
 out, then 
Christa  Cook 
would  set 
for 
us.  because she used
 to set in high 
school. It 
would  be a difficult
 situation 
for
 us, but we could 
probably  get by in 
some games. ' ' Montgomery
 said. 
The 
Spartans racked
 up some big
 
numbers
 before they 
met Cal and
 sent 
the Bears 
into  hibernation.
 During last
 
week's 
matches  against
 San Diego 
State  and 
Fullerton
 State, 
for  example. 
many 
Spartans turned 
in fine perfor-
mances.
 
Outside
 hitter Cook was 
named 
SJSU  Player of 
the  Week for her
 play 
against  SDS. She 
had 11 kills for
 a 
.360 hitting 
percentage.  
In 
the  Fullerton
 State 
match,  she 
had
 lour kills
 and no 
errors. 
Over
 the 
SJSU to face
 49ers, 
Anteaters
 
By Karin I,. Small 
Daily  staff writer 
One might think the SJSU vol-
leyball team is breathing
 easy going 
into its matches against conference
 
opponents
 Long Beach State and 
UC-Irvine tomorrow 
and  Saturday. 
The Spartans are ranked fourth 
in the 
NCAA
 poll and third in the 
coaches' poll. The 49ers are 
10-15 
overall, 3-11
 in the PCAA,  and the 
Anteaters are 
7-2 I , 1-12. 
But  SJSU coach Dick
 Mont-
gomery said the 
Spartans  are not 
taking 
anything for 
granted.
 
"We don't 
have all our tough 
road trips
 out of the 
way,
 as some 
people 
tend to think,'' Montgom-
ery said. "Both of these 
teams  will 
beat us if we 
let  down. Neither of 
these will be an easy
 match. 
"I worry more about these 
trips, when 
we're  playing teams 
with poorer records than us, than I 
do 
when  we're going to play San 
Diego State. I'm
 definitely nervous 
about this trip down south, because 
Long Beach is an explosive team. I 
lust 
hope
 they don't do it the 
night 
we 
play 
them."  
Montgomery said 
his team is 
peaking, 
but that the Spartans 
still  
have  room 
for 
improvement.
 
"Using 
the San Diego State 
match 
as
 a benchmark,
 we can be 
better," 
Montgomery  said. "We 
need to improve 
the 
consistency 
of 
our serving 
and  blocking, and 
minor 
things  on 
offense
 and de-
fense need a 
bit  of work." 
Montgomery said he 
likes his 
team's position
 in the polls. 
"The polls don't 
bother  me, 
really, 
but we're right where we 
want to be," he said, 
Montgomery said he is still 
taking the season one match at a 
time, and is not looking ahead to 
the playoffs, as other coaches
 are. 
"We've
 got two tough 
matches left this 
weekend,  and then 
more at home after that. We're not 
thinking ahead
 to the first round of 
the NCAA's, 
we're  just taking 
them as they come." Montgomery 
said. 
weekend,
 
Cook  
had 
seven  
assists,
 
19
 
digs,  
one
 solo 
and 
four  
block  
assists.  
These  
numbers
 left
 her 
with 
a two
-
match  
total 
of 15 
kills 
and 
a .419 
per-
centage.
 
All 
six 
Spartan  
hitters
 had 
better 
than
 a 
.333
 
average  
against
 SOS.
 
Ice 
led 
with 
20 
kills  
and  a 
.444 
average,
 
and  
Maria  
Healy  
followed
 
with 
nine 
kills 
for a 
.600 
mark.
 Di-
Biaso  
put  
down
 15 
for an 
average
 of 
.440, 
Higgins
 
had  14 
for 
a .379 
per-
centage
 and
 
Cook
 had
 11 
for a 
.360 
average.  
The  
Spartans
 have
 not
 lost 
a 
match
 all 
year 
at
 home.
 
Their  
streak
 
stands
 at II,
 
dating
 
to one 
year
 
ago
 
when 
they 
lost 
to 
Southern  
Cal 
on 
Nov. 
2,
 1985. 
Coaches'
 
Poll
 
The 
Collegiate  
Volleyball  
Coaches Asso-
ciation
 poll is conducted
 
weekly
 
among  
Os 
50 
members
 
1. 
BYU, 29-2 
779 
2. UOP,
 23-3 
764
 
SJSU,  
21-4
  
682 
4 
SDS, 33-5 
664 
5.
 
Hawaii.
 
21-5  
660 
6. 
Texas,
 
16-4  
588 
7. Nebraska
 
19-4
 
553  
8. 
UCSB,
 
20-8
 
522  
9.
 
UCLA,  
24-7
 
463
 
10. 
Stanford.
 
14-7 
431  
NCAA
 
Poll 
The National
 
Collegiate
 
Athletic  Associa-
tion
 
potl is conducted 
weekly
 among as re-
gional
 committee
 ot coaches
 and
 adminis  
trators 
1 
UOP 
156 
2 
BYU 
155 
3 
SOS 
145 
4. 
Sd91.1
  
136
 
5. Texas 
125 
6. 
UCLA
 
119  
UCSB 
115  
8.
 
Hawaii  
101 
9.
 Nebraska.
 
100
 
10. 
Cal Poly
 SLO. 
19-9 
88 
Women's swim team dives into 
season 
The SJSU 
women's
 swim team opens its sea-
son at 3:30 p.m. tomorrow with a home dual meet
 
against Mills College in the East Pool. 
Mills College is a Division III 
school located in 
Oakland, and Spartan coach Jack 
Mutimer said 
SJSU has 
a strong squad going into the match with 
the Cyclones. 
"We expect to do very 
well against Mills Col-
lege 
because  
we
 
have
 
a very 
solid  team
 this 
year,
he 
said. 
Even though the Spartans lost national compet-
itor Angie Wester to graduation, the team is rich in 
experience. Mutimer said sophomore Diana Garzon 
is the most likely candidate to lead SJSU this year. 
"Garzon is 
capable of going to nationals for us 
this year," Mutimer said. 
Garton will he swimming in the butterfly, 
breaststroke and individual medley 
events.  
The other 
top  returners for the Spartans will be 
junior Sharon Muyskens in the backstroke and free -
Boston's  
John  
McNamara  
named  AL 
manager 
of
 year 
BOSTON  
(API 
- 
This
 nine.
 
The self-effacing
 leader of the 
John McNamara won a 
close  
contest.
 
surprising Red Sox
 beat Bobby
 Valen-
Eight days
 after his
 Boston 
Red 
tine of the Texas 
Rangers by a 
single 
Sox were edged by the New York first -place vote in the balloting con-
Mets in the seventh game of the World ducted by the Baseball Writers Asso-
Series, McNamara scored a narrow dation of America before the postsea-
victory Tuesday to become American son games. 
League Manager of the Year. Each got eight second -place votes 
"That was
 the furthest thing from and six third -place votes from a panel 
my mind." he said of the award. "I of 28 sports writers,  two from each AL 
would have rather had a win and let city. 
somebody else be manager 
of the 
But McNamara received 
13
 first-
year.''place
 votes,
 one more than Valentine. 
But the win 
didn't
 come in the 
McNamara  had 95 points based 
sixth
 
or seventh 
games  of the 
World
 
on a system awarding five points for a 
Series, even though 
Boston  led both,  
first -place 
vote,  three points for sec -
and some of McNamara's 
decisions  
and and one point for third. 
Valentine  
were questioned. had  90 points. 
"You're  going to be subject to 
second
-guessers, hut you stay 
with
 
what got you there," he said at a 
news
 
conference. 
"That's  what we did." 
McNamara,  54, is the 
man  who 
got the Red Sox 
to
 within one strike of 
the 1986
 world championship after 
they finished in fifth place 
in the 
American League 
East  in 1985. The only other manager 
to re -
That accomplishment brought ceive 
votes was Lou Piniella of the 
him the first manager of the
 year New York Yankees. One voter
 had 
award in 
his 13 seasons at the helm of him in 
second
 place and two others in 
a major league team, 
third  for a total of five points. 
Gene Mauch of the California 
Angels, who 
were
 beaten by the Red 
Sox  in the AL playoffs, 
received  two 
first
-place votes and 44 points. Pat 
Corrales of the 
Cleveland  Indians got 
the other first -place
 vote and 18 
points.
 
Chicago
 
activates  Flutie;
 
hurt
 
McMahon
 won't
 
play  
vs. 
Bucs  
LAKE FOREST. 
III. t AP) 
Quarterback 
Doug Flutie was activated
 
by the
 Chicago Bears on 
Tuesday
 hut 
Coach  Mike Ditka 
would not reveal 
who will 
start  
at 
quarterback  Sunday 
against Tampa Bay. 
"We have 
four quarterbacks, and 
one, 
Jim McMahon, will not play." 
said Ditka in the aftermath of Monday 
night's 20-17 NFL loss to the Los An-
geles Rams.
 
McMahon 
definitely  has been 
ruled out this week because of his 
shoulder  problems. On Monday, the 
Bears considered putting him on the 
injured reserve list but did not. 
Ti)
 make room for Flutie. who 
was signed last month after leaving the 
U.S. Football League when it decided 
not to play this year, the Bears re-
leased wide receiver Clay 
Pickering,
 
whom they plan on signing to a 
future 
contract. 
While Ditka would not commit
 
himself as to the starting quarterback, 
he did say that if running hack Walter 
Payton is unable to start. Thomas 
Sanders
 would replace Payton. 
Payton injured the big toe of his 
right
 
foot
 in the third quarter against 
the 
Rams.
 Sanders replaced Payton 
and 
scored
 
touchdowns
 on runs 
of
 1() 
and 
34 
yards
 to put the 
Bears  ahead 
17-10.
 
But
 
Los  
Angeles 
came back to tie 
the 
same 
on 
a 65
-yard touchdown
 pass 
from 
Steve  
Oils 
to Ron Brown and 
won
 
on
 
Mike
 
Lansford's  50-yard field 
IOW 
with
 
four
 
seconds  
to play. 
"We had our opportunities hut 
didn't capitalize on them," said Ditka. 
"Give the Rams credit. They drove 
when they had to and kicked a 50
-yard  
field
 goal."
 
The loss dropped the Bears to 7-
2. It was only the third defeat in two 
seasons for the defending Super
 Bowl 
Champions. Steve Fuller has 
been
 the 
starting quarterback in all three de-
feats.
 
Fuller competed 9 of 19 
passes
 
for 102
 yards but had two interceptions 
and was 
removed  by Ditka in the third 
quarter.
 
Mike Tomczak 
replaced
 Fuller 
20% off Volkswagen
 
Repair  
(with student 
1.1) I 
Volkswagen
 Repair
 
Bodywork  
& Paint 
BUGS
 LIMITED
 
lI 
700 Kings 
Row 423 
San 
Jose, CA 95112 
(408)998-4739 
but was equally 
ineffective,  with two 
completions in eight attempts. 
Ditka indicated Flutie would 
not 
be used in the near future 
but he did 
not rule him out completely. 
"If the need arose, yes." said 
Ditka to the possibility of using Flutie. 
"I don't anticipate playing,"
 said 
Flutie, who was a quarterback
 for the 
New Jersey Generals
 of the USFL 
after winning the
 Heisman Trophy at 
Boston College. 
Ditka
 
indicated
 
Flutie
 
would  not 
be used 
in 
the near 
future 
but he 
did 
not rule him
 out 
completely. 
SAN 
JOSE
 STATE
 
UNNERS(TY 
LONG
 BEACH
 
VS. 
STATE
 
Saturday.
 Nov 15,
 1 30 p m 
Student Reserved Seals 85 
Student Unreserved Seers 83 
Faculty Starr 
Alurnm 
Reserved
 87 
SPARTAN
 STADIUM  
PG&E
 ACADEMIC 
EXCELLENCE 
DAY  
HALFTIME
 
FEATURE  
DALLAS 
COWBOYS
 
CHEERLEADERS
 
Weather
 
Permitting  
ALSO 
Special 
Performance  
America 
and her 
music  
at
 
San Jose
 Civic 
Auditorium  
Nov 14, 
ES pm 
$400
 
$5.00 
$50 
$1000
 
TICKET
 
INFO
 
(408)  
277
-FANS  
style,
 junior Kathy
 Berntsen 
in the freestyle
 and 
sophomore 
Cindy [tappet, 
also  in the 
freestyle.
 
Last season
 SJSU compiled a 5-2
 record over-
all and a I -I dual 
meet record in the 
NorPac
 Confer-
ence.
 The team placed sixth
 in the NorPac Cham-
pionships with 
594  points. 
Largely 
because 
of
 Wester's
 abilities,
 the 
Spartans  placed
 32nd in 
last year's
 NCAA 
Cham-
pionships.  
with 16 
points.  
The 
Associated 
Students  Program 
Board & 
The 
SJSU  
Women's  Resource Center 
proudly 
present
 
A 
Workshop
 by 
JUDY
 
GORMAN-JACOBS  
Thursday,
 
Nov.
 6 
1-3 
pm
 
Music
 
Dept.,
 Room
 150
 
FREE  
Admission
 
 Role of women and music
 in pre -historic, pre -
patriarchal
 times. 
 
Women's  contributions in 
music  assessed in light of 
recent
 anthropological and 
archaelogical  findings. 
 Highlights of women in 
classical, jazz, blues and folk 
music 
history.
 
The 
Varsity 
Sport  of the 
Mind 
COLLEGE
 
BOWL
 
FOR A QUICK 
10
 
POINTS
-
When 
will the 
College  Bowl
 on 
Campus 
Intramural
 
Tournament take place? 
ANSWER
 
November  14, 
1986
 
FOR A 20 POINT
 
BONUS
 
Sign up 
your  team of
 four
 
players
 
before  
November
 10, 1986 
at the 
Student
 
Union  
Information
 Center. 
for 
more information  call
 
277-9588
 
or
 
277-3228
 
Put  
your
 
mind  
to
 it! 
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Broomball
 
Slapstick
 
sport  
requires
 
high
-top
 
sneakers,
 
brooms
 
By 
Andy
 Bird
 
Daily
 
staff
 
writer  
Leave
 it 
to
 the 
Canadians  
to invent a 
sport   played
 on 
ice 
like 
hockey
  
that 
requires  its 
players  to 
wear  
high
-top 
sneakers
 
while 
manipulating  a 
household
 
tool
 
usually  
found
 in 
a 
closet.
 
This
 slapstick
 of a 
sport, 
broomball,
 is the
 most 
popu-
lar 
participant
 sport
 in 
Canada.
 
Like  
softball
 is to 
baseball,
 
broomball
 is 
a scaled
-down 
version
 of ice
 
hockey.
 But
 instead
 of 
donning  
skates. 
broomballers
 
wear  
basketball
-style  
sneakers  
with 
nippled
 
soles.
 And 
in place
 of a 
hockey  
puck  and 
stick, 
a melon
-
sized 
ball is 
batted  
around  the 
ice with
 a 
sawed-off
 
broom.  
While  
broomball
 
hasn't
 exactly
 swept
 the 
nation,
 it has
 
caught  
on
 with a 
couple 
of SJSU
 
students.
 
Like 
softball 
is
 to 
baseball,
 
broomball is a  
scaled -down version
 
of 
ice  hockey. But 
instead of 
donning 
skates,  broomballers
 wear 
basketball
-style sneakers 
with  
nippled soles. 
And in place of a 
hockey puck and 
stick, a melon -
sized ball is batted around the ice 
with a 
sawed-off  broom. 
George Castonguay. a freshman majoring in econom-
ics, and Peter Heitman, a junior in political 
science, re-
cently moved their team, which had won three consecutive 
championships, from the Fashion Island 
Broomball League 
in San Mateo to form the Bay Area 
Broomball League at the 
Valle° Village ice arena. 
In fact, their team  the 
Fremont
 Ghetto Boys  split 
itself up to 
form the nucleus of three of the four 
teams  that 
make  up the fledgling league. 
While most 
people  at SJSU haven't heard 
of broom -
ball, 
the  sport is popular among 
some fraternities that 
occa-
sionally challenge each
 other to pick-up 
games,
 Castonguay 
said. 
"It's one
 of those games that 
once
 you start playing, 
you get 
addicted,"  
explained
 Castonguay, 
illustrating how 
the sport hooked
 him. 
Broomball appeals to 
fraternities  because 
while  it pro-
vides the 
fast action and 
excitement  of 
hockey,
 no special 
skills 
are necessary. 
"You
 don't have to have the
 skating ability like 
hockey 
players."  he said. 
"We're  hoping to 
get  some of the 
fraternities
 involved  
it's
 an ideal game 
for them." 
The Bay Area 
Broomball  League 
launched  regular 
sea-
son play Oct. 20,
 and will continue
 through Nov.
 24. 
Games are 
usually  scheduled
 at 9:10 and 
10:30 Monday
 
nights.
 
Alan Dep  Daily 
staff  
photographer
 
Unidentified Bay Area Broomball League players 
chase  a 
ball  a it h brooms at the N 
idle°  
Village ice 
arena, 
threatening
 to sweep 
assay  referee
 George 
Castonguay
 . 
Castonguay. Heitman and other league players formed 
Team USA a 
year ago and plan to 
compete  in the first 
Inter-
national Invitational
 Broomball
 Tournament at Minneapo-
'It's one 
of those games
 that once 
you start 
playing,
 you get 
addicted.'  
 George Castonguay, 
S.P.A.! freshman and learn USA
 player 
!is. Minn.. in December. The team competed in the Duncan 
Valentines  Day Tournament
 on 
Vancouver Island 
in
 Feb. 
mar). and 
while  it went winless, the trip was a success. 
Castonguay said. 
"There's 
no way we could 
expect to 
beat any 
of
 the 
Canadian teams," he said. "We were just beginning to get 
competitive,  and the Canadians were impressed 
Even though organized broomball is played 
in other 
parts of the country. Team USA
 was the first team from the 
United States to compete in 
the Vancouver Island tourna-
ment.  
"(The Canadians)
 treated us real nice 
up there." Heit-
man 
said. "They were real 
excited
 to have a team from 
San  
Francisco." 
December's 
competition
 will feature more 
U.S. teams, 
and will 
be
 the first major broomball
 tournament held out-
side
 Canada. While Castonguay
 and Heitman believe their
 
team will be 
one of the better U.S. 
teams,
 they don't expect 
any miracles
 in Minneapolis. 
"We want to be 
a competitive traveling team."
 Cas-
tonguay said. "At 
this point our goal
 is just to be compet-
itive."
 
It's easy to visualize
 broomball's roots. 
Picture  a 
bunch of hockey
 afficionatk)s getting 
together on the ice and
 
using 
whatever  is available
 around the house
 to play a pick-
up 
game: 
Itiiskettiall 
shoes for ankle support, a 
sawed-off  
broom
 wrapped
 si 
rib duct tape 
and  a stuffed sack to take out 
one's aggressions 
on. 
Add a makeshift hockey goal and a few 
rudimentary  
rules,  and v.hat you have
 is similar to what the Fashion 
Island Broomball  
League  was a few 
years  
ago.  
Eventually more sophisticated gear and rules evolved. 
About three years 
ago.  Canadian manufacturers began 
exporting specially designed equipment
 to the Bay Area. 
Today no selirespecting
 hroomballer would he without 
rubber broom, shoes with nippled soles,
 a helmet with a full 
cage and an official broomball rule hook. 
Now that broomball is so 
popular  north of the border, 
it has prompted the Canadians to include it 
on the agenda 
for the Winter Games scheduled for Calgary in 1988. 
What  can he said about the state of broomball in the 
Bay Area? 
"It's a great Heitman 
answered.**  but the 
problem is nobody 
knows  about it." 
Homework 
Spartan
 
Price  
Riot
 
General  
Books
 
Quality 
Paperbacks
 
up 
to 50% 
Off 
now $2.98-$7.95 
(values to 
$15.95)
 
All Calendars 
20% 
Off  
VIDEO 
RENTALS  
FREE 
rent one tape on 
Tuesday
 or 
Wednesday  
and get 
another  tape
 free 
SPECIAL 
ON
 WEEKENDS
 
rent 1 tape
 from Friday
-Monday 
for only $2.50 
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5-11  
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A Trap 
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Gummy 
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Off  
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(price 
as 
marked)
 no 
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" 
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 Daily 
A 
passer-by
 stops
 to look
 at the
 wreckage
 of 
the  
Engineering
 
Building.
 The 
building  
is being
 torn 
Denise 
Wendt°,
  Daily  staff 
photographer
 
dint n 
as
 part of Project 88. The demolition is 
ex-
pected to take finir to 
six more weeks. 
Project
 88 construction 
in sight 
By Marj Martin 
Daily stall writer 
The 
scarred
 steel 
Jaws  ot a y 
el
 
km
 
tractor have 
been  munching 
away
 at 
the east
 side of the 
Engineering 
Build-
ing since Monday. 
Protected
 by a steel 
canopy,  I.upe 
Barba, 30. 
guides  the huge 
iron 
monster  in and out of 
the twisted 
wreckage, its jaws
 gobbling up scoops
 
of twisted 
steel pipes and structural
 
pieces with each pass, 
like  a dragon 
slurping spaghetti. 
Barba, who lives in 
Modesto. has 
worked  fin the wrecking company, 
!cone°, for about seven years. he said, 
and mass destruction is All in a day's 
work 
for him. 
Being squeezed between build-
ings on campus makes it more 
difficult  
to maneuver the tractor,
 he said. But 
that's  the only thing different about the 
loud and dusty 
job. 
As Barba's machine gobbles the 
building, the bits and chunks of the 
laboratories
 and 
classrooms
 are 
sepa-
rated into salvageable and non -sal-
vageable 
materials.  
The steel pipes and other metal 
pieces are cut up, straightened and 
stacked, awaiting transport to a sal-
vager, said 
Richard  Gusman, spokes-
man for Iconco. 
Metal is purchased in two catego-
ries. Gusman
 said, scrap and good 
metal for re -sale. 
The concrete
 and other
 
masonry  
is taken to a crushing company where 
it is crushed to make roadbed 
base or 
aggregates for new 
concrete, he said. 
The crushing
 company usually 
charges a fee for taking
 the concrete, 
hut sometimes
 will take it free if it 
contains  no foreign materials.  Gusman 
said.
 
!cone() has 
been working on the 
premises since 
Oct.
 20, said a com-
pany 
spokesman.  stripping electrical 
wiring 
and other sale items from the 
building prior to the actual
 demolition. 
The 
recovered
 metals will be 
sold 
to Levine 
Metals.  Gusman said,  hut he 
declined to 
say how much 
Iconco was 
receiving
 from the sale. 
Rick 
Singer, a 
spokesman
 fiir Le-
vine Metals in 
San Jose, said they 
usually pay 
between
 $10 
and $25 per 
net ton (2,000 
lbs.) if it is cut in pieces 
less
 than 2 feet wide by 5 
feet long. 
However,
 Singer said 
Iconco  
would probably sell the metal recov-
ered  from the engineering
 building to 
Levine Metals, 
where they will he un-
loaded
 free of charge and 
will receive 
up to $50 per ton 
for pipe and structu-
ral
 steel cut into 5 -foot
 lengths. 
Gasman said
 whatever is left 
over 
will be taken 
to a landfill dump site.
 
Iconco is usually 
charged a dump fee 
between 
$50 and $60 for each 
20 yard 
truck 
load. 
The
 crew will tear 
down  and cut 
up 
the building 
through
 tomorrow, 
and 
will probably 
have
 turned the 
cornet  
Tuesday
 
to 
become
 
movie
 
day  
at
 
SJSU
 
By 
Amy 
I..  
Pabalan
 
Daily  
matt
 
writer  
An
 
experiment
 
between
 the 
Asso-
ciated  
Students  
Program 
Board 
and the
 
Theatre
 Arts 
Department  
will 
allow 
students
 
to 
watch  
more  
movies  
on 
campus
 
next
 
semester.
 
The  
Tuesday  
Night  
Cinema  
pilot 
program
 
will 
determine
 if a 
fall 
film  
series, 
corresponding
 with 
SJSU 
film 
classes,
 is 
feasible.  
While
 the 
movies
 will
 be 
open  to 
all,
 the 
plan  
for  
Cinema
 
San 
Jose  is 
to 
allow 
film 
students
 to 
watch 
movies
 
directly
 
related  
to
 their
 classes,
 
said
 
Stanley
 
Baran,
 
chairman  
of 
the 
Theatre
 Arts 
Department.
 
The 
experiment
 is 
hoped 
to deter-
mine
 how 
many 
students
 are 
willing  
to 
attend  
movies 
on 
Tuesday
 
nights,
 
Baran
 
said.  
The
 eight
-week
 pilot 
program
 for 
"Cinema
 
San  
Jose"  
will  
begin  
in 
March.  
said  
Jason  
Challas,  
program
 
board  
film
 
chairman.
 The 
films  
will  he 
shown
 at 
Morris 
Dailey 
Auditorium
 
and 
admission
 
will
 be 
$2
 per 
person.
 
The 
program 
board  
approved  a 
proposal
 
Monday
 
estimating
 costs
 for 
Cinema
 San 
Jose 
at 
$1,300.  
said 
Venda
 
Alexander.
 
program
 
board  
di-
rector.
 
Costs 
of the 
spring 
films 
will he 
split 
between
 the 
department
 
and the
 
program
 
board, 
and 
the 
department
 
will pay
 for the
 films
 in the 
fall. 
Baran  
said.  
Baran
 said 
the 
department's
 
film 
classes
 
were 
spending
 too
 
much
 
money
 
renting
 
films  
to be 
studied
 in 
class.
 He 
said 
the 
department
 
was 
spending  
about
 S1 
.5(K)  a 
semester
 for 
film 
rentals.  
Baran used 
to
 be the chairman
 of 
graduate 
students
 of the 
Department
 of 
Radio. Television and Film
 at the Uni-
versity of Texas,
 Austin before mov-
ing to 
California  in August to be 
de-
partment chairman at SJSU. He said 
the University of Texas 
has a similiar 
program.
 
For example, the university 
would have special seminars on for-
eign or western 
films, and then show 
movies of that nature, he said. 
"Students in the film classes 
were required to see the films, which 
helped pay for the 
films."
 Baran said. 
"Instructors could make video tapes 
to
 
use for lectures and discussions
 after." 
Challas said 
the movies to be 
shown next 
semester  will be about 
rock music. 
"They will he subculture films.** 
Challas said. "Depending
 on the bud-
get, we could
 have films from major 
companies like Frank Zappa, David 
Byrne and Laurie Anderson." 
Challas said the budget for
 next 
semester's pilot program must be 
worked out with the Theatre Arts De-
partment. He added plans are still ten-
tative. 
"Either way, I expect a good
 
turnout," Challas said. "The success 
of the 
fall  semster will depend on the 
success  of the two -months." 
A.S. Program Board 
adviser  Ted 
Gehrke said Cinema San Jose is 
a good 
idea. 
"I like small programming
 with a 
small budget that 
has  the focus of indi-
vidual students with a small -based in-
terest." Gehrke said. 
"I
 think it's ex-
citing for students." 
near the Did 
Caletena 
Building  h) 
next
 Monday. Barba
 said. 
He 
said
 he doesn't
 think tearing
 
down 
the south 
side  of the 
building 
will 
be too difficult
 but a 
wrecking  ball 
may 
be used 
to
 take 
down
 the 
masonry  
of the 
auditorium.  
The 
Engineering
 
Department  
has  
tentatively
 
planned
 to 
hold
 an official
 
ground 
breaking
 ceremony
 in 
early  
December.  
according
 to 
Helen  El -
'more,
 secretary to the
 dean. 
However,
 
Iconco 
expects
 the
 de-
molition
 to 
take 
about
 4 
to
 6 
weeks  
be-
cause
 there
 
hat.  c 
been 
delays
 
in the
 
utility 
relocations.
 
Crtisman
 
said.  
"There have been some sur-
prises." said Barry 
Widen, construc-
tion manager for Project 88, the re-
modeling of the 
Engineering  
Department . 
Widen said 
water lines 
were  
found 
while  digging a trench for 
the  
steam 
line and had to he 
relocated be-
fore the trench 
could he continued. 
The location
 of the water lines 
and 
some of 
the electrical lines were
 not 
clearly marked
 on university 
maps,  he 
said.  
Widen said he told Pinson that the 
ground breaking will probably have to 
take place in the midst of the demoli-
tion. "Pinson will be satisfied with a 
clear spot to hold the ceremony." 
Willeft
 said. 
SJ
 
mayor
 
offers
 
funding
 
for
 
Spartan
 
City  
SPARTAN
 
CITY,  
from  page I 
same
 
revenue
 fund
 that 
supports
 the 
dormitories
 and
 Spartan
 Village
 sin-
gle
-student  
apartments.
 She 
said the
 
complex  
has 
functioned  
on a 
"stand-
alone 
support  
system"  
that  
relies
 on 
the 
rent
 of 
residents
 for 
revenue.  
"Spartan  
City 
was  set 
apart 
so
 
that
 as long
 as we 
could 
safely  run 
it 
we 
would," 
she said. 
"We feel 
the 
point  has 
come
 where 
it is so 
marginal  
(to
 operate)
 that 
we
 have 
to
 phase 
it 
out." 
Brown 
estimated  
the
 complex
 
was  
operating
 at a loss 
of
 about $30.-
000 a year. 
Spartan 
City resident
 Leo 
John-
son said
 whether 
the university
 reb-
uilds
 or not, a 
large group
 of 
low-in-
come 
families 
are being
 booted 
out 
because
 of an 
antiquated  
law.  
Newspapers
 
demand
 
the
 
right to 
endorse
 
ENDORSEMENTS,
 
from  page 
I 
The 
Forty-Niner
 and 
The Daily Collegian, newspapers 
at Long 
Beach  State and Fresno 
State,  respectively, also 
en-
dorsed 
candidates  
and
 measures.
 
J.
 G. Wert 11, editor of The Collegian 
said  he consid-
ers the 
paper  protected by 
the
 First Amendment.
 
"We are striving to be a professional 
newspaper," 
said Frank Moraga, editor -in
-chief of the Forty-Niner. 
"As such, we do not leave the First Amendment 
on
 the 
doorstep  of the 
university,"
 Moraga said. 
Anderson and Wert also said they take ultimate 
respon-
sibility  
for 
choosing  to endorse candidates. 
All three 
newspapers  used
 disclaimers with 
the en-
dorsements.
 
"Students understand that editorials are opinions of the 
paper . . 
a 
disclaimer
 should make
 it quite 
obvious,"  An-
derson
 said. 
Michael
 
Wartell, vice 
president  of  
student
 affairs
 at 
Humboldt State, 
refused  to comment on the editorializing of 
The 
Lumberjack.
 
"I have no reaction," Wartell said. "The case is in lit-
igation."  
Administrators at Long Beach State are not taking any 
action either,said Eugene 
Asher,  executive to the president 
at 
Long
 Beach 
State.  
"It was very clear who wrote the editorials because 
there 
was  a 
whole  list of (editorial)
 staff members
 in 
the  dis-
claimers
 following
 . . . 
no big mystery," Asher said. 
The editor of the Lumberjack resigned Oct. 26, the day 
before
 
running  the paper's first editorial endorsement, An-
derson
 said. Anderson is now interim editor. 
"There was a dispute about what type of disclaimer to 
use, and he wasn't happy with the vote," Anderson said. 
"I don't think his decision was made solely because of 
the
 disclaimer, but he did resign the day before," Anderson 
said.
 
Moraga
 said he is comfortable with his decision to run 
the editorials 
in
 the Forty-Niner and that it was
 a unanimous 
vote by the editorial board
 to do so. 
"Ultimately 
it is my responsibility, but if they request 
me to leave the 
premises  they will have quite a fight,"
 he 
said.  
"We can he sued for libel 
just  like other nevx spa-
s 
Pe 
.awe should 
have
 the rights 
of all 
newspapers,"
 
Mors . raga 
id
 
"I don't enjoy breaking the 
law,'
 
Anderson
 said. 
"But this is our 
right as a newspaper." 
"The more papers that are involved, 
the 
less 
the  sys-
tem will be 
able to do," Skelly said.
 
Title V 
of 
the  CSU 
administrative
 
code
 states
 that 
"Funds 
of an auxiliary 
organization
 
shall
 be 
used
 for pur-
poses 
consistent  with Board of Trustees  and 
campus
 policy, 
and shall 
not  be used
 to support
 or 
oppose  
any
 candida-
te . . . or 
to 
support
 or oppose any 
issue 
before 
the vot-
ers
AB 1720 would
 have allowed CSU
 
student
 
newspapers  
to editorialize
 on 
candidates  and
 
ballot  
measures
 
with
 dis-
claimers.
 Skelly said. 
Deukmejian
 said 
in his veto
 statement
 
policies  
regard-
ing the use of Cal
 funds for political 
purposes
 
are 
the re-
sponsibility  of the board of 
trustees.  
CSU's 
argument  is that campus 
newspapers
 are
 publi-
cations of the universities, 
funded  
partly  by 
state  
taxes  and 
student 
fees.  so 
unsigned  
endorsements may
 look
 like the 
state is backing candidates.
 Chapman said. 
FAfitorial  decisions to 
endorse are 
being 
viewed
 by 
many of the 
school  newspaper staffs as a 
show 
of solidarity, 
and many papers that 
didn't run
 
editorial
 
endorsements  are 
simply 
confused.
 Skelly said. 
The Spartan Dail!, did not
 endorse candidates, al-
though the department 
ads
 iser did not say it was not al-
lowed, 
said Maria J. Gunter. Spartan Daily editor. 
"The law is 
unclear.  Although I completely
 
disagree 
with 
Deukmejian's  stand,
 we decided  not 
to run 
any," Gun-
ter said.
 
"A lot 
of
 the 
editors  scented
 confused 
about what 
their  
rights 
really
 are. 
They
 don't kilo%
 whether they can edito-
rialize 
with disclaimers,  iv ithout disclaimers, 
or 
not at 
all," 
Skelly said. 
Editors  were also
 confused as to whether 
they  have the 
right to 
endorse
 propositions  and/or issues, 
but  not candi-
dates or 
vice  versa, she 
said. 
The
 consensus of the 19 campus editors, as evidenced 
by comments 
and 
reactions to the CSSA phone 
poll,  is that 
all newspapers editorialiie during election years and student
 
newspapers
 should not be excluded. Skelly said. 
Policies
 to reimburse
 
students
 
for 
Rec  Center
 fees
 
addressed
 
POLICIES, from page I 
Alexander suggested all students who had contributed 
be given a flat two years of free use, regardless of how long 
they had paid into the project. But Charlie Whitcomb. pro-
fessor of Recreation and Leisure Studies, disagreed with Al-
exander's suggestion. 
"Students would be angry," he said. 
"Students  pay-
ing for
 four years would feel cheated." 
Barrett agreed, 
saying the policy had always 
been to 
give students free Use equal to the time 
during  which they 
had paid fees 
for the 
faglity.  
"1 think we have a moral obligation 
to the students (to 
give them free use) because 
this
 is what we've said all 
along."  he said. 
Since the project began in fall 1982,
 Student Union 
fees per student per 
semester
 have increased from $IO to 
$38. Students paid 
$IO per semester from 
fall 1982 to fall 
1984,
 $20 in spring 1985. and $38 from 
fall 1985 to the pre-
sent, Barrett said. 
To 
alleviate
 some 
of the 
logistical
 
complications,
 com-
mittee 
member
 
Teh-Heng  
Chow 
suggested
 the 
students
 
themselves
 be 
responsible  
for 
proving
 
eligibility  
for free 
use 
of the center.
 
"We could send
 out letters prior
 to opening . . 
. to 
(instruct)  people to 
apply for a card," 
he said. "We could
 
inform graduate 
students  that this 
service  is available."
 - 
Whitcomb
 said the 
committee
 needs to "check
 out the 
feasibility  (of 
determining
 semesters paid) 
with Admis-
sions." 
"To vote on it 
now and then find 
out it's not  feasible
 
would be a 
waste  of time." 
Whitcomb  said. "I 
think we 
need to be very 
careful before we 
put  things on 
paper.*
 
In addition to discussing 
fees
 for alumni. SUREC also 
amended the Rec 
Center's  priority policy. The original pol-
icy stated
 that scheduling priorities would be in 
the follow-
ing order:
 
 
Student 
recreational
 use, 
both
 free time and
 intramu-
ral. 
Grading
 
system
 
contested
 
by 
members
 
of senate 
GRADING,  from 
page  I 
students  particularly those 
looking 
to 
competitive  
graduate  programs  or 
fields of employment  the effect of 
minuses may not have been as appar-
ent when the grading 
policy was ap-
proved. Fullerton 
said. 
Some 
faculty
 members object
 to 
using as fine 
a measurement  with
 
pluses  and 
minuses,
 there are nearly 
three times
 the number
 of grades 
pos-
sible with 
the system  
in
 evaluating 
their students,
 she said. 
Individual
 faculty 
members,  
THERE
 ARE 
TWO 
SIDES  
TO
 
BECOMING
 A 
NURSE  
IN
 THE 
ARMY.  
And 
they're
 both
 repre-
sented
 by 
the 
insignia  
you  
wear
 
as a 
member
 of the 
Army 
Nurse 
Corps.  
The  
caduceus  
on
 the 
left  
means
 you're 
part of 
a health 
care 
system
 in 
which  
educational
 and 
career
 
advancement
 
are the 
rule, 
not  the 
exception.
 The 
gold
 bar 
on
 the right
 means you
 command
 respect 
as an Army
 officer. 
If
 you're 
earning
 a BSN,
 write: 
Army
 Nurse 
Opportunities,
 P.O. 
Box 7713,
 
Clifton, 
NJ 07015. 
though, 
can decide
 whether
 they wish
 
to use 
plus -minus
 grading, 
she said. 
"I 
don't  know 
how people
 feel 
after this 
brief a 
time
 about 
it," Ful-
lerton
 said. 
An 
accurate
 poll 
would be 
valu-
able  in 
determining  
whether 
plus -
minus 
grading 
should
 be 
continued.  
she said. 
CSU 
policy 
permits  
plus
-minus 
grading,
 but 
doesn't
 require 
it, Ful-
lerton said.
 
 
Major  student -sponsored 
events including 
concerts
 
and 
lectures.  
 University 
uses,  including 
intercollegiate
 athletics 
and academic programs
 subject to appropriate fees
 and rent-
als. 
The group
 decided to add non
-university  events as the 
last priority on this list. 
The committee will 
take its recommendations
 and sug-
gestions
 to SUBOD for approval 
Tuesday.  
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Spartan  
Basketball
 Season 
Is Just 
Around
 
The 
Corner  
191817  SAN 
JOSE STATE 
UNIVERSITY  
TICKET 
PRICES  
BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
 
NOV II 
*NORWEGIAN 
NAIL TEAM 
7 JO PM 
Nov 
DEC 
29 
1 
et Ponln0 
STANFORD 
1501 
7 JO PM 
7 
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Califon,s,
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PM 
DEC
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SANTA  
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 7 70 
PM 
DEC 
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70 
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ARIZONA 
STATE  (S01 
CAL  STATE 
HAYWARD
 
/ 70 
PM 
/ 70 PM 
Dec 28 at 
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29 We 
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Toth Mans. Soo 
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3 
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'CSU 
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/ 70 PM 
JAN 
5 
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30
 PM 
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Inane
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PM 
7 30 PM 
Jan
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Pool,c  
7 30 PM 
Jan 
JAN  
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'at 
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 State 
17C 
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7 20 PM 
JAN  
Jan 
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'CAL ST 
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'at Neer 
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PM 
030 
PM 
Jan 
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CSU  
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 Beach
 
/ 30 PM 
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FES 
2 
S 
'at Cal
 Slate 
Fullerton  
UC 
IRVINE 
7 30 PM 
7 30 PM 
7E8
 
7 
UNLV
 1501 
t 00 
PM 
Feb
 le 
'al
 Utah Stele
 
830 
PM 
Fen 
FES 
19 
23 
UC
 Santa 
Barbara  
'FRESNO STATE 
1501  
7 30 PM 
730 PM 
FES ZS 
UTAH STATE 
7 30 PM 
FES 
20 
PACIF1C 
7 30 PM 
Ma,  
57
 a, 
PCAA Tournament
 
Rick 
Bern/ 
Season Tickets 114 
Games)  
Gold 
Code 
480 
Reserved 955 
Handling
 Fee 93 
Single  Game Order 
114  Genteel 
Gold
 Code 
910 
Reserved  
48 
SJSU
 Student
 iOnly 
Sec 
308 or 3091 
93 
General
 
Only
 Sec 1200,
 309i 
55 
Stage
 Sit 
Slant 
Dunk
 17 Giunes1
 
Reserved  942 
Fac 
oily/Staff  Prices 
Season  Tickets 
Reserved  
935 
Slam Dunk Reserved
 
$28 
SJSU Student, 
Youth  Prices 
Season  Tickets 
Reserved  035 
Slam 
Dunk  Reserved  
028 
For 
ell ticket 
information.
 
including  
soften  
tickets
 
end/or
 group
 sales 
CALL 
1401112774ANS
 
ARMY 
NURSE 
CORK
 BE ALLYOU
 CAN
 
BL 
HOME GAMES puree&
 
the San Jam Crew 
AA:Morton.
 
Pacific
 time h,sn.d 
to, arl 
games 
tEerebown 
contest 
ACAA Wag. game
 
1501  Slam 
Dunk
 Package 
aid. 
sys-
that
 
put -
icy' 
,ida-
vot-
Pets 
dis-
ard-
re-
ibli-
and 
the 
I by 
rity, 
are 
al -
I al-
gree 
.iun-
their 
Lit 
ill' 
I ,  
the 
indi-
nced 
that 
dent 
ncerts 
iletics 
rent -
as the 
d sug-
in 
SOO
 
Spartan
 
Dailyrthursday,
 
November  (),  
Yesterdaily
 
Campus 
SJSU's
 
Aeronautics
 
Department  
will be able 
to train air traffic
 control-
lers
 
and airplane
 
maintenance  
man-
agers
 
now  that
 it 
has  
been
 
accepted  
into
 the 
Airway
 
Science
 
Curriculum  
program under
 the Federal
 Aviation 
Administration.
 
 
The Gay and 
Lesbian
 Alliance 
reached an 
agreement with the Asso-
ciated
 
Students
 to pay 
back a S750 de-
linquent  debt
 at a rate
 ot 550 
per se-
mester.
 
 
Computer  
Assisted
 Registration 
will
 not be 
affected
 
because
 
the  spring
 
schedule
 of 
classes  
did not
 arrive 
a 
week 
early  
according
 to 
Kathy  
Amir-
dash: 
assistant
 to 
the executive
 vice 
president
 of 
Admissions  
and 
Records.  
There  
will be c 
extension
 of 
Nov. 
14 
CAR deadliiii  
Sports 
Bloom County
 
The SJSU 
basketball team will 
hold its first 
open scrimmage at 3:15 
p.m. today in the Human Performance 
Gym, located at Fifth and San 
Carlos  
streets. 
 
SJSU backup
 quarterback Tony 
Locy will 
finish
 the regular season as 
the 
Spartans' 
starter.  
Classified
 
ANNOUNCEMENTS  
ABOLISH
 N IRISH 
APARTHEID
 
Write  
for FREE 
info PJL. 3186 
Williams 
Rd Si 95117  End 
the 
OPPRES-
SION,
 
ADULT
 
( XXX) 
CLASSIFIED
 
MAGAZINE 
FREE' 
Call  255-0724 
(recording)
 
to get your copy 24 hrs FREE 
CHILD
 
ABUSE 
TREATMENT
 PRO-
GRAM Enhance 
person. A pro. 
184s1004.
 growth es Volunteer In-
tern in 
world renowned
 local 
prow.,
 Couneeling
 support 
services.
 indmin data proce.Ing,
 
public awareness, 
fund-raMing, 
etc 
BI-  A monolingual. all m. 
tors, 
grad undergrod
 Esp.-
.. from clerical
 to pool -grid 
Intro-to stroverl WE 
NEED
 YOU 
Near compus ICEF
 PO 150, 
952 5 J 95106. 280-5055 
RESEARCH
 PAPERS 15.278 AVAIL-
ABLE)
 Cetalog $200 
Research.
 
11322 Idaho, 420601.
 L. An-
geles 90025 VISA MC or 
C00)1213) 477-6474 
TWO 
CUTE 
KITTENS for 
FREE"
 
Coo 
Craig al 225-0244. Monday 
through Sundey efter 3pm 
WALK ON HOT 
COALS  Join more 
than 
100,000 Americans who 
have
 Tony Bunton. founder 
of
 the 
firewelking 
movement.  conducts 
workshops  on Noy 8. Dec 6 at 
the Emeryville Holiday Inn Just 
come 
Or cell (415) 393-5426
 
7 -
Spin 
Fri FREE lecture 7-11 pm 
Sal Flrewelking
 workshop $100  
AUTOMOTIVE 
B
UGS  
FOR SALE"! San 
Jose   best 
BUGS MI gaserenleed! 100% S.
 
nanclng. OAC Call VW 
Nestor. 
non 1 
297-8200 5200 discount on 
vehicle
 purchase. univ I 0 
72
 VW BUG,  mega. ant lm cassette 
auto alarm. Hobo. engine Runs 
great. $1500. call 723-3453 
COMPUTERS 
APPLE 
MACINTOSH USERS Rani 
liens on  LimerWrfter
 Plus 
printer 
Wordprocessing  and 
strelyht typing services also Cell 
DAYSTAR at 356-2717 PIckup
 
and delivery %Neon.. rat.. 
g.lIty  work' 
COMPUTER EASE Computer time
 or 
privet.
 Instruction on the IBM PC. 
In Wordstar worciperfect writing 
aselstant or professional editor 
South San Jose home Afternoon 
classes only 227-1990
 
OISK 
TO DISK CONVERSIONS ...... . 
IBM MS-DOS
 CPU 
ALTOS   
Portables-OSBORN-TR6410
  
Over 500 Disk ?corm..   
$1400  disk 
Word  Pl. 
oeseore-Mag
 Tapes   
Prompt Service PU & Delivery 
Croat). Ded Sari, 
lows 0106)666-6080 
IBM XT COMPATIBLE. 256k. 2 drives. 
monitor. keyboard. MOP 5695 
13400. 20MO hard disk
 
drive. 
monitor. keyboard. $1095 Dot 
matrix 
printer.  $240 Letter
 qual-
ity.
 5295 One 
block from campus 
404 5 3rd SI . 02 comer of San 
Salvador  PC-COM. 295-1606 
FOR SALE 
FUTONS"
 Duality cotton products 
Create your
 own living A sleeping 
space with our futons,  
snd frames 
Custom  Futons  Pil-
lows Plus. 301E1 Paseo Shopping
 
Center
 
at
 
Seretogo
 & Campbell 
An.. ), San Jose. 378-5646 
10% 
discount 
on Futon. with this ad 
I 
SELL
 ONLY ONE mod401 and size 
(23') of bike. but you ten 
own 
new  
12 -speed for Was than 145 
MHC 
Bicycle Sales 
offers  
Ion -
cost 
transportation  
needs
 for the 
student 30 day
 guarantees 
All  
sale. buil 
Coll Days 942-7736.
 
Eve@ 293-4780 Ask lor Joe 
WHY BUY 
SEMINAR  
COURSES?
 Sor-
row
 I/wen from us' keel
 Entate 
Motivational. 
Sale. A Eiveines 
home
-study courses 
Hundreds 
to choose 
from' We II 
ai.0
 
accept 
tiny used 
courses for 
credit to-
ward  the 
annual
 fee 
UNLIMITED  
borrowing The 
Seminar Library
 
(600) 814-2122
 x 132 
HELP 
WANTED
 
AFTER 
SCHOOL
 
SUPERVISION
 help 
with 
horneworlt Two 
chit...."  
change room end 
booed  
or
 wry. 
Weektleys 
3-41pen, 
Almaden  
Velley
 
area  
Anxious.
 plea. 
call
 Ga-
brielle
 
.1 071-1118 
or 298-9753  
EARN 
1.480  weekly. $60 
per 
hundred
 
owilicidee
 
stuffed 
Guaranteed
 
Horneworte.
 needed 
for 
corn. 
peony 
project  stufling
 
envelopes  
end assembling 
materials Send 
, stamped self madras*ed  
envelope  
to 
JBK Mail Co P 0 Box
 25-1 
Castak. Ca 91310 
YOU LIKE to read 
and Me to earn 
money, thew join this 
moll 
order  
book club
 
*5 
muttl-level
 mem 
...Fs plan 
No
 risk, no pres-
sure Elk..nt
 
opportunity
 for 
students to 
earn strs income
 
porl-ilr.  Free 
Medallion  bro-
chure 
Helm  P0 13o, 
2072.  
SaheevIlle, NC 
26802   
JESSICA'. 
NIGHTCLUB.
 
1001
 
$
 lot 
St . 
reads  welter
 ens. brindrs.
 DJ 
Coll 
197-7172179-6683
 
'or 
Into 
JOSS!
 JOBS)
 
JOBS!  
Idaal
 
for  stu-
dent.  Join
 our 
marketing  
staff
 
Teite  
now end ren..I
 
maw.*
 
orders by 
phone 
Mon  °Iry 
Weds  
A Sat A 
Sun  
Outstanding
 
earning 
p05.1111.  Call 370-9090  
KIDDIE
 
WORLD TOYS. 
3640 
$tevens 
Creek
 Blvd, San 
Jose,  
24 I  1 100 
Warehouse,
 soles.
 
cashier  p0.1 -
lion.
 
open
 Apply an Kiddie 
World, 
NO 
call..
  
LOOKING
 FOR PART
 TIME
 
work?  
5.90' 
et 900 N 
First 
St is 
hiring  
tor
 
day tiene 
position*  
Plea00  can
 
067-4570 or Inquire Within
 
&lc:DONALD'.
 NOW
 
HIRING'
 
Preenson  
055, 
Wont  
flexible  
round 
school  
w
het..  
Two-flve  
days. 
10-35 
h. wk 
M-F 
3-4pm 
Contact
 Mike
 or 
Lucy  at 
356-3095.
 
15975 
Los 
Gatos  
Blvd 
PART 
FULL
 TIME
 
RETAIL
 
HELP'  Na-
flrm 
preparing  
lor 
Christmas
 
work
 and 
semester
 
break 
work 
If accepted
 you
 will 
t
arn  $025 
starling!
 
P.O
 time  
1201
 
earning.
 per
 weele 
equal
 
$165  
Full  
1401
 
earnings
 per 
week  
equal  
S370
 No 
xperience
 Is needed
 be-
cause  of 
our  intenive
 on the
 lob 
Penning 
program
 Good
 math 
and 
reading  
skill@  ere  
plus 
Some
 
evening 
end 
weekend
 
positions  
are 
available
 and 
sonte 
flexibility  
Is 
allowed during 
final 
  
5 
I 
*
Odinon  it 
you quallty 
corporate
 
scholarships
 are 
aw@rded.  
Inter  
nships 
aro  possible.
 snd you
 may 
earn 
2.3.0 
credits
 per 
quarter  or 
semester  During
 your winter
 
spring.
 and 
especially  
summer
 
brosk.,
 full 
lime work Is 
available 
Call today  or
 
Information
 end 
an
 
Interview.
 or call 
Monday  
through
 
Friday 
between
 10 AM
-2
 PM
 
14081  
275-9885 
if the Nne 
is busy 
please
 be patient 
and try again
 
An 
equal 
opportunity
 
company'
 
PART 
TIME JOBS"
 We 
morket  auto 
club 
memberships 
for the manor 
oil  companies
 Part.time. 
easy 
hours
 
weekly 
poycheck  $7 to 
515 
hourly  commission,
 complete
 
training
 provided
 Great 
experi-
ence tor 
your  resume R C 
Smith 
Corp 247-0570 
SEC
 LOB
 . 55 25 hr . 
3-4 eves wk . 
45pm-flpen City Of
 Milpitas. apply 
457 E Cal.  
Blvd ..12.2470 
SECURITY GUAROS-MILPITAS
 area 
Prosily...
 account. 55 50 hr 
start Good verbal & written skills 
nec 18 yrs or older C.1 Or 11. 
cense, home 
phone & own transp 
req. M F EOE (415)697.3640 
SUPPORT YOUR 
SCHOOL while 
you  
support yourself Great exp. 
once' Hiring immediately Earn 
up
 
to $10 plus hr Close
 to campus 
evening only Telemarteting 
with 
 new twist Must have good conn 
munocation skills and command 
of the 
English language Call now' 
Deb Annoy SJSU Annual Fund 
277.9206  
TEACHERS & AIDES
 for preschool 
LG Star.  6 ECE units 
preferred  
(408)723-1131 
TEACHERS FOR SMALL professional 
preschool
 with caring
 atmo-
sphere  Net. ECE. 
enthusiasm,  
and 
creativity FleIble hours it 
friendly staff Little Scholars 
Pre-
school.
 238-1474 or 274-4716
 
TELEMARKETING 
RADIO  TIME PART 
TIME We ere looking for a few 
outspoken people
 to sI1 air time 
Thls position requir.  good 
yoke end
  strong desire to Make 
money C11 Mrs Gr.n 4e1 377-
3800 
TELEPHONE SALES-pan 
lime Sell 
subscriptions
 to Ire 
Mercury -
N.. Guaranteed 5450 hr
 plus
 
commislon  Shifts 
9AM.IPM
 or 
4 30PM-1130PM
 
Mon Fri 
plus 
Set Call 
today  (408) 983-1800 
HOUSING 
AFFORDABLE HOUSING" 
STUDENT 
DISCOUNT
 Fully furnished. 
se-
cure and safe 
rooms, FREE 01111-
tIei. and housekeeping 
servIce
 
Resoonable
 retes-shared 
or
 sin. 
gle 
available
 Walking distance to 
San Jose State Office 72 N 
5th 
51,
 
990.0234
 
APT 2 bd 2bth, crpt. sec 5105 clean 
quiet, 
walk to SJSU From
 
$600 
sec deposit 
780  S I
 
7th St 279-
5078 
FEMALE ROOMMATE to shore 4bdr 
house, 
North her Jose 0275 mo 
Call 251-8511 I n . . ) (  
FOR 
RENT')
 Detached pool house 
lull  
kitchen,  betty 
unfurnished
 Los 
Altos. 5375,
 964-2406 
FURNISHED BEDROOM. 
kitchen
 priv-
ily. Prefer Female. non-smoker 
8300 me plus sec
 & 12 un 971.
 
741111 
&ter 9prn. Mere messy.  
NONSMOKER 
WANTED  TO share 
townhouse  
Furn
 MBR o pot
 
bath & deck
 Garage fireplace
 
pool, tennis
 5350  net 274-8085
 
(PMS) 
2bdern, 
25th,  top 
floor,
 quiet apt 
Park. 
Ing. 
security
 depo.11.
 5550 
mu
 
10th A 
Williams.  
297.7554
 
1920's 
CLASSIC 
1 bdrm w 
bonus  
on
 
Must
 be clean. 
queer,  A sober 
551 
S eth 
St 5450 
Call
 Robert 28/-
2077 after
 
Spot
 
LOST & 
FOUND 
LOST" GOt 
HUMMING  
BIRD  PIN, 1 
2 
Inches. Oct
 25th vicinity
 Wom-
en' Gym or 
Musk
 Dept Concert
 
Hall
 Much 
sentlenentat  
value,
 RE-
WARD 
Phone 741-0333
 
PERSONAL
 
BACKACHE?,
 Free exerninstion & 
care es part 
of  research
 project
 
If you 
have 
had
 
low back 
pain for 
more  than 
6 months 
& are 
20-55  
yrs  old, 
pl..
 cell 
Palmer 
Col-
lege of 
Chiropractic -West 
al
 14081  
244-1507,00,
 401
 
FEMALE
 
COMPANION
 
WANTED  
to 
live' with 
sincere 
handicapped
 
man 
Please 
call Brian
 at 298-
2306 
HEY
 KJ" The
 days 
ere  realty 
nying  by 
now
 or so 
you've 
noticed  
That's
 
OK though
 cau.
 I m 
 happy
 
camp.  
and
 you'. 
made  me 
that  
way 
Love
 ye. 
ME 
HIL  LEL 
JEWISH  
STUDENT
 
ASSOC'S
 
TION"  
Shabbst  
dinners,  
pall.. 
Sunday
 
brunches.
 
lecture*  
Tue. 
dey
 Lunch
 
and
 
L.rn 
mincing  holiday 
eel...ions 
For 
informetnon
 call 
HI114.1
 
at 
294. 
8311 
LAURA
 HOLT
 
CORRAL
 IS' 
rn dying to 
meet
 the 
tail 
RUSSIAN
 need 
di 
e
grerns,
 The
 .1er
 M2 
tan 
MEN'S 
GROUP
 FOR
 MATURE 
MALE 
student
 & 
prole...is
 
growth  
In  
supportIve
 
selling  
Cell 
Patti  
Levin 
MD 3511-3757 or 
George 
Gottlieb MFCC 356-1911 
MR BRADLEY FISHER 
& MRS STE-
VEN MINTZER - you are coedially
 
invited to  SECRET RENDZE-
VOUS on Nov 16th Details to 
fol-
low" Wilma & 
Pebbles  
NATIONAL
 GAY -131 corded 
club  18 .. 
men and women 
Confidental.  low 
rat. 
Send  SASE to NOCC. P0 
Boa 
1117111K.
 
San Jose. ca 
95159  
NEED 100 
OVERWEIGHT
 PEOPLE to 
by
 new herbal weight control 
pro-
gram No drugs
 
no 
exercise  
100% guaranteed 
Call (408) 
24S-
7503
 
PENPALS
 
FOR 
GROWN-UPS
 avail 
wend... writs
 PEN SOCIETY. 
(C 16).  Charley,  Lancs. England  
PROFESSOR  EXAM 
FILES  ...b. 
lor Engineering 
(8 required 
courses  in GE. EE ME end 
Mat 
Engr),  EIT.
 
Ciboulus, Chernietry 
and Physic. 
Available  al Spartan 
Bookstore  A Robert. Book Store
 
SANDY'
 Thanks for  greet 
weekend  
Because of you 
my
 eyes are open 
again ROB 
UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED PERMA-
NENTLY" 
Confidential  335 S 
Baywood Ave San Jo., Call 
247748810,
 appointment 
WORSHIP AT 
CAMPUS  Christian Cen-
ter Sunday -Lutheran 10 45 am 
Catholk 400 and 8 00 pm 
Neese  
call Campus Ministry
 at 296-0204 
for 
worshlp,couneellng,program
 
and study 
opportunitMs  Rey 
Nagai. 
Shir..Fr  Bob Leger.Se 
Joan Panel's Rev No. Firn-
nab.° 
SERVICES
 
BARE IT ALL" Stop shoving, 
welting. 
tweeting Let nne 
permanently  re-
movei  your unwanted hair (chin. 
bikini 
tummy moustache,
 beck 
shoulders etc) 
15% discounts to 
students and faculty 
Call before 
Chnstrn.  1986 & get your not 
appt at 1 2 price Unwonted heir 
disappears with my 
care Gwen C 
Chelgren R E Cali 559-3500 for 
spy . 1545 5 Bascom A. 
*C 
HAIR TODAY GONE
 TOMORROW 
FE 
S 
IE el" IS THAT DESIGN 
promct  
due & you have 
no
 
resources  for 
Ideas or what to build? SHI 
Kooks is committed
 to offering 
low cost 
electronic  (component) 
L 
computer information ...foe 
the shedent Cell Days 9427736 
Eves 293-47130 aele for Jo. 
IMMIGRATION ATTORNEY will 
con-
sult
 wIth 
SJSU student for 30 
min-
utes FREE Practice limited to all 
aspects ol Immigration and natu 
ralitation law Offlo,  located 
within 10 ',linnet. from 
umptes 
Call Robert Ng et (400) 259-8400 
for an appointment 
KEYS MADE LOCKOUTS
 OPENED 
mums
 imost forelgn 
5 domestic) 
Home & buslness rekeying, kicks 
A ...bolts installed 
Mobile -
bonded
-licensed Open 9 to 6pm. 
Mon then/
 Sat (Sun by appoint-
ment)  EMERGENCIES ANYTIME 
Ron Hughes own. membee-NLA. 
LIS 
Evergreen Locksmith & 
Se 
curtly SerVICe.  call 270-3277.
 Si 
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL for 
men and women 5900
 lal rete with 
faculty or student ID Private & 
confidential  Weekdays. evenings 
& Saturday Sunnyvale Electroly 
*Is Center. Koll Bus... Park at 
Hwy 101 N Fairoeks 
Are (468) 
734.311$
 
PROFESSIONAL
 RESEARCH for verb 
ers. scholars
 and
 public officials 
Speciallting 
In historical,  
cal. biographical topics Student 
discounts available For tree
 Into, 
write CLO. 6003-8 Majors Lane, 
Columbia, MD 21045 
RUNNERS, ATHLETES" Deep 
Me00
 
owed* work for an extr compet-
itive  edge end increased effi-
ciency Call Richard at 172-8348 
STUDENT  DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN 
 Enroll now' Save your t.th, eyes 
and money too For information 
and brochure . A 5 Office or 
call 
(406)  371-6811 
TRAVEL 
SKI NORTH TAHOE!, Sun n 
Send 
Lodge, 8308 
N Lake Blvd. 
King*  
BeachLake 
Tahoe.  Ca 95719 
phone  (916) 
546-2515
 $15 per 
person double occupancy. 55 
each
 additional Beautiful 
motel 
on Mks TV,  
minutes lo North Star 
TYPING 
AARDVARKS DON T 
TYPE.  bed I do' 
Thettee dissertnitions. reports 
Eight
 page minimum. six months 
free disk 
storage On-Ilne word 
procesaing,  ask for Joy. et 164-
1029 
A BEAUTIFUL PAPER every Ilme Ex 
perionced professional word pro-
cesIng papers theses re-
sumes office overflow. millings 
newsletters Student Discounts 
Guarantee. work Only 10 min 
tiles from campus Words and 
more 
(Pamela)
 
923-7810
 
ABSOLUTELY, ACCURATE. AC-
COUNTABLE
 for telephone00  the' 
loots typing that's lope-try 
Tony -296-2087 SI 50 per page 
double spiked All work guar 
enleed 
Trust Tony 2110-208, 
Thank  
ACADEMIC
 AND PROFESSIONAL 
word procesaing P J 
'le word pro-
cessing offers quality guaranteed
 
work 
at competitive reit. Epori-
enc. 
In thesis toren 
pep., 
group pron... resume.. manu-
script. & 
letters
 Located In North 
San Joise only minute. 
from  cam-
pus 
Call
 P J .1 523-2300 
ACADEMIC
 WORD PROCESSING 
AN 
formats
 & group protect@ reel -
come Spell chock every 
time free 
disk 
etre.. Database capblItty 
Standard & micro cassette 
tran-
scription Word proc 
1111$ 00 
SAMNA  & word 
perfect 
.of...
 Hr.
 
lel-F. 5 30-5 30 R. 
serve time now for your upcom. 
Ing 
thesis. dissertation or manu-
script  Chryslai 923-8461 
A CASH REBATE - 
55 cash discount 
to new cutomers 
on reports 10 
popes One page tree typing on 
report. 24 pages Prol.slonel 
typist
 and skilled word 
processor  
LaserWriter Pius printing 
Pickup  
end ...Fry 
Highest  quality wore 
II elude. rid.  51 SO pay. Call 
DAYSTAR 01 358-2717 
ACCURACY ALWAYS Prof...al 
results every time Theses. pa-
pers. resumes snd dissenanons 
SeevIng Evergreen, SSJ A  few
 
minutes irom SJSU 
Student 
dis-
count win, this ed 
or ID Call 
(408)224-0652  
AFFORDABLE WORD
 PROCESSING. 
SpeclailtIng 
in
 resume.,  term pa-
perstranscription  No tob 
100 
smell, Student discounls 
NO.. 
SJSU Teachers
 welcome' Offke 
Aileen..., 
214-2974  
AMY WILL 
TYPE
 your paper for 
only
 
$I per page
 double spaced. 
On 
campus .ch day
 
for 
pickup  
&else 
livery 
Call  249-4075 leave 
ITN+
 
Wive 
A WAY WITH 
WORDS  prompt, 
ace.  
rats literate, B A In history Wane
 
Word  Processing. 
veiling  error. 
corrected Long 
manuscripts wel-
come Will pick 
up. deliver Also 
...liable
 critical reading. ...-
tan. In 
rewriting Dan 0 Rear.
 
9713-0277 
BARBE'S WORD 
PROCESSING  Have 
job will 
process  Etperienced in 
theses,  manuscripts papers m-
ew.s  professional
 
bock -up 
work 
Reasons.. tales Located 
conveniently Call Barbe at 926-
4370
 
BECK 
SECRETARIAL  Student pa-
pers. resumes business typing 
needs,  word processing Willow 
Glen area Call II. a1207-1234 
BLOSSOM HILL SANTA TERESA 
AREA Fast. accurst. typing and 
word processing 
available  seven 
days
 a week Limited plck.up & 
delivery 365-1012 
CALL LINDA FOR PROFESSIONAL 
word 
proc.sing
 Reports 
theses dissertetions. group pro-
tects. resumes Guarenleed quick 
return Per page and hourly rates 
TrenacrIption 
available
 Alined.-
Brenhem
 
or. Free  disk storage 
Prof
 Steno Typing Service 
(408) 
2644504 
CAREER PROFILES professional re-
sumes for 
career -minded people 
Coy. letters & references also 
Champagne service for beer bud -
gel. Call 255-9367 
Do you have  
pape duo soon? Does 
II
 need to be typed? Cali 
today  to 
schedule your word processing 
lob 
Quick turnaround accurate 
$2 do page 993-9260 
Word for 
Word Enlerprisies-SJ 
EDITING WOAD PROCESSING. 266-
5446 Emphasis
 on correct
 punt.
 
Welkin sentence &Mechem,  and 
formattIng (Turabion. APS etc) 
Former English major
 
highly
 de-
pendable Willow Glen 
Arle
 easy 
to locate Call Mrs 
Morton  
(Mershon
 from 8AM.6PM at 266 
9448 
ENTERPRISE WORD PROCESSING
 
Term pepers, research papers. 
theses & dissertetions
 
(Campbell.  
Turablan. APR 3rd 
'dl.
 screen-
play.. resumes. 
co.r & follow-up 
netters. monuecriple (bOOks.
 ern-
cies. 
Opt  slorMs). 
trenscrIptIon
 
Free SPEL-CHEK, minor ed. (I, 
requested).
 proof,  disc 
storage 
Studs. ..dry discounts Quick 
turnaround 246-5825 
EXCELLENT 
TYPING  SERVICE Term 
(moors th.es, resumes,  dia.,.  
tenons
 etc tor students and 
fac
 
ulty We also 
do tape transcrip-
tion and bookkeeping Free data 
storage
 Call 245-1769 
EXPO TYPIST" Near Leigh & Cam 
den
 Reports, term papers. etc 
EdttIng available Correctable 
electronic 
rypewriter  Floor 
Si SO double space 
page  Call Bill 
.1
 
3715033 
EXPERIENCED 
SECRETARY for your 
personsl  legal business. word 
processing
 needs Tem, 
papers 
reports,  
resumes,  cover letters 
the..,  dissertations,
 manuals 
All auctornk
 
formats
 SPA 
grernmsr punctuation 
assIsteno 
All work quitrent..? 
Professional
 
confklentlfel and 
de-
pendable
 seryke at 
AFFORDS-
ISAAC NEW-
 
tog piscoVERED  
1,41551N6
 
FROM
 
H t.5 L. I 'Mr
 TANK 
LATE
 , 
VERY
 
LATE, 
LAST 
EVE-A1W6
 
WE FEAR 
-THE
 
WORST
 
AND  httLI, SE 
AC(EPT/N&
 
APPuCATIONS
 
P-RDM
 01HER  
New-r.s
 TO ASSUME
 
ISAA-Ct
 
roatTITY  
4 
FoR 
71-iE  
PURPOSE
 Or 
114/5  
COMIC
 
STRIP  
. 
, 
orr,  
CREASE' 
SEND
 
YOuR
 
CONDOLENCES)
 
orvcso 
e-  
The Real World 
goner  AS 
t.
 
_ef 
Fit.: 
Ii
 moocer,weks
 
uCyAR
 0o0w
 
5 frammUS
 
CAA *a OM CHARAC riRS. 
School
 
Daze  
oys
 
S P 
4nt 
Isaac
 Newt 
BAP  
N6VIS  
Faucc
 
(;* 
CEMPC110
 
Dame,  
two. ou 
ktIOA, 
NT
 Abi 15, 
1716Rel Vat
 Cte 
I'VE
 FelEr 
1%7UVOX
 A 
MINEP 
MEN &mem.
 raw 
ME 
4E00
 
Rwr 
rarr 
,x7 ratEPO,---Th 
 110Y 
,*
 
ved 
eveka  
CU ' 
LuVelf NOT 
C.4.,E,AVG - 
C..+ASLE .5 set 
rod 
40oArltst 
dot'00
 
tOo 
(*10,0 
o00
  
'1)147 
TRANS  
Page 9 
Berke 
Breathed  
vcrwmie...11110
 
ms:RE. 
Nor 
feARK,81A6At  
ten, coARAGI ERS AR! 
CRSArmt 0 I 
note
 Tlfe Wrists 
Gess 
01., 
MPf 
6To  rov 
soiti.ve
   
5,1,satortA's
 
sir Oa sit'imat..  
sax 
0 
Manuel
 
Ruiz  
Wanda  
Folk
 
BEFORE
 YOU 
SAN 
FOR 
AESERVEP
 
rnt 
SEMESTER 
Maxima
 
SPACE,C,OULOSOLJTELL.
 
US Hoto You 
MAKE  A 
LIVING,
 SIR 2 
Thick
 Crust 
'?145lielb
 
 
147 A 
MARKETER  OF 
a/WEST/NE
 
PKARM-
ictunCAL
 sossTAAcEsIA 
W 
PLAN TO GRO 
d 
SELL
 MY 
WAREs
 ON 
MY PARKuup 
SWF'
 
DRUG <USHER 
ER--
 WHY
 taw 
YOU PO MAT? 
SO'S 
EVENTUALLY  I CAN 
BUY
 THE 
(WHOLE  
sTINKiN.  
GARAGE
 RV' 
cri4RGE  
Ptu5 
AirrpesT,
 
hyTtREST?
 
OtV 
EACH 
soNce 
-v,,-
 
EtamPouvve-p
 
BY 
we 
itimyre,
  
Sheila Neal 
MAsINAItO I Love 
Wow*  
HERE
 
IT
 FUN
 
t3eING 
WERE 
BRINGS
 
22AC44
 
MEMORIES
 
OF.,
 
cer.  , 0:  0. 
Eric 
Kieninger
 
MEMORIES  
T 
RP 
DF 
WNAT,
 
GWEN ? 
EILE RATES" 
Froo
 disk storage 
Penn. 
247.2681  (Santa Clara) Sae 
SJSU Fe11116 Dtrectory of 
Ciao.*  
for edditionel coupon
 savings 
FINEST 
KIND  WORD PROCESSING' 
Papes  of ell kinds and lengths 
51 30 page typing & spelling 
help
 
51 65 page, typing plusproof.  
reading Campbell area. local 
pick-up & dellvery available, CIl 
8664960 
INEXPENSIVE. QUICK WORD pro 
ceasing 51 00 
per p.m, no mint 
mum  Thesis dissertation. etc 
RHEMA GRAPHICS
 al 3654038 
LOW LOW PRICES & fast °nums on 
prof word proc.siryi Term pa-
pers. manu.ripts. resumes. you 
wet.. I type oryou Oren. I write & 
type Act spelling punc free 
pu del L. me do the work while 
you party
 
worry free' Call eves 
tor est Shoron 972-9753 
NEED THAT FORGOTTEN PAPER 
typed feel? Let me help' Term
 
pa-
pers. letters, reports. theses, re-
search papers last and profits. 
atonally' FREE gremener & 
spelling asal.tance Reasonable 
rat. Call Marcie at 294.6347 
(work
 leave me...nor 916-1274 
before
 10 pm 
Classified 
PROCESS IT 
WRITE"  Faculty and
 
s t u d e n t s
 can ealy on accurst@ 
timely 
production
 of newsletters 
reporls,  resumes.  publications 
manuscripts,  
correnlimndence
 
eic Will Old in grammar spelling-
punctuetion For prompt  
7 
dm, 
reopen's, leave message for 
Pamela al (408)275-6253 
PROFESSIONAL  TYPIST
-term 
papers 
Ihoses
 etc Accurate, 
prompt.  
52 
25001
 N..
 
pee page Sera-
togo .r.. 
call
 Joan at 741-5810 
PUT 
YOUR WORDS in tinaI,
 best per 
spective Esperi..d profes-
sional 
word
 processing papers 
theses. resumes Sp.ialist in 
technksi scientific 
prowls  
51 
75.53 page Call Vicki
 at 
281-
305$ IBM
 area 
DUALITY TYPING SERVICE
 for all 
your typing
 needs Student 
rates  
ranging 
from SI to $1 
75
 per peso@ 
(kick  turnaround Disk 
storage 
for 
30 days Call 
14081  946-4967 
Ask for 
Amanda  or Mayo 
message 
on rn.hine 
RELIABLE WORD 
PROCESSING
 
DONE at reasonable
 refes  with 
quick turnaround
 time 
WIII  
.t -up  
& 
spell  check all  
documents
 Call 
Kelley at 972 2907 
RESUMES
 COvERLETTERS end 
business correspondence 
Assis
 
ten. with vocabulary
 sentence 
structur and form if request.?
 
Call
 266-9448 
RESUME & TYPING We use IBM 
XT 
COMPUTER. Word Star 
and len0,  
quality printer Resume
 55 up 
Tylling
 
$1
 SO pg. double space 
One block from campus PC 
COM 404 $ 
3rd St 2
 corner
 
or 
San Salvador PCCOM. 295-16436 
SUCCESS ENTERPRISE PROFES-
SIONAL typing & 
business  wry. 
Ices Fast. e.sonable & near on, 
varsity  
Ca1110061  
292 4047 
THESES REPORT PAPERS Word 
processtng 08.11. attention to 
detail $1 pg for
 students 53 pg 
Ion
 
profeseion.l.
 Fleaurn. 510 
Save your wort on the IBM PC for
 
Islet  use Grammar. punctuation 
& apelling 
checked  printed 
in
 
publketIons quality
 Erickson 
Word Processing 377-5293 
TYPING DONE REASONABLE rat. 
Coll Pettist 246-5633 
TYPING SERVICE for students and In 
struck. Dependable relleble 
occur.. work Reasonable rotes 
51 50 pg Assign... 10 pgs 
end 
over woo 
he fic.pted
 only 
Call
 
14061 738-1670 Sunnyvale 
area Lone) range
 assignments 
can be 'o.n.oml  by mail ier your 
remittance  
TYPING TERM PAPER. 
thesis.
 dia., 
'anion etc $2 peg. Resume 515 
Call 14081923.7461
 369 E 
SI 
Sonic.,
 
WORD PROCESSING RESUMES the 
*is and 
term papers Reasonable 
rates 
0001111 
service  abe 
to do 
bold face and 
right  margin nest. 
cation Call 250-9446 Not far from 
SJSU 
WORD PROCESSING students in 

tructor  small nusineas Terre 
papers the.* 
resume.  man 
uals, dtsserfations
 mess moiling 
spelling chock. 
etc Reasonable 
rates Cali K & R Desk top
 Sere 
i.s
 at 
274-7562
 Pick up and de 
liveey 
available  
WORDPROCESSING ON stale of the 
are equipment Papes  grani 
etc 
Discount  on 2nd lob Cali  378 
3494 
ZEE 
 TYPING and Secretarial Seery 
Ice. Faini ....le work avoil 
Mlle 
seven  days week
 
Local. 
In IS. 
ElIntsom
 Hill 
Santa  ter.. 
ems
 I 
,194.1  pick op
 
004  delis 
? y en 'In, 
Ad Rates 
Minimum three 
lines on one day 
One
 
Two Three 
Day
 Days 
Days 
Each 
Four
 Five 
Extra  
Days 
Days  Day 
Print Your Ad Here 
(Count
 
appanurnafel)
 
30 lenen, spaCeti  lot 
each
 
hnel 
3 Lines $355
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Electronic
 
music 
sheds
 
image
 
By David Rickard 
Daily start  writer 
Electronic music, once consid-
ered a dissonant 
blend of mechanical 
noises, 
has shrugged off that image, as 
demonstrated Tuesday
 night in the first 
show 
celebrating
 American Music 
Week at 
SJSU. 
Entitled 
"An Evening of Electro-
nic and Other 
Real  Musics," the per-
formance 
featured  such diverse el-
ements as 
recorded acoustic and 
electric sounds,
 dance, video and 
jazzy vocals, all 
enhanced   or con-
trolled
 
 by 
computers. 
The concert, sponsored by the 
SJSU Music Department, was directed 
by music Prof. Allen Strange and Dan-
iel 
Wyman, Recording Arts Program 
director. Nearly I SO people paid about 
$272 to see 
the  show, held in the 
Music Department Concert Hall.
 
The  proceeds from the 
week's  
performances 
will
 go into an American 
Music Week fund, 
said
 Gus Lease, 
chairman of the
 Music Department. 
Unlike 
mainstream
 music, 
Tues-
day's electronic 
music  performances 
stressed  the music over
 the musician. 
The three 
composers  of the 
evening's 
final piece 
weren't  even at 
the
 show, 
and two other
 musicians only came on 
stage at the 
conclusion  of their pieces. 
The creators of "Xherone" the 
title  was called by Strange "a bastardi-
zation  of zero and one, the 
common  
denominator of binary computer 
codes"  - were in West Germany to 
present their piece 
at a new music fes-
tival 
that commissioned it earlier this 
year. 
The music was composed by 
Wyman  and Jurgen 
Brauninger.
 an 
electronic music instructor at Natal 
University in 
South Africa. SJSU art 
Prof. 
Joel Slayton produced 
the com-
puter -generated video
 imagery that ac-
companied the 23
-minute
 piece. 
Recorded 
samples of sound ef-
fects. including South 
African tribal 
dialogue.
 German and English words 
and an "orchestra" of 
tree
 frogs, were 
blended with the music
 by an Apple 
Macintosh computer. 
SJSU music students 
Steve Lo -
Seminar
 
to present
 
music  talk 
By Amy L. Pabalan 
Daily staff 
writer  
Performer and songwriter Judy 
Gorman -Jacobs 
has  combined her in-
terests in music and women's history 
to put together a workshop which she 
will present on campus today. 
Co -sponsored by the Associated 
Students Program Board and SJSU's 
Women's Resource Center, "The His-
tory of Women in Music" workshop 
will be held at 
1 p.m. in the Music 
Building, Room BO. Admission is 
free. 
The workshop will focus on the 
historic and contemporary roles 
of 
women in music, Gorman -Jacobs said 
in a telephone interview yesterday. 
"Most
 people
 think 
of
 the wom-
en's music phenomenon as a phenom-
enon that is 20 
years  old," Gorman -
Jacobs said. "Actually it's a thousand 
years old."
 
Gorman -Jacobs' studies of the 
history of women 
in music is a "logi-
cal 
extention  of my basic work as a 
performer." 
she
 said. 
The workshop will include a se-
lection of songs performed by the gui-
tar -playing Gorman -Jacobs. She said 
she divided 
women's  music into four 
categories:
 songs of complaint, songs 
of rebellion, 
songs of organization and 
songs of strength, power and pride. 
"Women's contribution
 
to
 the 
development  of music from prehistoric 
to 
contemporary times, like 
women's
 
history, is a well -kept secret,"
 Gor-
man -Jacobs said. "Despite explicit 
prohibition and 
repression  placed on 
women by societies,
 women continued 
to create music. 
"Music's culture, from the be-
ginning of human 
history, has ex-
pressed people's 
deepest  dreams, fears 
and joys."
 Gorman -Jacobs said. 
However,
 today's popular music 
is "offered in 
fast-food style," Gor-
man -Jacobs said. 
Instead
 of people ac-
tively taking part in 
music,  people 
think of music as 
something  that is 
passively consumed. 
She  added that there are 
good 
popular songs, but often 
songs  sound 
alike.
 
Gorman -Jacobs' third album, "If 
Dreams Were Thunder," was re-
corded
 in West Germany. 
"The
 music comes
 out of 
very
 
personal 
experiences,  like the love 
songs," Gorman -Jacobs 
said.  "There 
are songs about being a woman and 
about
 living
 on a beautiful, 
vulnerable
 
planet." 
Gorman -Jacobs said she is cur-
rently on tour of the country, perform-
ing 
and presenting
 workshops.
 
"I sing at clubs and festivals 
throughout the country and 
abroad," 
Gorman -Jacobs said.
 She sings at 
events 
which promote peace and inter-
national solidarity, she 
added.  
Gorman -Jacobs said she will per-
form at the International Peace Confer-
ence in West 
Germany  next weekend, 
where a group of international scien-
tists are promoting disarmament. 
Gorman -Jacobs performed at 
SJSU last semester. 
Some people think 
we're seeing the tip of the
 
iceberg, 
but  that's not true. 
The
 tip of the 
iceberg
 is still 35 feet 
underneath.  We 
haven't 
seen  anything yet.' 
 Allen Strange,
 
SJSI' 
music professor
 
rentson
 and Greg 
Zavertnik 
remained  
in the 
wings  while the 
Dance Works 
company
 provided 
the visual focus
 for 
"Pleiades; 
Sisters of the 
Sky."  The 
moody,
 evocative 
music was 
com-
posed
 on a Tandy 2000
 computer with 
Yamaha 
digital  and Buchla analog 
hardware, Strange
 said. 
The 
show began 
with  "Fourth 
Avenue  Band." a 
taped  blending of 
shouts.
 screams and songs 
recorded  by 
Brenda Hutchenson,
 an audio-visual 
curator at the Exploratorium in 
San 
Francisco.
 
Though it was a jumbled caco-
phony at the beginning, sounds 
were  
gradually filtered off until only a cho-
rus of four drunks, 
encountered  by 
Hutchenson on a New York City 
street, remained. 
The  chorus tried its 
best  to harmonize on "America 
the 
Beautiful." 
Other 
pieces included a pair of 
solo 
keyboard/computer  
compositions
 
by SJSU 
music  students Aron Nelson 
and John
 Bliss. The 
original  dance 
version of Bliss'
 "Perpetual Motion" 
won the 1986 
Wozniak Award for 
achievement in 
computer  music. 
Eric 
Gatzert,  an SJSU graduate 
student majoring in music composition 
and cybernetic studies, performed 
"Sines" on a Tandy 2000 computer 
keyboard rather than a musical key-
board. Dean Hudson sang "Today 1 
Promise to Love You" while playing a 
Korg DW-1000 synthesizer, 
with 
back-up vocals by the Hudson Sisters. 
Although electronic 
music is 
widely perceived to be a modern phe-
nomenon, Strange
 said it has been 
evolving throughout the century. 
"There was a plethora of electric 
instrumentation from 1900-1940, and 
computer music began in the United 
States in the 1950's," he said. "Am-
azingly, it was quite sophisticated 
even then." 
Despite the recent advances in 
electronic music brought about by 
technological sophistication, Strange 
said,  the best is yet to come. 
"Some people think we're seeing 
the. tip of the iceberg, but that's not 
true," he said. "The tip of the iceberg 
is still
 35 
feet 
underneath.  
We haven't 
seen anything yet. 
"In five years it will be mind -
boggling."
 
Strange said computer -generated 
music 
made a quantum leap with the 
introduction of 
Musical  Instrument 
Digital 
Interface, which he 
described  
as a 
standard  for controlling musical
 
instruments 
with
 computers. 
"MIDI has done 
to electronic 
music what the printing press did for 
literature," 
he said. 
The SJSU Electro-Acoustic De-
partment has one of the top five exper-
imental music studios in the country. 
Strange said. The facilities have ex-
panded recently with the purchase of 
state-of-the-art  equipment, which he 
said was made possible by special edu-
cation 
programs
 and donations. 
A cassette of the evening's
 music 
will
 be issued in a limited edition in a 
couple of weeks, he said. The 
tape
 will 
be available
 through the Music Depart-
ment. 
The university's
 recognition of 
American 
Music Week will 
conclude  
tonight with a 
performance by the 
Randy 
Masters
 Band and the
 SJSU 
Afro -Brazilian 
Percussion  Ensemble. 
The 
show  will begin at 
8:15
 in the con-
cert hall, with 
tickets
 selling for  $5 
general and 
$3 for students 
and se-
niors. 
A 
scheduled  
performance
 tomor-
row of an 
opera.
 "The Muse and Miss 
Dickinson," was 
canceled
 when many 
of the cast 
members became ill. 
Student 
attacked
 
in Moulder
 
Hall;
 
suspect
 
arrested
 
By Oscar Guerra 
Daily staff 
writer  
An angry man entered a 
Moulder Hall dorm room Saturday 
and held a knife to the throat of an 
SJSU student, demanding the stu-
dent stop seeing
 his daughter. 
The attacker also punched the 
student several times
 and threat-
ened to kill the student if 
he
 contin-
ued to see the man's daughter, said 
Lew Schatz, university police 
chief. 
Robert Home, 42, was ar-
rested by university police for 
one  
count each of assault,
 assault with a 
deadly weapon, battery, false im-
prisonment and trespassing, 
Schatz  
said. He said a bulletin was issued 
by the UPD before the arrest. 
The student reported to the 
University Police Department that a 
man knocked
 on his door at 11:45 
p.m. on Saturday, asking the stu-
dent for his name, Schatz said. 
After the student
 identified 
himself,  the attacker went into his 
room and told 
him  they had to talk 
about 
someone.
 Schatz said. 
The man then punched 
the stu-
dent, held a 
knife to his throat, hit 
him  
two to 
three
 tunes
 in 
the 
stom-
ach, 
once 
in the
 face
 and 
then 
put 
the 
knife 
back 
to 
his 
throat  
and 
wouldn't
 let
 the 
victim
 
move,
 
Schatz 
said.  
After
 
about  
15
 
minutes,  
the 
victim  
told 
the 
suspect  
he had
 to 
use 
the  
bathroom,
 
Schatz
 
said.  
When
 
they 
left
 
the  
dorm 
room,  
the 
suspect
 
closely
 
followed
 
the 
victim,
 
Schatz  
said.
 
When
 they
 reached
 the 
hall-
way, 
the  victim 
ran away 
from the 
suspect
 and 
called 
the 
university  
police, 
Schatz 
said.  
Boose
 was 
arrested
 about 
a 
mile 
away
 from 
Moulder 
Hall after 
being 
stopped  
for  having 
a non-
functioning  
headlight
 on 
his  car, 
UPD 
investigator
 Terry 
Edel said.
 
A pistol
 was found
 in Boose's
 
vehicle,  but
 it wasn't 
known if he 
had a 
permit to 
cam it. 
Schatz  
said.
 
House. of 
Morgan Hill,
 was 
taken to 
the  Santa Clara 
County Jail 
and was still 
in custody yesterday.
 
according to a clerk
 at the Santa 
Clara 
County 
Municipal  Court. 
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him two
 to three
 times 
in the 
stom-
ach, 
once
 in the
 face 
and  then 
put 
the 
knife  
back
 to his
 throat 
and 
wouldn't let
 
the
 victim 
move,  
Schatz said. 
After 
about  15 
minutes,  
the  
victim  
told
 the 
suspect
 he 
had  to 
use  the 
bathroom,
 Schatz
 said. 
When
 they
 left
 the 
dorm 
room,
 the
 
suspect
 
closely  
followed
 
the 
victim,  
Schatz  
said.  
When 
they
 reached 
the hall-
way, the victim 
ran away from the 
suspect 
and called the
 university 
police, Schatz said.
 
Boose  was arrested about 
a 
mile away from 
Moulder Hall after 
being 
stopped for
 having a 
non-
functioning
 headlight 
on his car, 
UPD investigator
 Terry Edel said. 
A pistol was found in Boose's 
vehicle, but it wasn't known if ht 
had a permit to carry it. 
Schatz 
said. 
Rouse, of Morgan Hill, was 
taken to the Santa Clara County Jail 
and was still in custody yesterday, 
according to a clerk at the Santa 
Clara County Municipal Court. 
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Frankie's
 
new
 
album
 
avoids
 
pop
 
gimmicks
 
By 
Scott  G. 
Hamilton  
Ifs a 
T-shirt, it's a 
video,
 it's a banned 
hit single. 
When Frankte Goes to 
Hollywood
 hap-
pened in 19114. each of these things was par-
tially responsible.  
So was the work 
of pro-
ducer Trevor Horn. 
Frankie could have disappeared as that 
year's flash in the pan 
and less people would 
have noticed. 
But Frankie has conic  again. proving it 
was more than the sum 01 gimmicks pans. 
"Liverpool" is 
out  
And 
although  Fran-
kie's
 new 
message
 is 
too 
subdued
 to 
he 
splashed
 across  
oversized  
T-shirts,
 it 
remains.
 
By attempting to carve 
OM its own
 
niche in 
pop 
music. Frankie
 simply says
 that it's still 
in the scene
 
For 
those 
who
 seek out 
the niche, a 
pleasant surprise .11S ails. 
Far nom being a great album. "Lis 
ennui!"
 is nonetheless a step in the nght di-
rection. Frankie has managed to craft a sassy 
album that is more than a sequel to "Relay...
 
largely by avoiding
 the
 self-indulgent
 excess 
which alienated both I 2-year-okLs and critics 
from "Welcome to the Pleasuredome." 
Just as importantly,  Frankie actually has 
something to say this 
time.  "War,  hide your-
self and "Arm the unemployed" worked 
tine as novelties. hut their triteness prevented 
most people
 
I rom taking the 
hand 
seriously
 
On 
'Liverpool,''
 hankie
 turns 
limn  
teasing 
sexual  prankster to practicing social 
commentator. Executive producer Horn ap-
pears to have given
 the 
musician  more tree 
reign. hnnging 
about
 increased creative self-
reliance. 
The first 60 seconds of "Liverpool" are 
deja-vu inducive. as the echoing orchestral 
wash and 
operatic 
vocals
 bnng hack mem-
ories
 oh
 "Pleasuredome." But the listener IS 
decened, side one of the
 new
 album is 40 
per-
cent industnal strength Frankie. 
The esplosive
 "Warriors of the Waste-
land" reveals the enlarged 
role of guitars 
within the hand's sound. Bnan Nash even 
gets the 
opportunity  to punch out a crunching 
solo, something not
 
possible
 in earlier
 
songs  
where the prominence of synthesizers played 
down his 
role.  
But as 
"Warriors- blends into the pre --
released
 single 
"Rage  Hard:" 
vocalist  Holly 
Johnson's switch to a Bowiesque style is the 
only hint that a new 
song has begun. Such 
lack of musical 
variety
 haunts much ol the 
album as v mon ()I' a trade-off for stronger ly-
rics  
Frankie takes off in a whole new direc-
tion 
on "Watching the Wildlife."
 The 
horns  
 yes, horns - and near 
1010 -like
 synthesiz-
ers have "hit" written all over them. But
 the 
song doesn't quite catch, and that's good, be-
cause as disposable as Frankie may he, it was 
never 
AOR  limp 
Then again, the 
venture  into slick white 
urban 
funk
 on "Lunar Boy" fails in a
 
big 
way. Drummer Peter Gill and bassist Mark 
O'Toole are 
impressive
 in concert,  yet here 
they are buried under 
electronics. One is 
forced to ask: What is the
 point'? 
Side two's moodiness is captured dra-
matically on the final and revealing cut "Is 
Anybody Out There " Frankie really vases 
the hest for last the tune valiantly 
carries  
the 
torch of its predecessor  "The 
Power 
of 
Love" by being soullul
 
vs 
uthout 
falling
 sap-
piness.
 
On the showcase lor the new -and -im-
proved lyrics, the uplilting "For Heaven's 
Sake." Johnson is able to sound cheery and 
urgent at the same time, 
working  his way 
through an attack on Margaret Thatcher: 
'Oh, come on down from your 
ism?. tower 
Unlock the doors and give us 
flowers
 
We've worked for you now far too long 
We've done what's right. you' Ve done us 
wrong
 
It's a shame that 
an
 awkward 
tempo
 
change 
detroys  the mood of the song, while 
backup  vocalist and all-around hand fixture 
Paul 
Rutherford  sings "She should stop and 
think. She should 
buy
 us all a dnnk."
 
Still, despite 
occasional  slips, "Liv-
erpool"
 
sidesteps
 
most
 
sophomore
-album pit-
falls. The niche it cuts
 isn't very deep 
thought, so there's no guarantees that anyone 
still
 remember Frankie on the nest out ine 
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Pandora's Box 
Police and
 
state  
should  
not
 
govern
 
music  
Neanderthal
 music 
must  have 
had 
a 
heavy rock 
heat.  
There 
also must
 have been 
c )n%cryative
 , fundamentalist
 Neander-
thals
 who thought their
 rock -banging 
friends 
were  promoting 
rampant  sex 
and 
evil
 and were in 
search of young
 
teen
 disciples.
 
There is 
nothing
 wrong 
with  con-
flicting views
 about music. 
However. 
there is 
a real problem 
when  police and 
government  
become
 involved 
in deci-
sions of 
morality  about 
what
 we may or 
may 
not listen to.
 
Recently, 
undercover 
police broke
 
into Dead
 Kennedy's 
lead singer 
kilo  
Biafra's 
San Francisco
 apartment. 
They 
confiscated 
copies  of the 
album
 "Fran-
kenchrist'  ' 
because
 it was 
said
 to be un 
suitable for
 minors. 
The  irony of 
the  situation 
as
 that 
the
 LP was
 suckered with
 a warning 
of 
content 
by
 the Parents 
Music Resource
 
Center. 
Biafra 
stated,  "I 
think  it's 
awfully  
irresponsible  and 
lazy-  parenting 
to ex-
pect the 
cops
 to do the 
work for 
you.
 If 
I had a 
kid,  and the 
kid brought 
home 
something 
that
 rubbed my 
fur the 
wrong way, I 
wouldn't  
immediately
 
call 
the cops 
and  try to 
have
 the artist
 
arrested."
 
Bat.in
 
music 
vigilantes  feel 
they 
ust 
protect  
society
 from evil
 
- ' a n d
 this
 means 
involving  
socie-
ty 's officials. 
Instead of 
sewing
 circles. 
church  
meetings
 and the 
like, 
vigilantes  have 
called 
for backwards
-record
-spinning  
get-togethers.  
Police and 
government  
officials are
 invited to 
attend.  
Why would
 anyone spend
 time lis-
tening to 
something  they 
find
 vulgar'? 
Don't these
 vigilantes 
realize  they 
don't  
have to 
buy the 
records,  and 
they
 don't 
have to listen 
to the stations 
that play 
the 
songs'?
 There is 
a clever 
device  on 
radios
 and 
television.  It's 
called an 
"off- 
switch.  'There's 
also The First 
Law 
of 
Consumerism:  
You  don't 
have  
Shelly  
O'Day  
to 
buy
 
somethinu  
you  hate 
"But,  our 
teen-agers  
don't  always 
have 
good 
judgment:.  
he vigilantes
 
cry. 
"They 
might 
become 
helpless  
vic-
tims 
of rock 'n'
 roll.' 
Bible
-belting,  
lyric -lashing
 fanat-
ics think
 their 
children  
are
 potential
 
psychopaths
 motivated
 by song.  They 
believe 
their children
 could 
he
 the next 
night
 stalker 
it
 influenced
 b!. sinful
 ly-
rics.
 
This 
concern  
for the welfare of 
teen-agers  is 
touching.
 hut is the
 youth 
of America
 taught 
morals
 that are so 
flimsy 
that they 
would  
disintegrate
 at 
the 
first earful
 of Twisted
 Sister'? 
Not 
everyone  
who
 grew up 
listen-
ing 
to rock 'n' 
roll
 in the '50s 
became  a 
pimp, prostitute 
or drug dealer. 
There 
is no need for
 police and 
government 
involvement. Discipline 
should 
begin in the home,  
not  in a court 
of law. 
Neanderthals became
 upright citi-
zens. The 50s 
generation
 
grew
 up 
under  the threat of 
rock  '11' roll. and 
the  
children  of the 
'80s
 
may  survive
 
to talk 
about
 it 
Shelly O'Day 
is
 the Entertainer 
editor. 
Pandora's
 Boy appear 
Thursday in the 
Entertainer.
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Entertainment
 
Briefly
 
Mary -bus
 
school
 song 
DENVER
 --- Oscar -winning 
composer  Marvin Hamlisch has 
agreed to write the 
school song 
for  
Metropolitan
 
State College
 of Denver, the college's 
president  says. 
"The kind 
of emotional remmses I get from his 
songs are the same as I get from 
Metro State:.
 President Paul Magelli said.
 Hamlisch has written scores
 for such movies 
as "The Sting." "A 
Chorus
 Line" and "The Way 
We Were.' 
Magrili said he contacted Hamlisch 
through Sidney Shlenker i mutual friend and 
owner
 of the National 
Basketball  Association's 
Denver  Nuggets. 
Hip's  it in 
Japan 
TOKYO 
Things that
 make people 
laugh  have not 
changed  much in 
2,(XX) years, 
said French
 mime 
Marcel  
Marceau.  
"I'm  sure 
Romans  laughed 
when someone
 slipped on 
a banana peel,"
 Marceau. 
known for his 
white-faced.  hapless character Rip, 
said in a luncheon speech last 
week 
On 
stage he is a man of no words, hut 
Marceau  showed off his love of language 
loi 
the 
Foreign
 Correspondents Club of 
Japan.
 aping foreign languages 
without  in fact 
anything.  
Romance 
hits
 
TV's
 'Cheers' 
NEW 
YORK 
Sam and
 Diane, 
the Jovk 
bartender  
and the 
intellectual  
waitress 
on
 
the 
NBC 
comedy
 ''Cheers,''
 will 
get hitched
 in the last
 episode 
of
 the season,
 said 
series
 
star Ted
 Danmin.
 
However,  
NBC  
entertainment
 
publicist  
Virginia  
Holden  said 
she had not
 heard 
of
 
any
 wedding 
plans.  
Shelley
 Long, 
who plays 
Diane. said 
she would 
like to move 
on, hut 
Danson  told 
the  
newspaper
 USA Today.
 "It could 
go either was.'
 
Entertainment
 
Briefly 
is 
compiled
 from
 
Spartan
 Daily
 wire 
services.
 
Lefkowitz 
charms  
intimate 
gathering
 
By Amy I.. Pabalan 
SJSU Music School Concert 
Hall 
might  not have been filled to 
capacity, but it was certainly filled 
with applause. 
The applause was for 
violinist 
Mischa Lefkowitz. who performed 
masterfully on campus last week. 
Although there were approxi-
mately 50 
people attending the con-
cert. the small crowd contributed to 
the intimacy between the performer 
and 
the audience. 
It was as if Lefkowitz was 
playing just for you. 
Accompanied
 by pianist Rob-
ert Bowman,  the violinist displayed 
his talent and command of the 
violin
 
in a repertoire that was as varied as 
it was exciting.
 
The evening's selections in-
cluded Tartini's Sonata. Pagini's 
Caprice. Rochherg's Caprice. 
Brahms' Sonata and Bolling's Go. 
vote.
 
The 
beautiful  composition of 
Tartini's Sonata as the 
opening
 song 
introduced the audience to Lelko-
witz's mastery. 
The most riveting piece was 
Rochherg's Caprice. The  unconven-
tional 
music allowed
 Lefkowitz 
to 
manipulate the violin to produce 
a 
series of shrill high notes and con-
trasting low
 notes. 
He played flawlessly. showing
 
off various 
violin  techniques with 
ease such
 as striking the strings with 
the bow, or plucking the strings 
with his lingers. 
Not onl) 
is
 1.efkov,-ii/ a mas-
terful 
violinist,  he is also an intense 
performer. From 
the gentle way he 
held 
the  how to his adept fingers. 
his 
showmanship  was 
superb.
 His 
love for the violin
 and music was 
evident as he played. 
Lefkowitz's
 performance 
of
 
Brahms' Sonata was 
a dramatic duet 
for the 
violin
 and piano that evolved 
to a softer lullaby which
 was also 
effective. 
The performance 
of
 the 
Bolling's Gavote
  a ragtime -like 
piece
  added a lighthearted touch
 
to the evening. 
Although Lefkowitz was 
clearly in the spotlight, pianist 
Bowman was
 also a talented per-
former.  
In a telephone interview after 
the performance. Lelkowitz said he 
enjoyed playing at SJSU. 
"I was really pleased with the 
audience's response." Lefkowitz 
said. "I 
expected  a bigger audience. 
hut it was warm and open. 
"I am looking forward
 to com-
ing hack." Lefkowitz 
said.  
Lefokowitz  was the 
winner of 
the 
1983 International American
 
Music Competition  among
 other 
awards. Born in 
Russia,  Lefkowitz 
started 
studying  music at the age of 
7. A 
student of the Moscow 
Conser-
vatory, he made
 his concert debut
 
when 
he was 12. 
Lelkowitz. who 
said he prac-
tices the violin for about four hours 
a day, said good violinists
 must 
have  a "fine discipline of practice" 
to perfect the techniques. 
Lelkowitz
 said he is preparing 
his own ensemble of musicians 
called "Masterpiece Virtuosi." The 
high-ranking musicians will he per-
forming a series of concerts begin-
ning in December. he said. 
Pop
 
Tops
 
The
 folios% ing 
are 
Billboard's
 hot 
record  hits 
as
 they appear
 in 
next 
week's
 issue 
of Billboard
 
magazine.
 
HOT  
SINGLES
 
I 
."Amanda"
 
Boston  (MCA) 
2."I
 Didn't
 
Mean  
to 
Turn
 You
 On" 
Robert 
Palmer  
(Island)
 
3."True
 
Colors"
 
Cyndi  
Lauper
 
(Portrait)
 
4."Human"
 
The 
Human
 League (ARM) 
5. 
"True 
Blue"  
Madonna
 
(Sire)
 
6."Take
 Me 
Home
 
Tonight"
 
Eddie  
Money  
(Columbia)
 
7."You
 
Give  
Love  a 
Bad 
Name"
 
Bon  
Jovi
 
(Mercury)
 
8."Typical
 
Male"  
Tina 
Turner
 
(Capitol)
 
9."Word
 Up"
 
Cameo  
(Atlanta  
Artists)
 
10."The
 
Rain"  
Oran 
"Juice"
 
Jones 
(DEF
 Jam
-Columbia)
 
GENERAL
 7 
STUDENT
 
SENIORS
 
CITY 
LIGHTS  THEATER COMPAN, 
TICKETS  408 295.8318 
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Latin dancers 
click 
their heels 
in 
downtown  S.J.
 
lamenco
 
By Sue Kiyabu 
Stomp. stomp, stomping sounded rhyth-
mically on the wooden floor. Clacking casta-
nets echoed and enforced 
the infectious, pas-
sionate dancing 
Like salsa, hot and
 spicy. flamenco 
dancing reflects the fire and passion of the 
Latin culture. 
The drama of flamenco dancing was per-
formed before a packed -in crowd at the Hilton 
Hotel. The Flamenco Society incorporates 
music, dance and a 
little  history to provide an 
entertaining 
evening  of culture. 
Though the 
music  is performed in Span-
ish, it transcends cultural boundaries and adds 
some 
spice to understanding the 
passion  of 
the music and people. 
"I think people 
search for their roots
 
when they see
 a show like this." said Anita 
Sheer,  director
 of the society 
"It doesn't 
have
 to be our culture that's influenced them, 
it's an 
international
 
attitude 
Sheer, who began
 the Flamenco Society. 
is
 Rumanian. However, she became 
inter-
ested in 
flamenco  music with her training 
in 
classical guitar. She 
has recorded three al-
bums and
 is an instructor 
at
 De Alva College. 
The Flamenco
 Society regularly per-
forms 
at
 the Hilton St. 
Claire
 on Mondays. 
They used to 
put  on shows only  
once a 
month,
 hut due to 
their  popularity, 
they have 
been
 performing once
 a week. Actual
 mem-
bership is 
approximately  
200 people, al-
though 
they have a 
mailing list 
of
 1.000, 
Sheer said. 
Though the 
Flamenco  Society has
 only 
been 
in San Jose
 four years, 
the art of 
the  
dance 
has been 
traced
 hack to 
the eighth 
cen-
tury, around
 the time 
of the 
Moors.  Sheer
 
said. 
1 
114 
think
 
peoi
 
their
 
roots
 w 
show
 
like  
th 
director
 i 
"It's  
amaiingl
 
hard 
) 
years 
old 
 
hr
 
9(t
  
brougThhtesiinsfluuenaclueniU1
 
Flamenco
 
Society.
 
1 
Arts
 
graduate
 
in 
mus
 
the
 
society
 
since  
its 
m
 
"The
 
relationsxh
 
and
 
the  
flamenco
 f 
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Dancing
  
search for 
en they 
see a 
 
Anita Sheer, 
he Flamenco
 Society 
she said.  "It's 
:)me 
forms
 are at least 
hie 
classical  
guitar  also 
; 
Daniel
 
Roest to the 
1986 
Master's
 of 
Fine 
has
 
been  
a member of 
*ion. 
between  the
 classical
 
Lamers  is 
a very
 nice 
surprise." Roest said. "There is a lot of mag-
netism there.'' 
The
 magnetism 
of
 the dancers, 
however.  
fueled
 more 
fire
 in the 
show.  Richard 
Orel-
lana and 
Emora,  perform
 classical 
flamenco 
dances
 with such 
sensous and 
firey attitudes,
 
it's no 
wonder the phrase
 Latin lover 
was 
coined. 
The 
dances tell a story of love. 
Words 
are not necessary when he stomps his feet like
 
a hull and she coyly 
swishes
 her skirt. The 
rhythm of 
the castanets, complementing the 
rhythm of the stomps, with the guitar 
vamp-
ing and the wailing 
of the Spanish lyrics, 
work together
 as a unit to create a sensous, 
uplifting mood. 
But, this is 
not always the case: 
It
 de-
pends on the
 type of flamenco 
music. 
Sheer
 said there are 
three  basic types 
of 
flamenco
 music: the 
canteiondo,  which is a 
deep dramatic song,  the intermedio, a milder 
version. 
and the cantechico. a happy song. 
Aida performed a 
dance  called 
a jota. to 
the beat of a cantechico. The jota orignated in 
the northern part of Spain and is danced 
with 
flat ballet
 shoes instead of the higher heels of 
the flamenco. Although she can perform the 
other dances, 
she said she likes to dance the 
jota.
 
"It
 seems to make people happier be-
cause of the upbeat 
music and faster 
rhythm." Aida 
said. 
Whether it's the 
upbeat
 music ()I the can-
techico 
or
 the dramatic effect of 
the came-
jondo, flamenco music
 is an interesting and 
lively cultural event.
 
"1 feel San lose 
and in fact, the Bay 
Area is 
fortunate
 to have the caliber of 
artists  
we have performing
 under the auspices of the 
Flamenco 
Society,"
 Rocs' said. 
... 
4;11f. 
Far left. Flamenco is dance. 
music and song. 
Music is made by guitar
 and castanets. Flmira 
and Ricardo Orellana dance with verve, 
center 
and above right. Anita Sheer, above. 
plays  an 
emotional Spanish song. 
Photos
 by 
April
 
Swift  
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Thursday,  
November 6, 
1966 
Restaurant
 
serves  
old-style
 
Japanese  
sushi
 
platter
 
of 
California
 handrolls and
 %nag°,
 sea eel, 
is
 prepared by Shokunin. chefs,
 at the 
sushi  bar 
kaneoya Shinji, a chef
 trained in Japan, 
prepares
 California rolls 
:Ind.% Bud 
In the 
Land
 of 
the  Rising Sun, 
where rice and seafood are the sta-
ples of existence. sushi is a way
 of 
life. 
In the land of 
the Bay Area. 
where  the staple of yuppie existence 
is getting in on the
 latest craze. 
many view sushi
 as a passing fad. 
However  
during 
the era 
of
 the 
young  
urban
 
professional,
 
that  has 
seen 
several 
local 
sushi  
bars
 come 
and go.
 
Hamasushi
 in 
downtown
 
San 
Jose has
 not 
forgotten  
as Japa-
nese 
roots. 
While the typical sushi bar is 
just a restaurant side attraction. 
Hamaushi,  inside 
the Hotel St. 
Claire  Hilton on the corner of San 
Carlos and Market streets,
 special-
izes in 
Japanese
 finger food. 
Sitting at the bar, one 
gets the 
feeling that 
Hamasuhi's  concept is 
authentic. Although the decor is 
modem, it captures the 
flavor of the 
Orient. 
10, ,,i 
sushi
 ingiedients  
which 
the  shokunin (sushi
 chefs) 
artfully prepare 
is placed on the bar 
in front of 
customers.  
Shokunin
 must  
undergo
 a long 
training period
 to master the 
skill  of 
preparing  sushi in front of 
the CLI%-
10111Cf.
 
The Japanese 
developed the art 
of making suhsi over a period of 
I ,(XX) years. It began
 as a method of 
preserving
 fish by pressing rice and 
salt between layers of filets. 
Nigiri-zushi. 
always  served in 
pairs, 
are oblong slabs of vinegared 
rice topped with green 
horseradish 
and a slice 
of fresh seafood. 
Maki-zushi. sushi rolls,
 consist 
of rice, vegetables
 or seafood. 
wrapped in laver, which is made 
from seaweed, 
Maki-zushi originated in the 
18th century in Japan at the famous 
gambling house at Tekkaba. Gam-
blers needed a convenient food they 
could eat 
while
 playing cards or 
rolling dice 
See  Sushi. page 
7 
Discover The Treasures Of 
Amadio
 The Hidden 
Jeweler  . . . 
Nestled in nearby Saratoga 
Amadio
 the Hidden Jeweler offers you 
handmade  14 iKi friendship and engagement  rings from
 $150 
You
 
can also custom design your  own 
14
 KT 
or 18 KT 
jewelry  
Amadio
 the Hidden Jeweler offers you the best prices on diamonds 
c 
ems
 and 
repairs
 
So 
uncover  the bounty at 4 
14519 
Big 
Basin  Way
 
Saratoga, 
867-6911  
 
4., 
'silks"
 
Sale on 
Perms 
Command
 
Perfonname
 
STYLING
 SALONS 
We've got the style for you. 
Now at 
Command  Performance, you can 
introduce
 yourself to the pleasure
 of a salon -
perm at a sa ings. 
Save $10.00 
On Any
 Full Perm 
Service
 
on, , 
ree ,1,11,111,11,,, 1, 
II,1   II r 
Vo appointment
 ilei eisaru 
Al 
tie following
 
locations:
 
Silver
 Creek 
Plaza. San 
Jose. 
270-1550  
Sunnyvale
 Town
 
Center,  
Sunnyvale.  
245-2746  
Calaveras
 Plaza. 
Milpitas. 
263-4357 
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Hamasushi
 
offers
 
more than 
fad 
food
 
Sushi, 
from  
page
 6 
The 
attraction  
of 
sushi  
lies 
in the 
balance  of 
colors
 and 
variety
 
of
 textures, and
 liainasushi's
 sho-
kinun 
are 
successful
 
at
 
making
 sushi
 dining an aes-
thetically 
pleasing 
and  savory 
experience.
 
Sushi  is completely 
natural
 and nutrious. 
Hamasushi
 serves several
 
accompaniments
 that 
add 
to the intrigue of eating sushi. 
Gari, 
pickled
 ginger 
mannaied  in vinegar, 
is 
served in slices. 
It is eaten a little 
at a 
time
 
between  
varieties of sushi to clear the palate. 
Wasahi, the green 
horseradish,
 is 
used  to cover 
the fishy 
taste 
by temporarily
 -paralyzing
 the
 palate. 
Murasaki. soy
 sauce, 
is
 used for 
dipping,
 and 
can be 
mixed  
with
 wasabi 
to add 
extra zest. 
Sushi 
is primarily  
a 
finger
 food.
 and 
although  
chopsticks
 are 
acceptable  they
 are dillicult
 to man-
age. The proper way to 
eat 
sushi is to 
hold  
it
 
by 
the 
end, fish side down, dip 
it into 
the soy 
sauce  and 
onto the 
palate. 
Hamasuhi serves
 several varieties,  all rea-
sonably priced between $1.60 and $3.80. 
The 
maki  sushis include kappa makki, cu-
cumber 
roll; tekka maki. tuna roll; and california
 
roll, a variety of California 
vegetables  and seafood. 
Nigiri  sushis include 
mirugai.  giant clam; uni, local 
sea urchin 
and ikiira, salmon 
roe.
 
No sushi meal 
would be 
complete
 without 
sake. rice 
wine,  which is served 
warm. To the unini-
tiated,
 sake has quite
 a bite and may
 take some get-
ting 
used
 to. Other good 
accompaniment 
beverages  
are beer, which 
stimulates the 
appetite  and agari. 
green tea. 
   
Hamasuhi serves
 lunch between 
11:30 a.m. 
and  2 p.m., 
Monday  through 
Friday; and is 
open for 
dinner
 from 5 to 
10 p.m.. 
Monday
 through 
Satur-
day.
 and from 5 
to
 9 p.m. 
Sundays.
 Most major
 
credit  cards
 
accepted.
 
Dining
 
Photo.  
Wendler 
John
 Urban,
 SJSU graduate 
student, and Carolyn 
Urban  enjoy eating
 salmon 
skin 
handrolls  in a 
Japanese  
atmosphere
 
ALL 
WORK
 
+ 
NO 
PLAY
  
NO 
FUN 
Let 
us
 help you
 plan a 
fun -filled 
vacation
 and add 
some  
play
-time to 
the 
school
 year.
 
 
HOME
 
FOR 
THE
 
HOLIDAYS
 
Book  
now!  
We
 can
 
guarantee
 
you
 the 
lowest
 
air 
fares  
available
 
 
WINTER
 
BREAK
 
Enjoy
 
your
 
time
-off
 
with
 
some 
fun 
in the 
sun. 
MID
-YEAR 
GRADUATESdrop
 
in 
and  
browse  
around. Pick 
your  favorite 
vacation
 
spot
 to 
celebrate
 
your  
graduation.  
WALK 
OR DRIVE 
TO OUR 
SAINTE
 CLAIRE
 
HILTON
 
OFFICE  
Pick 
up free
 
literature  
lectOt
 
'Ø 
Ø5
 
Corner
 
San
 
Carlos
 & 
Market
 
Streets
 
293-7990
 
BE C 
At 
The  
Coolest  Thursdays Anywhere 
And because we 
know
 
you're cool . 
DRINK .. . 
* 750 
Draft  
Wine
 Coolers 
* $1.25
 
Seag 
rams
 Golden Coolers 
* 50¢ "Cool Check" 
Kamikazes
 
FREE "Be Cool"
 Sunglasses to the 
first  50 party people through
 the 
door after
 9 p.m. 
WIN . . . 
T -Shirts, Prizes, 
& Surprises 
cafe
 
BAJO
 
cantina
 
499 E. HAMILTON IN 
CAMPBELL  AT 
HIGHWAY 
17:374-4290
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'Cloud
 
9' 
suffers
 
loftiness
 
Pete Benson, kit, 
as
 Gerry and Jan McGinnisse as Betty, right, sit on 
a bench and that in "Cloud 9" 
By Frank
 Michael
 Russell
 
Sex can't he separated from 
Or 
so 
its
 argued in the City 
Lights Theater Company production 
of playwright Caryl Churchill's 
"Cloud Nine." 
This farcical comedy is an ad-
enturous  evening of 
theater,  exam-
ining
 
relationships  
of all sons, past 
and 
present.  
Set in a British colony
 of Af-
rica 
during the 
1880s.
 then in Lon-
don during 
the 1980s  except that, 
for 
the characters, it's only 
25
 years 
later  the play is surrealistic in its 
staging. 
The actors in "Cloud Nine" 
all play at least 
two characters, 
often
 against type  Dan O'Neill, 
for example, plays
 both an African 
house servant and a 
white.  London 
schoolgirl. 
Most of the cast 
is able to carry 
this off well 
and David A. 
DeLong's 
steady direction 
keeps the 
production 
under  control. 
But the
 play itself lacks a 
solid 
grounding  -- a 
quality
 line for an 
inane  piece 
of
 comedic 
theater,  hut 
unconvincing  as 
a miciopolitical
 
thesis. 
Pete 
Benson,
 for 
example, 
seems  too 
camp 
as
 Betty. 
the ded-
icated 
Victorian
 housewife.
 It's 
hard  to take
 seriously
 the idea
 that a 
character
 obviously
 in 
drag
 can he 
a 
sexually oppressed 
woman
 
of
 the 
past. 
Benson comes across more sin-
cerely, though. as Gerry. 
a homo-
sexual Londoner of modern times. 
Because it's often a human 
trait to want both individuality
 and 
to he loved
 as a member of a group. 
it's easy to sympathize with Gerry's 
struggle 
over  whether his 
relationship with Edward,  played in 
the second act by George Lee, 
should he like
 a marriage. 
Edwards
 sexual identity is 
perhaps at the crux of the play. 
As a child in Africa, he's 
played by April Dreiske, who por-
trays his sister Victoria in modem 
London Lee, meanwhile, plays Fit 
ward's  father Clive 
in the lirst act. 
This casting web 
is important 
to the point of "Cloud Nine," as 
well as the way it plays with reality. 
Edward  wants
 to be the
 woman 
in his 
relationship  
with  Gerry 
hut 
as 
Victoria's  
lesbian 
affair  in 
the 
second act 
points  
out, he 
can't
 ht 
like 
a woman for
 a simple 
reason 
he isn't one.
 
Sexual  politics can 
he confus-
ing 
and ridiculous.
 But 
"Cloud  
Nine" 
is ultimately not 
enough like 
the real world. 
As 
a farce the play is entertain-
ing, but
 as satire it doesn't 
make
 
point  
mostly
 
because it tries 
so 
hard to. 
   
"Cloud 
Nine" 
plays 
Thurs-
days 
through  
Saturdays  
at 8 
p.m.
 
and
 Sundays
 at 7 p.m.
 at the 
City 
Lights 
Theater. 
70 N. 
Almaden
 
Ave, until 
Nov. 22. 
Tickets
 cost $7, $5 for 
students 
and senior cili/ens 
10% 
STUDENT
 
DISCOUNT  
ON
 PARTS
 
AND 
ACCESSORIES  
0 
(with student I. D. ) 
All Aluminum
 Bikes 
$30.00-$90.00 
off the 
Regular Price.
 
THE  
\, 
BICYCLE
 
HUT 
OPEN 
7 DAYS 
2133 Morrill Ave. 
San Jose, 
CA 95132 
262-9350 
Thursday,
 November 6, 1986 
Calendar
 
Events
 
San 
Jose  State 
University
 
Theater 
is 
scheduled
 to 
present  
the 
play, 
"The  
Robber
 Bride-
groom" 
tomorrow. 
Call 
277-
3190 
for 
more  
information.
 
Trinity  Antique Show 
& 
Sale is scheduled 
to he held at 
the Santa Clara County Expo 
Center.
 tomorrow through Sun-
day. Call 292-3449 for more in-
formation.
 
Veteran's Day 
Parade is 
scheduled to he held from 7th 
and Santa 
Clara to City Plaza 
Park, South Market at San Car-
los streets
 in San Jose at 1 p.m. 
Sunday. Call 279-9999 for more 
information. 
Tommy J. Fulcher, Jr., di-
rector of 
San Jose -based Eco-
nomic and Social 
Opportunities.
 
Inc. and 
Rosalee "Nikki" Nich-
ols, general manager and editor 
of 
Our
 Paper are
 
scheduled
 
to 
speak
 on 
"Homosexuality
 and 
Freedom of Speech" at Phoenix 
Bookshop
 Cafe at 7 p.m.
 Mon-
day. Call 292-9277 for more in-
formation: 
Art  
"The 
Paintings
 of a 
De-
cade: 
1975-1985"  by 
Gaylen  
Hansen will 
he exhibited at the 
San Jose Museum of An until 
Nov.
 30. Call 294-2787  for more 
information.  
Anita Margrill-Domus'
 in-
stallation of architectural sculp-
ture and painting will he exhib-
ited at 
Gallery IV de Saisset 
Museum at Santa Clara Univer-
sity until Dec. 21. Call 554-4528 
for more information. 
Music 
The Stevens are scheduled 
to play
 at the Spartan Pub at 9 
p.m. today. Call 277-9084 for 
more 
information.  
The San Jose Civic Light 
Opera is scheduled to present 
"Oliver" at the Center of Per-
forming Arts tomorrow. Call 
971-1212  for more information. 
Jackie and Roy are sched-
uled to play at Garden City, 3fat 
S. Saratoga Ave.. at 7:30 p.m 
Sunday. Call 244-3333 for more 
information,
 
An unpublished piece hy 
Philip Glass, a 
Moran  Mass and 
a Bach Motet pre scheduled to 
he 
played by 
the Pacific 
Mozart  
Ensemble.  at 5 p.m. Sunday 
at 
St. 
John's
 Presbyterian 
Church,  
2727 College 
Ave. in Berkeley. 
Call (4151 849-4877 for 
more  in-
formation.
 
KAMIKAZE
 
THURSDAYS
 
at
 
L.A.
 ROCKS
 
sov 
KAMIKAZES  
CRAFT BEER 
$2.75/pitcher  
WATER 
TOWER  
PLAZA 
CAMPBELL 
The new
 rock 
wave
 
in 
the South 
Bay 
life. on 
4,t 
awl 
loot, Mr.1 
Ate 
